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Hardcover  •  5 ⅜ x 7 ½  •  160 pages  •  10 b/w illus.  •  Ages: 7 to 9

TIMELESS STORIES BEAUTIFULLY RETOLD FOR A YOUNGER AUDIENCE

Every child deserves an appealing introduction to the classics, with age-appropriate text and beautiful art.  
That’s exactly what Classic Starts™ provides. Each title has been expertly rewritten and features book club questions 
plus an afterword by noted educator Arthur Pober, Ed.D.

The Adventures of  
Huckleberry Finn
Retold from the  
Mark Twain original

978-1-4027-2499-2
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: World

20,000 Leagues  
Under the Sea
Retold from the  
Jules Verne original

978-1-4027-2533-3
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 48
Territory: World

The Adventures of  
Tom Sawyer
Retold from the  
Mark Twain original

978-1-4027-1216-6
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: World

The Adventures of  
Robin Hood
Retold from the  
Howard Pyle original

978-1-4027-1257-9
$6.95 US / $7.95 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: World

The Adventures of  
Sherlock Holmes
Retold from the Sir Arthur 
Conan Doyle original

978-1-4027-1217-3
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: World

Animal Stories
Retold from the  
classic originals

978-1-4027-6646-6
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 48
Territory: World

Alice in Wonderland  
& Through the  
Looking-Glass
Retold from the Lewis  
Carroll originals

978-1-4027-5422-7
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: World

Anne of Avonlea
Retold from the Lucy Maud 
Montgomery original

978-1-4027-5424-1
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: US/Can/MidEast/
Asia/ANZ 

Anne of Green Gables
Retold from the Lucy Maud 
Montgomery original

978-1-4027-1130-5
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qy: 52
Territory: US/Can/MidEast/
Asia/ANZ

Arabian Nights
Retold from the classic tales

978-1-4027-4573-7
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: World
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Bestselling titles

Ballet Stories
Retold from the  
classic originals

978-1-4027-6663-3
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: World

Around the World  
in 80 Days
Retold from the  
Jules Verne original

978-1-4027-3689-6
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: World

Black Beauty
Retold from the  
Anna Sewell original

978-1-4027-1144-2
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: World

The Call of the Wild
Retold from the  
Jack London original

978-1-4027-1274-6
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: World

Frankenstein
Retold from the  
Mary Shelley original

978-1-4027-2666-8
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: World

Five Little Peppers  
and How They Grew
Retold from the  
Margaret Sidney original

978-1-4027-5420-3
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 48
Territory: World

Great Expectations
Retold from the  
Charles Dickens original

978-1-4027-6645-9
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: World

Greek Myths
Retold from the  
classic originals, 
illustrated by Eric Freeberg

978-1-4027-7312-9 
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: World

Grimm’s Fairy Tales
Retold from the  
Brothers Grimm original,  
illustrated by Eric Freeberg

978-1-4027-7311-2
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: World

Heidi
Retold from the  
Johanna Spyri original

978-1-4027-3691-9
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: World

Gulliver’s Travels
Retold from the  
Jonathan Swift original

978-1-4027-2662-0
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: World

Classic Starts®

Dracula
Retold from the  
Bram Stoker original

978-1-4027-3690-2
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: World

Journey to the  
Center of the Earth
Retold from the  
Jules Verne original,  
illustrated by Eric Freeberg

978-1-4027-7313-6
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: World

The Hunchback of  
Notre-Dame
Retold from the  
Victor Hugo original

978-1-4027-4575-1
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 40
Territory: World

The Iliad
Retold from the Homer original,  
illustrated by Eric Freeberg,  
abridged by Kathleen Olmstead

978-1-4549-0612-4
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: World
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Bestselling titles

The Jungle Book
Retold from the  
Rudyard Kipling original

978-1-4027-4576-8
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: World

Little Men
Retold from the  
Louisa May Alcott original

978-1-4027-5423-4
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 48
Territory: World

The Last of  
the Mohicans
Retold from the James  
Fenimore Cooper original

978-1-4027-4577-5
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: World

Little Lord Fauntleroy
Retold from the Frances 
Hodgson Burnett original

978-1-4027-4578-2
$5.95 US / $6.95 CAN
Carton Qty: 40
Territory: World

A Little Princess
Retold from the Frances 
Hodgson Burnett original

978-1-4027-1275-3
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: World

Little Women
Retold from the  
Louisa May Alcott original

978-1-4027-1236-4
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: World

Moby-Dick
Retold from the  
Herman Melville original

978-1-4027-6644-2
$6.95 US /$8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: World

The Man in the Iron Mask
Retold from the  
Alexandre Dumas original

978-1-4027-4579-9
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 40
Territory: World

The Odyssey
Retold from  
the Homer original,  
illustrated by Eric Freeberg

978-1-4027-7334-1
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: World

Oliver Twist
Retold from the  
Charles Dickens original

978-1-4027-2665-1
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: World

Peter Pan
Retold from the  
J. M. Barrie original

978-1-4027-5421-0
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 48
Territory: WEX UK

Pinocchio
Retold from the  
Carlo Collodi original

978-1-4027-4581-2
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: World

The Phantom of the Opera
Retold from the  
Gaston Leroux original

978-1-4027-4580-5
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: World

The Prince and the Pauper
Retold from the  
Mark Twain original

978-1-4027-3687-2
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: World

Pollyanna
Retold from the  
Eleanor H. Porter original

978-1-4027-3692-6
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: World

Classic Starts®
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Bestselling titles

Rebecca of  
Sunnybrook Farm
Retold from the  
Kate Douglas Wiggin original

978-1-4027-3693-3
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: World

Robinson Crusoe
Retold from the  
Daniel Defoe original

978-1-4027-2664-4
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: World

The Red Badge  
of Courage
Retold from the  
Stephen Crane original

978-1-4027-2663-7
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 48
Territory: World

The Secret Garden
Retold from the Frances 
Hodgson Burnett original

978-1-4027-1319-4
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: World

The Story of King  
Arthur & His Knights
Retold from the  
Howard Pyle original

978-1-4027-2534-0
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: World

The Strange Case of  
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde
Retold from the Robert Louis 
Stevenson original

978-1-4027-2667-5
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: World

The Three Musketeers
Retold from the  
Alexandre Dumas original

978-1-4027-3695-7 
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: World

The Swiss  
Family Robinson
Retold from the  
Johann David Wyss original

978-1-4027-3694-0
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: World

The Time Machine
Retold from the  
H. G. Wells original

978-1-4027-4582-9
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: US/Can/MidEast/
Asia/ANZ

Treasure Island
Retold from the  
Robert Louis Stevenson 
original

978-1-4027-1318-7
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: World

The Voyages of  
Doctor Dolittle
Retold from the  
Hugh Lofting original

978-1-4027-4574-4
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: World

White Fang
Retold from the  
Jack London original

978-1-4027-2500-5
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: World

The War of the Worlds
Retold from the  
H. G. Wells original

978-1-4027-3688-9
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: US/Can/MidEast/
Asia/ANZ

The Wind in the Willows
Retold from the  
Kenneth Grahame original

978-1-4027-3696-4
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: World

Roman Myths
Retold from  
the classic originals,  
illustrated by Eric Freeberg

978-1-4549-0611-7
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN
Carton Qty: 52
Territory: World

Classic Starts®
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Bestselling titles

20,000 Leagues  
Under the Sea
Retold from the  
Jules Verne original

978-1-4027-7364-8
$9.95 US / $11.95 CAN

The Adventures of  
Huckleberry Finn
Retold from the  
Mark Twain original

978-1-4027-7355-6
$9.95 US / $12.95 CAN

A Little Princess
Retold from the Frances 
Hodgson Burnett original

978-1-4027-7360-0
$9.95 US / $12.95 CAN

Treasure Island
Retold from the Robert  
Louis Stevenson original

978-1-4027-7358-7
$9.95 US / $12.95 CAN

Classic Starts® Audio
Paperback & CD  •  5 ⅜ x 7 ½  •  160 pages  •  10 b/w illus.  •  Ages: 7 to 9  •  Carton Qty: 40  •  Territory: World excl Korea
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Bestselling titles

IN A SEA OF INFORMATION, it’s often hard to know exactly what your child should be learning. Let Flash 
Kids introduce the key skills for each age and stage—and offer the guidance you need to help your child achieve 
success every step of the way. Developed by educators and parents in accordance with educational standards, 
our Flash Kids flashcards and workbooks cover essential skills in a way that makes learning quick, easy, and fun.

EXPLORE 

to discover more about our 
products and find dozens of  
free downloads to get your 
child started with  
Flash Kids today!
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Bestselling titles

Preschool Activities
Created for children aged 3 to 5, the Preschool Activities series takes a hands-on approach to 
teaching the fine motor skills needed to begin writing letters and numbers. Engaging themes and 
fresh art make every book an adventure. 

Paperback  •  8 ½ x 11  •  $5.95 US / $7.50 CAN  •  80 pages  •  Full-color  •  Ages: 3 to 5  •  Carton Qty: 58  •  Territory: World   (unless otherwise noted)

Preschool Skills workbooks use mazes, dot-to-dots, and patterning exercises to introduce and reinforce  
school-readiness skills. Simple directions encourage independent work.

Preschool Skills

Alphabet 
978-1-4114-3421-9 

Beginning Sounds 
978-1-4114-3422-6

Colors and Shapes 
978-1-4114-3423-3

Numbers 
978-1-4114-3424-0

Ready for School 
978-1-4114-3425-7

Paperback  •  8 ½ x 10 ⅞  •    •  64 pages  •  Full-color  •  Ages: 3 to 5  •  Carton Qty: 78  •  Territory: World   

Coloring
978-1-4114-5806-2

Cutting and Pasting
978-1-4114-5807-9 
 

Letters 
978-1-4114-5808-6

Mazes 
978-1-4114-5809-3

Numbers 
978-1-4114-5810-9 

Tracing 
978-1-4114-5811-6 

Tracing Letters

$4.95 
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Bestselling titles

Sterling   •   Educational Catalog   •       16 • Spring 2018   •   sterlingpublishing.com8787

reFerence & study aids

Sight
Words

Puzzles and Games

ISBN 9781411479043  •   
Paperback  •  240 pages (all in color) 
8 1/2 × 10 7/8  •  Ages: 4 to 9
Carton Qty: 20  •  Territory: W
Flash Kids

 KEY SELLING POINTS

■ Parents love Flash Kids workbooks for being accessible and 
educationally sound

■ Learning sight words puts kids on the path to 
being successful readers

■ Engaging games and activities keep readers 
interested while learning

■ Previous Flash Kids materials on sight words have sold well: 
Flash Kids Complete Book of Sight Words (9781411449589) has 
sold almost 50,000 copies; Flash Kids Sight Words Flash Cards 
(9781411434806) has sold 220,000 copies; and Flash Kids Sight 
Words Level A (9781411404908) has sold over 35,000 copies

Sight Words Puzzles and Games
by Flash Kids Editors

Sight words are the most commonly used words in the English 
language—and when children learn to recognize them, they’re one 
important step closer to reading success. This engaging workbook 
introduces aspiring readers to all 220 sight words. Along with 
fun activities, each section includes a review that tests readers’ 
understanding before they move on.
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ALSO AVAILABLE

The Complete Book 
of Sight Words
ISBN 9781411449589 

Paperback  •  8 1/2 × 10 7/8
Territory: W

Sight Words: Level A 
(Flash Kids Workbooks)
ISBN 9781411404908 
$6.95  ($9.95 CAN)
Paperback  •  8 1/2 × 10 7/8
Territory: W

Sight Words Puzzles and GamesSight Words Puzzles and Games

$24.95
 

$24.95
 

9781411498761 
Paperback / softback 
$6.95 
10.875 in H | 8.500 in 
144 pages 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 36 

9781411498778 
Paperback / softback 
$6.95 
10.875 in H | 8.500 in 
144 pages 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 36 

9781411404922 
Paperback / softback 
$6.95 
10.875 in H | 8.500 in 
144 pages 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 36 

9781411404939 
Paperback / softback 
$6.95 
10.875 in H | 8.500 in 
144 pages 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 36 

Phonics Consonants Phonics Vowels  

Sight Words: Level B Sight Words: Level C 

titlesBestselling 
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9781411400863 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
11.000 in H | 8.500 in
112 pages 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 48 

Cursive Writing Practice Book (Flash Kids Harcourt 
Family Learning) 
Flash Kids educational products focus on fast, fun family learning. Developed for 
children in grades K-8, Flash Kids products take a lighthearted approach to serious 
educational content. In an age of rigorous standardized testing and increased 
emphasis on performance, these products encourage parents and children to enjoy 
the simple delight of learning new things together. Most importantly, Flash Kids 
products give families an easy, affordable way to bridge the gap between school and 
home.

This book teaches cursive in a cool way. Each letter corresponds to a realistic animal 
illustration and an interesting scientific fact about the picture. This unique feature helps 
grab kids attention, while the clear diagrams and ample pages encourage practice.

9781411400870 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
11.000 in H | 8.500 in 
112 pages 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 48 

Print Writing Practice Book (Flash Kids Harcourt 
Family Learning) 
Flash Kids educational products focus on fast, fun family learning. Developed for 
children in grades K-8, Flash Kids products take a lighthearted approach to serious 
educational content. In an age of rigorous standardized testing and increased 
emphasis on performance, these products encourage parents and children to enjoy 
the simple delight of learning new things together. Most importantly, Flash Kids 
products give families an easy, affordable way to bridge the gap between school and 
home.

This friendly book introduces print writing through fun animal facts. The book is full of 
familiar and not-so-familiar creatures that will make learning to write an adventure. 
Plenty of practice pages encourage repetition and mastery

9781411463455 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
11.000 in H | 8.500 in 
112 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 48 

Cursive Writing 
There's never been a handwriting book quite like this! With stylish art, Cursive Writing 
introduces the basics of script AND sends students on an exciting journey around the 
world. As children learn their cursive As, Bs, and Cs, they'll write the names of famous 
cities and sites from all around the world and find out fun facts about each place. So 
they're gaining two skills at once!

With four pages devoted to each letter, there's plenty of space for kids to practice, 
which encourages repetition and mastery.

9781411463448 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
11.000 in H | 8.500 in 
112 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 48 

Print Writing 
This Flash Kids workbook has it all: An appealing, kid-grabbing package, superb 
handwriting basics, and fun nature facts, too! Featuring plenty of familiar (and not-so-
familiar) creepy-crawly creatures, it makes learning to write a lively adventure. With 
four pages to write on for every letter, there's lots of room to practice!

Bestselling titles
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Bestselling titles

Write-On Wipe-Off Cards
TAKE THE FLASH CARD UP A NOTCH!

These Write-On Wipe-Off card decks feature reusable surfaces so kids can easily practice their work, wipe it 
away, and start again! Using the included dry-erase pen, children will master upper- and lowercase letters in both 
cursive and print, as well as words and sentences. And with 40 cards in each box, there's plenty of space for kids 
to write, which encourages repetition and success.

Card Deck  •  5 7⁄16 x 6 6⁄8  •    •  40 pages  •  all in color  •  Ages: 6 to 8  •  Carton Qty: 20  •  Territory: W

Print Writing Cards
978-1-4114-7891-6
Ages: 3 to 6

Cursive Writing Cards
978-1-4114-7890-9    
Ages: 6 to 8  

Write-On Wipe-Off 
Addition Cards
Flash Kids Editors

978-1-4114-7111-5

Write-On Wipe-Off 
Subtraction Cards
Flash Kids Editors

978-1-4114-7112-2 

Write-On Wipe-Off 
Division Cards
Flash Kids Editors

978-1-4114-7113-9

Write-On Wipe-Off 
Multiplication Cards
Flash Kids Editors

978-1-4114-7114-6

Write-On Wipe-Off Learning 
Cards: Shapes

978-1-4114-6341-7 

Write-On Wipe-Off Learning 
Cards: Letters

978-1-4114-6339-4 

Write-On Wipe-Off Learning 
Cards: School Skills

978-1-4114-6342-4 

Write-On Wipe-Off Learning 
Cards: Numbers

978-1-4114-6340-0 

Card Deck  •  7 ⅜ x 4 ⅞  •    •  40 pages  •  all in color  •  Ages: 3 to 5  Carton Qty: 24  •  Territory: W

Card Deck  •  7 ⅜ x 4 7⁄8  •  $10.95 / $12.95 CAN  •  80 pages  •  all in 2-color  •  40 cards  •  Carton Qty: 20  •  Territory: WEX UK

$10.95 

$10.95 
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Bestselling titles

Numbers 
978-1-4114-3478-3

Phonics 
978-1-4114-3481-3

Ready for School 
978-1-4114-3489-9

Rhyming Words 
978-1-4114-3494-3

Sight Words 
978-1-4114-3480-6

States and Capitals 
978-1-4114-3485-1 

Subtraction 
978-1-4114-3482-0

Time and Money 
978-1-4114-3488-2

Spanish 
978-1-4114-3490-5

Listo para la Escuela/
Ready for School  
(Spanish Flash Cards) 

978-1-4114-3495-0

Palabras Basicas/ 
Spanish Sight Words  
(Spanish Flash Cards)  
978-1-4114-3492-9

El Alfabeto/ 
Spanish Alphabet 
(Spanish Flash Cards)  
978-1-4114-3479-0

3 Letter Words 
978-1-4114-3496-7 

   
   
  

Alphabet 
978-1-4114-3491-2

Division 
978-1-4114-3483-7

Division War 
978-1-4114-3487-5

Multiplication 
978-1-4114-3441-7

Multiplication War 
978-1-4114-3486-8 

Flash Cards
Presenting a wide range of important learning  
concepts, Flash Kids flash cards make learning a fun  
game for every age and stage. Each deck includes  
86 sturdy, full-color practice cards, plus idea cards for  
simple games and activities to enhance skills.

Card Deck  •  3 ¼ x 5 ¼  •    •  86 cards    
Ages: 5 to 6  •  Carton Qty: 50  •  Territory: World 

Addition
978-1-4114-3484-4

$4.95 
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Bestselling titles

Alphabet Activities: 
Grade Pre-K
978-1-4114-3439-4 

Alphabet Puzzles and 
Games: Grade Pre-K
978-1-4114-3465-3 

Colors and Shapes: 
Grade Pre-K
978-1-4114-3470-7

Letter Dot-to-Dot: 
Grade Pre-K 
978-1-4114-3462-2

Number Activities: 
Grade Pre-K
978-1-4114-3468-4

Number Dot-to-Dot: 
Grade Pre-K
978-1-4114-3461-5

Number Puzzles and 
Games: Grade Pre-K 
978-1-4114-3464-6

Ready for School:  
Grade Pre-K 
978-1-4114-3466-0

Addition Activities: 
Grade 1 
978-1-4114-3458-5 

Math Drills:  
Grade 1 
978-1-4114-3460-8 

Phonics Blends:  
Grade 1 
978-1-4114-3444-8

Phonics Vowels:  
Grade 1 
978-1-4114-3445-5

Place Value:  
Grade 1 
978-1-4114-3455-4

Sight Words:  
Grade 1 
978-1-4114-3449-3 

Subtraction  
Activities: Grade 1 
978-1-4114-3457-8 

Time and Money: 
Grade 1 
978-1-4114-3450-9 

Addition Activities: 
Grade 2
978-1-4114-3453-0 

Math Drills:  
Grade 2 
978-1-4114-3451-6 

Flash Skills
Each Flash Skills workbook highlights a specific math or reading 
skill, providing the in-depth practice necessary to master essential 
concepts. Entertaining art and kid-friendly themes give each book a 
story-like feel. A perfectly portable size and two full pages of reward 
stickers add to the enjoyment.

Paperback  •  7 x 9  •  $3.95 US / $4.95 CAN  •  64 pages   
Full-color  •  Ages: 5 to 6  •  Carton Qty: 100  •  Territory: World
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Sight Words:  
Grade 2 
978-1-4114-3471-4

Subtraction  
Activities: Grade 2 
978-1-4114-3456-1

Reading  
Comprehension: Grade 2
978-1-4114-3472-1

Writing Skills:  
Grade 2 
978-1-4114-3448-6

Division Activities: 
Grade 3 
978-1-4114-3443-1

Fraction Activities: 
Grade 3 
978-1-4114-3467-7

Main Idea:  
Grade 3 
978-1-4114-3442-4

Math Drills:  
Grade 3 
978-1-4114-3454-7

Multiplication  
Activities: Grade 3 
978-1-4114-3452-3

Problem Solving:  
Grade 3 
978-1-4114-3469-1 

Reading  
Comprehension:  
Grade 3 
978-1-4114-3446-2

Writing Skills:  
Grade 3 
978-1-4114-3447-9

Problem Solving:  
Grade 4 
978-1-4114-3473-8

Reading  
Comprehension: Grade 4
978-1-4114-3440-0

Problem Solving:  
Grade 5 
978-1-4114-3474-5

Reading  
Comprehension: Grade 5 
978-1-4114-3476-9

Problem Solving:  
Grade 6
978-1-4114-6298-4

Reading  
Comprehension: Grade 6 
978-1-4114-3477-6

Place Value:  
Grade 2 
978-1-4114-3459-2

Problem Solving:  
Grade 2 
978-1-4114-3463-9
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This comprehensive line of workbooks was developed in partnership with Harcourt— 
one of the world’s leading educational publishers. They provide complete lessons in math,  
reading, and other key subject areas. 

Harcourt Family Learning Workbooks

Language Arts
These workbooks offer kids a fun way to strengthen their grammar, punctuation, 
vocabulary, and research skills. In addition to the entertaining activities, each book 
includes a section on improving writing and excelling on standardized tests.

Paperback  •  8  ⁄2⁄2 x 10  ⁄8⁄8  •  $7.95  •  144 pages  •  Full-color  •  Territory: World

language arts: 
grade 1 
978-1-4114-0409-0
Ages: 5 to 6
Carton Qty: 30

language arts: 
grade 2 
978-1-4114-0410-6
Ages: 6 and up
Carton Qty: 36

language arts: 
grade 5 
978-1-4114-0413-7
Ages: 9 and up
Carton Qty: 36 

language arts: 
grade 6 
978-1-4114-0414-4
Ages: 10 and up
Carton Qty: 36

language arts: 
grade 3 
978-1-4114-0411-3
Ages: 7 and up
Carton Qty: 36

language arts: 
grade 4 
978-1-4114-0412-0
Ages: 8 and up
Carton Qty: 36

test Prep
Based on subject areas covered by most state standardized tests, these colorful workbooks provide practice pages,  
strategies, tips, and full length practice tests to build test-taking confidence and skills.

test Prep: grade 5 
Flash Kids Editors

978-1-4114-0401-4
Ages: 9 and UP     

test Prep: grade 6
Flash Kids Editors

978-1-4114-0402-1     
Ages: 10 and UP     

test Prep: grade 7
Flash Kids Editors

978-1-4114-0403-8     
Ages: 11 and UP     

test Prep: grade 8 
Flash Kids Editors

978-1-4114-0404-5     
Ages: 12 and UP     

test Prep: grade 1  
Flash Kids Editors

978-1-4114-0397-0
Ages: 5 and UP 

test Prep: grade 2
Flash Kids Editors

978-1-4114-0398-7     
Ages: 6 and UP

test Prep: grade 3
Flash Kids Editors

978-1-4114-0399-4128 pages     
Ages: 7 and UP

test Prep: grade 4 
Flash Kids Editors

978-1-4114-0400-7
Ages: 8 and UP
    

Paperback  •  8 1⁄1 2⁄22⁄  x 10 7⁄7⁄⁄7 8⁄8  •  $7.95  •  128 pages  •  Full-color  •  Carton Qty: 40   •  Territory: World

STERLING PUBLISHING
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Math Skills: Grade 1 
978-1-4114-0106-8 
Ages: 5 and up

Math Skills: Grade 2
978-1-4114-0107-5 
Ages: 6 and up

Math Skills: Grade 3 
978-1-4114-0108-2
Ages: 7 and up

Math Skills: Grade 4
978-1-4114-0109-9
Ages: 8 and up 

Math Skills: Grade 5
978-1-4114-0110-5 
Ages: 9 and up 

Math Skills: Grade 6 
978-1-4114-0111-2
Ages: 10 and up

Math Skills: Grade K
978-1-4114-0105-1
Ages: 4 and up 

Reading Skills: Grade K
978-1-4114-0112-9
Ages: 4 and up

Reading Skills: 
Grade 1
978-1-4114-0113-6
Ages: 5 and up

Reading Skills: 
Grade 2
978-1-4114-0114-3
Ages: 6 and up

Reading Skills:  
Grade 3
978-1-4114-0115-0
Ages: 7 and up

Reading Skills: 
Grade 4  
978-1-4114-0116-7
Ages: 8 and up

Reading Skills: 
Grade 5 
978-1-4114-0117-4
Ages: 9 and up

Reading Skills: 
Grade 6
978-1-4114-0077-1
Ages: 10 and up

Math Skills 
Featuring perforated pages, color illustrations, 
carefully chosen examples, and plenty of practice 
problems in everything from numbers and fractions 
to basic geometry, these Math Skills workbooks will 
help students develop the skills they need to become 
confident at math.

Reading Skills 
Reading is key to a child’s success in school—in almost 
every subject. Through the engaging excerpts and 
corresponding activities in these beautifully illustrat-
ed workbooks, kids will gain comprehension skills, 
understand context, and learn to extract information 
from what they read.

Paperback  •  8  ⁄2⁄2 x 10  ⁄8⁄8  •  $7.95  •  144 pages  •  Full-color  •  Territory: World

Paperback  •  8  ⁄2⁄2 x 10  ⁄8⁄8  •  $7.95  •  144 pages  •  Full-color  •  Territory: World
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Writing Skills:  
Grade 1 
978-1-4114-0479-3
Ages: 5 and up

Writing Skills:  
Grade 2 
978-1-4114-0480-9
Ages: 6 and up

Writing Skills:  
Grade 3
978-1-4114-0481-6
Ages: 7 and up

Writing Skills:  
Grade 4 
978-1-4114-0484-7 
Ages: 8 and up

Writing Skills:  
Grade 5
978-1-4114-0482-3
Ages: 9 and up

Writing Skills:  
Grade 6
978-1-4114-0483-0
Ages: 10 and up

Spelling Skills:  
Grade 1
978-1-4114-0382-6
Ages: 5 and up

Spelling Skills:  
Grade 2 
978-1-4114-0383-3 
Ages: 6 and up

Spelling Skills:  
Grade 3 
978-1-4114-0384-0 
Ages: 7 and up

Spelling Skills:  
Grade 4 
978-1-4114-0385-7 
Ages: 8 and up

Spelling Skills:  
Grade 5
978-1-4114-0386-4
Ages: 9 and up

Spelling Skills:  
Grade 6
978-1-4114-0387-1
Ages: 10 and up

These workbooks help students express themselves through written language, 
both inside and outside the classroom. By studying writing samples and  
practicing different styles, young writers will learn to tackle any writing project 
with confidence. 

Writing Skills

 

Spelling Skills 
When children improve their spelling skills, they also improve their ability to 
read and write. Through the enjoyable activities in these attractively illustrat-
ed workbooks, kids learn to relate sounds to spelling patterns; link spelling to 
meaning; and use a dictionary. Reviews and tests reinforce the lessons. 

 Paperback  •  8  ⁄2⁄2 x 10  ⁄8⁄8  •  $7.95  •  144 pages  •  Full-color  •  Territory: World

Paperback  •  8  ⁄2⁄2 x 10  ⁄8⁄8  •  $7.95  •  144 pages  •  Full-color  •  Territory: World

Bestselling titles
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Paperback  •  8 ⅜ x 10 ⅞  •  $9.95 US / $11.95 CAN  •  160 pages  •  Full-color  •  Carton Qty: 56  •  Territory: World   

Summer Study Workbooks
For fun. For learning. For keeping skills sharp all summer long.  
It’s important for kids to relax during the summer. But it’s just as crucial that they don’t forget key skills during the break. How  
can parents make time for fun and also set the stage for future success? Summer Study workbooks solve the problem! The 180 
pages of enjoyable activities in each book review last year’s lessons in math and reading—and prepare children for the year to come.

Summer Study:  
Kindergarten
9781411478626
Ages: 5 to 6

Summer Study:  
Grade 1
9781411478572
Ages: 6 to 7

Summer Study:  
Grade 2
9781411478589
Ages: 7 to 8

Summer Study:  
Grade 3
9781411478596
Ages: 8 to 9

Summer Study:  
Grade 4
9781411478602 
Ages: 9 to 10

Summer Study:  
Grade 5
9781411478619
Ages: 10 to 11

Paperback  •  8 ⅜ x 10 ⅞  •  $7.95 US / $9.50 CAN  •  96 pages  •  Full-color  •  Territory: World   

Reading Fundamentals
Reading is fundamental to kids' success. So keep them on track with these engaging workbooks that combine fascinating topics, eye-catching photos, and a 
bright, appealing design. Created to adhere to the Common Core State Standards that most US states have adopted, each book features nonfiction passages 
that cover a range of topics. Questions following each passage test key comprehension skills.

Reading Fundamentals:  
Grade 4
by Kathy Furgang

9781411478848
Ages: 9 to 10

Reading Fundamentals:  
Grade 5
by Aileen Weintraub

9781411478855
Ages: 10 to 11

Reading Fundamentals:  
Grade 6
by Aileen Weintraub

9781411478862
Ages: 11 to 12

Reading Fundamentals: 
Grade 1
9781411471993    
Ages: 6 to 7   

Reading Fundamentals: 
Grade 2
9781411472006
Ages: 7 to 8

Reading Fundamentals: 
Grade 3
9781411472013 
Ages: 8 to 9 
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Paperback / softback 
$10.95 
10.875 in H | 8.500 in 
192 pages 
4c 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 30 

9781411495548 

Gifted & Talented: Reading, Writing & Math 
(Flash Kids Gifted & Talented) 
The Gifted & Talented Reading, Writing, and Math series specifically promotes the 
development of analytic thinking, language arts, and math skills. The books include 
activities to spark children’s imaginations, sharpen their thinking skills, and foster a 
love of learning.

The books include exercises to develop skill such as:

• interpreting multiple meanings,
• brainstorming for story writing,
• solving visual puzzles,
• using context clues,
• and much more!

These workbooks support national standards, encourage higher-level thinking skills, 
and challenge gifted students.

9781411434332 

Paperback / softback 
$10.95 
10.875 in H | 8.500 in 
192 pages 
4 color art throughout 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 30 

Math for the Gifted Student (For the Gifted Student) 
A gifted child’s comprehension, critical-thinking ability, and interests can range far 
beyond his or her current grade level. This workbook caters to that unique capacity. It 
contains almost two hundred pages of math activities carefully calibrated for your 
advanced student. Avoiding practice drill pages in favor of logic-based activities 
provides kids with a chance to grow and challenge themselves beyond the work they 
do in the regular classroom. The advanced content is rich in problem solving and 
develops critical and creative thinking. The varied activities encourage your gifted 
learner to experience learning at an accelerated level.
Each Math for the Gifted Student workbook features:

• Activities designed to encourage independent thinking and stimulate 
creativity

• Logic-based activities aligned to national math standards
• Full-color illustrations and diagrams that bring concepts to life

• Perforated pages for on-the-go practice

9781411495562 9781411495555 

9781411434349 

9781411403215 

Grade Pre-K Grade 4 Grade 3Grade 2

9781411434356 9781411434363 9781411434370 

Grade 5Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4
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9781411434295 

Paperback / softback 
$10.95 
10.875 in H | 8.500 in W
192 pages 
4 color art throughout 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 30 

Reading for the Gifted Student (For the  Gifted Student) 
A gifted child's reading level, critical-thinking ability, and interests can range far 
beyond his or her current grade level. This workbook caters to that unique capacity. It 
contains almost two hundred pages of reading material carefully calibrated for your 
advanced student. Challenging reading passages present new vocabulary and offer a 
depth and range of information on fascinating nonfiction. These passages are followed 
by true or false, multiple choice, cause and effect, ordering, and even creative writing 
questions to test analytical thinking skills and reinforce your student's understanding of 
the readings. The varied activities encourage your gifted learner to experience 
learning at an accelerated level.
Each Reading for the Gifted Student workbook features:

• Inviting readings that favor nonfiction such as science, social studies, and 
the arts

• Comprehension questions and activities in various short- and long-answer 
formats

• Full-color illustrations and diagrams that bring concepts to life

9781411434301 9781411434318 9781411434288 

Vocabulary for the Gifted Student Grade 1 (For the 
Gifted Student) 
An extension of the existing GIFTED series, Vocabulary for the Gifted Student 
introduces advanced learners to skills and concepts that will benefit them in the years 
to come. These engaging workbooks teach challenging words in context through 
reading passages, as well as through critical thinking, writing, and drawing activities. 
All the exercises are formulated to be one- to one-and-a-half levels above the child's 
current grade.

Paperback / softback 
$10.95 
10.875 in H | 8.500 in W
192 pages 
4 color art throughout 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 30 

9781411434271 9781411434325 

Grade 3 Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 6 Grade 5Grade 4

Grade 1 Grade 5 Grade 6
9781411427679 9781411427716 9781411427723 
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FlashCharts TM

Declaration of  
Independence
by Kathy Furgang
978-1-4114-6914-3 
6 pages  •  Ages: 10 to 12   
Carton Qty: 175

 

Fractions and  
Decimals
by Flash Kids Editors
978-1-4114-6927-3 

 6 pages  •  Ages: 10 to 12  
 Carton Qty: 175  

Geometry
by Flash Kids Editors
978-1-4114-6928-0   
4 pages  •  Ages: 10 to 12     
Carton Qty: 300  

Grammar and  
Punctuation
by Flash Kids Editors
978-1-4114-6929-7   
4 pages  •  Ages: 8 to 10    
Carton Qty: 300

Handwriting 
by Flash Kids Editors
978-1-4114-6930-3   

 4 pages  •  Ages: 8 to 10    
Carton Qty: 300 

How to Write a  
Book Report
by Flash Kids Editors
978-1-4114-6931-0   
4 pages  •  Ages: 10 to 12    

 

Carton Qty: 300 

 

Multiplication  
and Division
by Flash Kids Editors
978-1-4114-6933-4   

 4 pages  •  Ages: 8 to 10   

 

Carton Qty: 300  

Spanish
by Flash Kids Editors
978-1-4114-6934-1 
4 pages  •  Ages: 10 to 12    

 

Carton Qty: 300 

World Religions
by Aileen Weintraub
978-1-4114-6923-5  
6 pages  •  Ages: 10 to 12  
Carton Qty: 175

Writing Skills
by Flash Kids Editors
978-1-4114-6937-2   

4 pages  •  Ages: 8 to 10   
Carton Qty: 300

Whether the subject is math, history, social studies, or language arts,  
FlashCharts makes it simple to grasp the basics! These colorful, laminated 
charts condense information in a bright, portable format that’s perfect for 
collecting and carrying anywhere. Packed with knowledge that kids need, 
these deliver facts in a flash.

• FlashCharts are an essential resource tool for students, taking 
crucial topics that kids encounter in the classroom and distilling the 
information into a handy, portable format

• Covers 24 essential subjects

• Charts are folded and laminated, designed to be clipped into a binder 
for utmost portability

• These colorful, handy guides focus on topics that align  
with educational standards

FLASH FACT: A palindrome is a word, phrase, or 
sentence that reads the same way backward as it does 
forward. Example: racecar

FLASH FACT: A cliché (KLEE-SHAY) is a phrase or saying that has 
been used often by many people. Clichés should be avoided in 
writing and speaking. Example: See you later, alligator.

FLASH FACT: An idiom is an expression whose meaning cannot 
be understood from the meanings of the words in the statement. 
Example: It’s Greek to me. (This sentence actually means, “It’s too 
difficult for me to understand.”)

Make It Agree

The subject of a sentence tells you who or what the 
sentence is about. The verb tells you what the subject 
is doing or being. Together, the subject and the 
verb make up the core of a sentence. In a sentence 
it’s important that the subject and verb “match.” 
The subject in the above 
sentence is day. The verb in  
the above sentence is was.

Singular means “one.” 
Singular subjects, like day,  
go with singular verbs:

The dog jumps.
Plural means “more than  
one.” Plural subjects go  
with plural verbs:

The dogs jump.

My day at the beach was a lot of fun!

Punctuate It!

Proper punctuation helps the reader clearly understand a 
sentence. Without it, a sentence might look like this:
My. day at the beach: was a lot of fun?
This sentence doesn’t make any sense!

Period   Use a period at the end of a sentence that states 
something:
Saturday is the best day of the week.
Use a period after abbreviations or initials in a name:
Mrs. A. Smith
Question mark   Use a question mark at the end of a question:
Is today the first day of school?
Exclamation point   Use an exclamation point at the end of a 
sentence that expresses a strong emotion:
My day at the beach was lots of fun!
Apostrophe   Use an apostrophe in a possessive noun, one that 
another noun “belongs” to:
The bird’s nest was in the tree.
My class’s project won the science fair.
The girls’ locker room is flooded!
Use an apostrophe in a contraction to show where the 
missing letter or letters used to be:
It is=It’s             We will=We’ll    
She is=She’s    I have=I’ve

Get the Details

A dictionary is a reference book you use to look up 
information about words. Word entries appear in 
alphabetical order in a dictionary. Each entry begins 
with the correct spelling of the word, followed by the 
word’s pronunciation, use as a part of speech, history, 
meaning, and any other forms of the words. Here is 
an entry for door:

Finding Word Friends 

A thesaurus is a type of dictionary in which you will find  
words with meanings similar to the word you look up.  
These similar words are called synonyms. By finding and using 
synonyms, your writing becomes better with this different,  
more interesting language. Rather than saying that someone 
was happy, you can look up the word happy in a thesaurus and 
find words like glad and joyful. Here you will also find words 
that mean the opposite of happy. These types of words are 
called antonyms. In the same thesaurus entry, you’ll find the 
antonym unhappy.  

▲  Find synonyms for bright in a thesaurus — then describe this sunset 
as blazing !

door \ ‘dor \ noun [Middle English dure, dor,
   from Old English duru door & dor gate]
  1:   a usually swinging or sliding barrier by 

which an entry is closed or opened
  2:   a means of access or participation: 

OPPORTUNITY <opens new doors>  
<door to success> — doorless adjective

˙

From Just a  
Few Words

Did you ever think that writing 
sentences, paragraphs, and 

essays is just like building a 
snowman? The solid chunks of 
snow that you gather are the strong 
sentences that you start with. Now 
pack those chunks together to 
form well-rounded paragraphs (or 
snowballs!). Then,  carefully pile 
them on top of each other until you 
have an entire snowman or an essay 
about snowmen or an essay about 
anything you want to write about!

Jenny and I dec
ided  

to build a snow
man.

We dressed him with a blue hat.

Jenny found 
red mittens!

It was cold outside!

Strong Sentences

Sentences are the building blocks of writing. There 
are some key things to remember in writing a good 
sentence, like this one:

Consider Capitalization 

It is very important to capitalize words correctly, or the meaning 
of a sentence can be lost. Without correct capitalization, the 
sentence to the left might look like this: 
my day At the beach was a lot of fUn!
This sentence is very unclear!

Capitalize the first word in a sentence:
My day at the beach was a lot of fun!
Capitalize the pronoun I :
After my jog, I was tired.
Capitalize proper nouns, which are the names of  
specific people, places, and things:
The musician’s name is Brian. He lives in New York 
City.
Capitalize the days of the week and the months of the year:
Saturday January
Capitalize official titles or positions when they come in front 
of a person’s name:
Dr. Spock Mrs. Robinson Captain Hook
Capitalize holidays, festivals, and special events:
Christmas Kwanzaa Valentine’s Day
Capitalize the first word in the greeting or closing of a letter:
My dear Aunt Sally, Sincerely yours,

Comma   Use a comma to separate the complete  
thoughts in a sentence:
I read a book about dogs, but Erik read a book  
about sports.
Use a comma between two adjectives when they  
describe the same noun:
The fat, old cat stretched out on the sofa.
Use a comma to separate items in a list:
We need milk, butter, and eggs to make  
the cake.
Use a comma to set off a quotation:
Dan said, “I’m hungry!”
Use a comma in the greeting and closing of a letter:
Dear Danielle,    Best wishes, Matthew
Use a comma to separate the month and day from  
the year when writing the date:
January 12, 1978
Use a comma to separate the city and the state  
when writing an address:
San Francisco, California
Quotation marks   Use quotation marks to show a  
person’s exact words:
“Put down your pencils,” the teacher said.
Use quotation marks around the names of songs,  
essays, articles, chapters in a book, poems,  
and speeches:
“I Have a Dream”
Colon   Use a colon to separate hours from minutes  
when writing the time:
1:30 9:00

GRADES 
3--4

TM

Writing Skills

Chart  •  8 1⁄2 x 11  •  $4.95 US / $5.50 CAN  •  Full-Color  •  Territory: World   
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7070

reFereNce & sTudY aids

A Wrinkle in Time
SparkNotes Literature Guide

Madeleine L’Engle’s Newbery Award-winning masterpiece has entranced young people since 
it was first published more than 50 years ago. With its mix of science fiction and fantasy—in-
cluding quantum physics—plus a strong and smart female protagonist, it holds a unique place 
in the annals of children’s literature. This SparkNotes guide helps readers uncover the full 
richness and detail of this timeless work.

KEY SELLING POINTS

 ■ New film adaptation, starring Mindy Kaling, Storm Reid, Reese Witherspoon, 
and Oprah Winfrey, is scheduled for release in March 2018

The Handmaid’s Tale
SparkNotes Literature Guide

Margaret Atwood’s dystopian novel about the subjugation of women in a futuristic society has 
received renewed interest recently, thanks to both current events and a hit TV adaptation. With 
the help of this SparkNotes guide, students and other readers will be able to make the most of 
this renowned book—which won the Arthur C. Clarke Award and the Booker Prize—and better 
understand its complex themes.

ISBN 9781411479128

ISBN 9781411479111

SparkNotes Literature Guides: Making the reading experience fun! 

When a paper is due, and exams loom, here is the lit-crit help students need to succeed! SparkNotes Literature Guides make studying 
smarter, better, and faster. They provide chapter-by-chapter analysis; explanations of key themes, motifs, and symbols; a review quiz; and 
essay topics. Lively and accessible, SparkNotes is perfect for late-night studying and paper writing.

Includes:
•  An A+ Essay—an actual literary essay written about the Spark-ed book—to show students how a paper should be written
•  16 pages devoted to writing a literary essay including: a glossary of literary terms
•  Step-by-step tutoring on how to write a literary essay
•  A feature on how not to plagiarize

Paperback  •  $5.95 ($7.50 CAN)  •  5 1/4 × 8 1/4  •  Territory: W  •  SparkNotes    

SparkNotes Literature Guides: Making the reading experience fun!
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1984
by George Orwell
978-1-4114-6938-9 
80 pages  •  Carton Qty: 117  

The Adventures of  
Tom Sawyer
by Mark Twain
978-1-4114-6940-2 
96 pages  •  Carton Qty: 102

The Alchemist
by Paulo Coehlo
978-1-4114-7101-6 
80 pages  •  Carton Qty: 117

 

All Quiet on the  
Western Front
by Erich Maria Remarque
978-1-4114-6941-9 
96 pages  •  Carton Qty: 102

Animal Farm
by George Orwell
978-1-4114-6942-6 
96 pages  •  Carton Qty: 102  

Atlas Shrugged
by Ayn Rand
978-1-4114-6943-3 
80 pages  •  Carton Qty: 117    

Beowulf
by Anonymous
978-1-4114-6944-0  •  $6.95 CAN 
96 pages  •  Carton Qty: 102   

Brave New World
by Aldous Huxley
978-1-4114-6945-7 
96 pages  •  Carton Qty: 102    

The Canterbury Tales
by Geoffrey Chaucer
978-1-4114-6946-4  •  $6.95 CAN 
112 pages  •  Carton Qty: 90   

The Catcher in the Rye
by J.D. Salinger
978-1-4114-6947-1 
96 pages  •  Carton Qty: 102  

The Count of Monte Cristo
by Alexandre Dumas
978-1-4114-6948-8 
128 pages  

Crime and Punishment 
by Fyodor Dostoevsky

978-1-4114-6949-5 
112 pages  •  Carton Qty: 90   

The Crucible
by Arthur Miller
978-1-4114-6950-1 
80 pages  •  Carton Qty: 117   

The Curious Incident of the 
Dog in the Nighttime
by Mark Haddon
978-1-4114-7100-9 
80 pages  •  Carton Qty: 117  

Death of a Salesman
by Arthur Miller
978-1-4114-6951-8  •  $6.95 CAN 
80 pages  •  Carton Qty: 117  

Fahrenheit 451
by Ray Bradbury
978-1-4114-6953-2 
80 pages  •  Carton Qty: 117  

Frankenstein
by Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley
978-1-4114-6954-9 
80 pages  •  Carton Qty: 117  

The Grapes of Wrath
by John Steinbeck
978-1-4114-6955-6 
80 pages  •  Carton Qty: 117  

Great Expectations
by Charles Dickens
978-1-4114-6956-3 
96 pages  •  Carton Qty: 102  

The Great Gatsby 
by F. Scott Fitzgerald
978-1-4114-6957-0 
80 pages  •  Carton Qty: 117   

Hamlet 
by William Shakespeare
978-1-4114-6958-7 
96 pages  •  Carton Qty: 102  

Heart of Darkness 
by Joseph Conrad
978-1-4114-6981-5  •  $6.95 CAN 
96 pages  •  Carton Qty: 102    

The Hobbit
by J.R.R. Tolkien
978-1-4114-6977-8 
80 pages  •  Carton Qty: 117   

Paperback  •  5 ¼  x  8 ¼  •  $5.95 US / $7.50 CAN  •  Ages: 14 to 18  •  Territory: World

MAKING THE READING EXPERIENCE FUN! 

When a paper is due, and dreaded exams loom, here’s the lit-crit help students need  
to succeed! SparkNotes Literature Guides make studying smarter, better, and faster. 
They provide chapter-by-chapter analysis; explanations of key themes, motifs, and 
symbols; a review quiz; and essay topics. Lively and accessible, SparkNotes is perfect 
for late-night studying and paper writing.

• 54 guides, ranging from classics to contemporary literature

• Each book includes an A+ Essay—an actual literary essay written about the  
Spark-ed book—to show students how a paper should be written

• 16 pages are devoted to writing a literary essay including: a glossary of literary 
terms; step-by-step tutoring on how to write a literary essay; and a feature on  
how not to plagiarize 

SparkNotes Literature Guides
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Bestselling titles

The Hunger Games
by Suzanne Collins
978-1-4114-7098-9  •  $6.95 CAN 
80 pages  •  Carton Qty: 117   

The Iliad
by Homer
978-1-4114-6975-4 
96 pages  •  Carton Qty: 102   

Inferno 
by Dante Alighieri
978-1-4114-6969-3  •  $7.50 CAN 
112 pages  •  Carton Qty: 90 

Jane Eyre 
by Charlotte Bronte
978-1-4114-6967-9 
96 pages  •  Carton Qty: 102 

Julius Caesar
by William Shakespeare
978-1-4114-6959-4 
96 pages  •  Carton Qty: 102  

The Jungle 
by Upton Sinclair
978-1-4114-6984-6  •  $7.50 CAN 
96 pages  •  Carton Qty: 102  

The Kite Runner 
by Khaled Hosseini
978-1-4114-7099-6  •  $7.50 CAN 
80 pages  •  Carton Qty: 117

Les Miserables 
by Victor Hugo
978-1-4114-6985-3  •  $7.50 CAN 
96 pages  •  Carton Qty: 102  

Lord of the Flies 
by William Golding
978-1-4114-6986-0 
80 pages  •  Carton Qty: 117    

Macbeth
by William Shakespeare
978-1-4114-6960-0  •  $7.50 CAN 
80 pages  •  Carton Qty: 117    

A Midsummer Night’s Dream 
by William Shakespeare
978-1-4114-6961-7 
80 pages  •  Carton Qty: 117   

Moby-Dick 
by Herman Melville
978-1-4114-6974-7  •  $7.50 CAN 
112 pages  •  Carton Qty: 90    

Mythology
by Edith Hamilton
978-1-4114-6952-5 
112 pages  •  Carton Qty: 90   

New Testament 
978-1-4114-6964-8 
112 pages  •  Carton Qty: 90    

Night
by Elie Wiesel
978-1-4114-6970-9 
96 pages  •  Carton Qty: 102 

The Odyssey
by Homer
978-1-4114-6976-1 
96 pages  •  Carton Qty: 102   

The Oedipus Plays: 
Antigone, Oedipus Rex,  

Oedipus at Colonus
by Sophocles
978-1-4114-6983-9 
96 pages  •  Carton Qty: 102

Of Mice and Men 
by John Steinbeck
978-1-4114-6980-8 
80 pages  •  Carton Qty: 117   

The Old Man and the Sea 
by Ernest Hemingway
978-1-4114-6972-3 
80 pages  •  Carton Qty: 117   

Old Testament 
978-1-4114-6965-5 
112 pages  •  Carton Qty: 90  

Othello 
by William Shakespeare
978-1-4114-6962-4 
96 pages  •  Carton Qty: 102 

Pride and Prejudice 
by Jane Austen
978-1-4114-6978-5 
96 pages  •  Carton Qty: 102 

Romeo and Juliet 
by William Shakespeare
978-1-4114-6963-1 
96 pages  •  Carton Qty: 102  

Scarlet Letter 
by Nathaniel Hawthorne
978-1-4114-6982-2  •  $7.50 CAN 
96 pages  •  Carton Qty: 102

A Separate Peace 
by John Knowles

978-1-4114-6979-2 
96 pages  •  Carton Qty: 102

 

A Tale of Two Cities
by Charles Dickens
978-1-4114-6966-2  •  $7.50 CAN 
96 pages  •  Carton Qty: 102 

Their Eyes Were  
Watching God
by Zora Neale Hurston

978-1-4114-6987-7 
96 pages  •  Carton Qty: 102  

Things Fall Apart
by Chinua Achebe

978-1-4114-6968-6 
96 pages  •  Carton Qty: 102 

To Kill a Mockingbird 
by Harper Lee
978-1-4114-6973-0 
96 pages  •  Carton Qty: 102 

Wuthering Heights
by Emily Bronte

978-1-4114-6971-6 
96 pages  •  Carton Qty: 102
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Bestselling titles

Algebra II  
by SparkNotes Editors
978-1-4114-6990-7   
600 cards  •  Carton Qty: 24 

Blank Study Cards 
by SparkNotes Editors
978-1-4114-7105-4  •  $10.95 CAN 
600 cards  •  Carton Qty: 24 

Calculus  
by SparkNotes Editors
978-1-4114-6993-8  •  $11.95 CAN 
230 cards  •  Carton Qty: 24

Chemistry  
by SparkNotes Editors
978-1-4114-6994-5 
600 cards  •  Carton Qty: 24 

English Grammar 
by SparkNotes Editors
978-1-4114-6995-2 
600 cards  •  Carton Qty: 24

English Vocabulary 
by SparkNotes Editors
978-1-4114-6996-9 
1000 cards  •  Carton Qty: 12

French Grammar  
by SparkNotes Editors
978-1-4114-6997-6 
600 cards  •  Carton Qty: 24

French Vocabulary 
by SparkNotes Editors
978-1-4114-6998-3 
1000 cards  •  Carton Qty: 12

Geometry  
by SparkNotes Editors
978-1-4114-6999-0 
600 pages  •  Carton Qty: 24

German Vocabulary  
by SparkNotes Editors
978-1-4114-7000-2 
1000 pages  •  Carton Qty: 12

Italian Vocabulary  
by SparkNotes Editors
978-1-4114-7002-6 
1000 pages  •  Carton Qty: 12

Latin Vocabulary  
by SparkNotes Editors
978-1-4114-7003-3 
1000 pages  •  Carton Qty: 12

More Spanish Vocabulary 
by SparkNotes Editors
978-1-4114-7004-0 
1000 pages  •  Carton Qty: 12

Organic Chemistry  
by SparkNotes Editors
978-1-4114-7005-7  •  $11.95 CAN

 

600 pages  •  Carton Qty: 24

Physics  
by SparkNotes Editors
978-1-4114-7006-4 
600 pages  •  Carton Qty: 24  

Spanish Grammar  
by SparkNotes Editors
978-1-4114-7009-5 
600 pages  •  Carton Qty: 24 

Spanish Vocabulary  
by SparkNotes Editors
978-1-4114-7010-1 
1000 pages  •  Carton Qty: 12

U.S. History  
by SparkNotes Editors
978-1-4114-7011-8 
600 pages  •  Carton Qty: 24 

STUDY CARDS: WHEN YOU WANT TO LEARN THE FACTS  
QUICKLY AND SECURELY . . . IT’S IN THE CARDS! 

Ditch the scribbled-on index cards—these are better, smarter, 
and more helpful! SparkNotes Study Cards boil down 21  
subjects into easily digestible tidbits that make studying faster 
and easier. The cards pose questions, provide fill-in-the-blank 
problems, and present diagrams and pictures that make 
everything clear. And on the back of each flashcard, you’ll find 
answers and quick explanations. 

Card Deck  •  5 ⅝ x 3 ⅜  •  $9.95 US / $11.95 CAN  •  Territory: World

SparkNotes Study Cards
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Bestselling titles

MATHEMATICS

Algebra I 
978-1-4114-7015-6 
4 pages 

Algebra II 
978-1-4114-7016-3 
4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300 

Calculus I 
978-1-4114-7021-7 
4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300 

Calculus II 
978-1-4114-7022-4 
6 pages  •  Carton Qty: 175 

Calculus Reference
978-1-4114-7023-1 
2 pages  •  Carton Qty: 600 

Geometry
978-1-4114-7027-9

 

6 pages  •  Carton Qty: 175

Math Basics
978-1-4114-7051-4

 

4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300 

Pre-Calculus
978-1-4114-7074-3  •  $5.95 CAN

 

4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300 

Trigonometry
978-1-4114-7087-3  

 

4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300

PROFESSIONAL

Accounting I 
978-1-4114-7013-2 
6 pages  •  Carton Qty: 175 

Accounting II 
978-1-4114-7014-9 
6 pages  •  Carton Qty: 175  

Finance
978-1-4114-7035-4 
6 pages  •  Carton Qty: 175

HTML
978-1-4114-7043-9 
6 pages  •  Carton Qty: 175

Macroeconomics 
978-1-4114-7049-1  •  $5.95 CAN 
6 pages  •  Carton Qty: 175

Management 
978-1-4114-7054-5 
4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300

Marketing 
978-1-4114-7050-7 
6 pages  •  Carton Qty: 175

Microeconomics 
978-1-4114-7056-9 
4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300

Nursing
978-1-4114-7064-4 
4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300 

Nutrition
978-1-4114-7065-1 
4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300 

Pharmacology 
978-1-4114-7069-9 
6 pages  •  Carton Qty: 175

SparkCharts
SPARKCHARTS: THE INFORMATION YOU NEED— CONCISELY, CONVENIENTLY, AND ACCURATELY. 

Created by Harvard students for students, these study companions and reference tools cover a wide range of college and 
graduate school subjects, from Business and Computer Programming to Medicine, Law, and Languages. They’ll give you  
what it takes to find success in school and beyond. Outlines and summaries cover key points, while diagrams and tables make 
difficult concepts easier to grasp.

Chart  •  8 ½ x 11  •  Full-color  •  $4.95 US / $5.95 CAN  •  Territory: World
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SCIENCE

Abnormal Psychology
978-1-4114-7012-5 
6 pages  •  Carton Qty: 175 

Biology 
978-1-4114-7020-0  
4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300 

Chemistry 
978-1-4114-7024-8 
6 pages  •  Carton Qty: 175 

General Anatomy 
978-1-4114-7018-7 
4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300

Geology & Earth Science
978-1-4114-7039-2 
4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300

Medical Spanish 
978-1-4114-7052-1 
4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300

Medical Terminology
978-1-4114-7053-8 
6 pages  •  Carton Qty: 175

Microbiology 
978-1-4114-7055-2

 

4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300 

Muscular System 
978-1-4114-7057-6  •  $5.95 CAN

 

2 pages  •  Carton Qty: 600  

Nervous System 
978-1-4114-7060-6

 

2 pages  •  Carton Qty: 600 

Organic Chemistry I
978-1-4114-7066-8

 

6 pages  •  Carton Qty: 175 

Organic Chemistry II
Organic Chemistry 

 

Reactions
978-1-4114-7067-5

 

6 pages  •  Carton Qty: 175

Periodic Table with  
Chemistry Formulas
978-1-4114-7068-2 
6 pages  •  Carton Qty: 175

Physics
978-1-4114-7071-2 
6 pages  •  Carton Qty: 175

Physics Formulas 
ISBN 978-1-4114-7072-9 
6 pages  •  Carton Qty: 175

Psychology
978-1-4114-7075-0 
4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300

LANGUAGES

Chinese Vocabulary:  
Mandarin (Simplified) 
978-1-4114-7025-5 
6 pages  •  Carton Qty: 175 

English Grammar
978-1-4114-7029-3 
4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300  

English Vocabulary
978-1-4114-7030-9 
4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300 

ESL and EFL Grammar
978-1-4114-7031-6 
4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300

ESL and  EFL Vocabulary
978-1-4114-7032-3 
4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300 

French Grammar 
978-1-4114-7036-1 
4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300 

French Verbs 
978-1-4114-7037-8 
4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300 

French Vocabulary
978-1-4114-7038-5 
4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300

German Grammar
978-1-4114-7040-8 
4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300

German Verbs 
978-1-4114-7041-5 
4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300  

German Vocabulary
978-1-4114-7042-2  •  $5.95 CAN 
4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300

Italian Grammar 
978-1-4114-7044-6 
4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300

SparkCharts
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Bestselling titles

Italian Vocabulary
978-1-4114-7045-3 
4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300 

Japanese Vocabulary
978-1-4114-7046-0 
4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300

Latin Grammar 
978-1-4114-7047-7 
6 pages  •  Carton Qty: 175

Spanish Grammar
978-1-4114-7081-1   
4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300  

Spanish Idioms and  
Advanced Vocabulary
978-1-4114-7082-8   
4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300

Spanish Verbs 
978-1-4114-7083-5   
6 pages  •  Carton Qty: 175  

Spanish Vocabulary
978-1-4114-7084-2   
6 pages  •  Carton Qty: 175

REFERENCE

The Bible 
978-1-4114-7019-4 
6 pages  •  Carton Qty: 175  

English Composition
978-1-4114-7028-6 
4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300  

English Composition 
 and Rhetoric 

978-1-4114-7026-2 
4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300 

Essays and Term  
Papers
978-1-4114-7033-0 
4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300 

European History
 978-1-4114-7034-7

 4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300

Greek and Roman  
Mythology
978-1-4114-7059-0   
4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300

Literary Terms 
978-1-4114-7048-4

 
6 pages  •  Carton Qty: 175

Music Theory 

 
and History
978-1-4114-7058-3

 
6 pages  •  Carton Qty: 175 

Philosophy
978-1-4114-7070-5

 

4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300  

Poetry
978-1-4114-7073-6

 
6 pages  •  Carton Qty: 175 

Presentations 
 and Public Speaking

978-1-4114-7076-7
 2 pages  •  Carton Qty: 600 

Research Style & Usage:  
APA/MLA
978-1-4114-7077-4 
6 pages  •  Carton Qty: 175 

Resumes and Cover Letters
978-1-4114-7078-1

 2 pages  •  Carton Qty: 600 

Robert’s Rules 
 of Order

978-1-4114-7079-8

 2 pages  •  Carton Qty: 600  

Skeletal System
978-1-4114-7080-4

 
4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300

Statistics
978-1-4114-7085-9  

 
4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300  

Study Tactics
978-1-4114-7086-6  

 4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300 

U.S. Constitution
978-1-4114-7088-0  

 4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300 

U.S. Government/Civics
978-1-4114-7089-7   

4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300

U.S. History 1865-Present
978-1-4114-7091-0 
6 pages  •  Carton Qty: 175 

U.S. History  
Pre-Columbian-1865
978-1-4114-7090-3     
6 pages  •  Carton Qty: 175

U.S. Map
978-1-4114-7092-7

 
6 pages  •  Carton Qty: 175

Weights and Measures
978-1-4114-7093-4

 4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300

Western Civilization
978-1-4114-7094-1

 6 pages  •  Carton Qty: 175  

World History
978-1-4114-7095-8

 6 pages  •  Carton Qty: 175

World Map 
978-1-4114-7096-5 
6 pages  •  Carton Qty: 175 

World Religions
978-1-4114-7097-2

 

4 pages  •  Carton Qty: 300

SparkCharts
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NO FEAR LITERATURE

New & Notable

33

Read the most important texts of our time—and understand what every word means!

Whatever you’re reading, from a classic play to an influential historical document, the popular NO FEAR guides make it more accessible and 
enjoyable. Each one contains the complete text of the original work along with a line-by-line modernization and plenty of helpful commentary.

$7.95 ($9.50 CAN) • Paperback • 208 pages • 5 1/4 × 7 1/2 • Carton Qty: 60 • Territory: W • SparkNotes

No Fear Literature

No Fear Shakespeare:
Measure for Measure
ISBN 9781454928041

NOVEMBER 2017

No Fear Shakespeare:
The Winter’s Tale
ISBN 9781454928065

NOVEMBER 2017

66 67

N oV e M b e R N oV e M b e R

Rituals & Sabbats
Sacred Rites and Seasonal Celebrations

by Lady Passion, High Priestess & *Diuvei, High Priest,  
Coven Oldenwilde

Written by a high priest and priestess of an esteemed coven, this 
guide to the most sacred days of the witch year reveals how witches 
work together to create an environment where magic can happen� It 
outlines the dates and meaning behind the eight annual Pagan Sabbats 
and monthly Esbats when covens gather to cast spells� Learn sacred 
etiquette and how to erect an altar, cultivate a powerful magic persona, 
create a private group, carry out public rituals, and more�

LADY PASSION (DIXIE DEERMAN), RN, NLC, HPS, is a seer, counselor, 
and registered nurse with more than three decades’ experience as a 
clairvoyant psychic reader, divination expert, and healer for clients 
from every continent and every walk of life�

STEVE RASMUSSEN (*DIUVEI) is High Priest of Coven Oldenwilde� His magical specialties are astrology, music, 
and wordcraft—each of which he has also plied in the mundane world as a professional astrologer, computer 
musicologist, and journalist for an alt-weekly newspaper�

ISBN 9781454926771
$14�95  ($16�95 CAN)
Hardcover
144 pages (all in 2-color)
6 x 8
Carton Qty: 24
Territory: W
Sterling Ethos

NoVeMbeR 2017

The Healthy Jewish Kitchen
60 All-Natural, New and Reinvented Classic Recipes

by Paula Shoyer, author of The New Passover Menu and  
The Holiday Kosher Baker

Jewish soul food � � � made healthy! Too often, Jewish cookbooks still 
feature many recipes that lack whole grains and include too much salt, 
fat, sugar, and processed foods� But Paula Shoyer uses only natural 
ingredients; she eschews frying and ingredients such as margarine, 
powdered stocks, and most jarred sauces� Her more than 60 fresh, 
nutrient-dense recipes include Jewish classics (like Sourdough 
Challah, Potato and Scallion Latkes, Schnitzel with Nut Crust) as well 
as international dishes that extend beyond the Jewish culinary world�

PAULA SHOYER is a graduate of the Ritz Escoffier pastry program in 
Paris and teaches French and Jewish baking classes in the Washington, 

DC, area� She conducts large-scale baking demonstrations across the United States and Canada� Paula is the 
author of The New Passover Menu (Sterling Epicure), The Holiday Kosher Baker (Sterling Epicure), and The Kosher 
Baker (Brandeis) and is a contributing editor to kosherscoop�com, as well Joy of Kosher with Jamie Geller, Whisk, 
and Hadassah� Shoyer has appeared on Food Network’s Sweet Genius, is a frequent TV news guest, and edited 
the popular cookbooks Kosher by Design Entertains and Kosher by Design Kids in the Kitchen (both from Mesorah 
Publications)� Shoyer lives in Chevy Chase, MD, with her husband and four children� To learn more about Paula 
Shoyer visit thekosherbaker�com�

ISBN 9781454922902
$24�95  ($27�95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
160 pages (all in color)
8 x 10
Territory: W
Sterling Epicure

NoVeMbeR 2017

ALSO AVAILABLE

The Seasonal 
Jewish Kitchen
ISBN 9781454914365
$29�95  ($33�95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket    
8 x 10
Territory: W

The Holiday 
Kosher Baker
ISBN 9781454907145
$35�00  ($38�50 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket    
8 x 10
Territory: W

The New  
Passover Menu
ISBN 9781454914402
$24�95  ($27�95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket    
8 x 10
Territory: W

No Fear Shakespeare:  
The Winter’s Tale
ISBN 9781454928065

NoVeMbeR 2017

No Fear Shakespeare: 
Richard II
ISBN 9781454928058

JANUARY 2018

No Fear Shakespeare: 
Measure for Measure
ISBN 9781454928041

NoVeMbeR 2017

No Fear: The Constitution 
and Other Important 
Documents
ISBN 9781454928089

JANUARY 2018

No Fear Shakespeare: 
Coriolanus
ISBN 9781454928034

NoVeMbeR 2017

No Fear Shakespeare:  
Two Gentlemen of Verona
ISBN 9781454928072

NoVeMbeR 2017

NO FEAR LITERATURE
Read the most important texts of our time—and understand what every word means!
Whatever you’re reading, from a classic play to an influential historical document, the popular NO FEAR 
guides make it more accessible and enjoyable� Each one contains the complete text of the original work 
along with a line-by-line modernization and plenty of helpful commentary�

$7�95  ($9�50 CAN)  •  Paperback  •  208 pages  •  5 1/4 x 7 1/2  •  Carton Qty: 60  •  Territory: W  •  SparkNotes
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feature many recipes that lack whole grains and include too much salt, 
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ingredients; she eschews frying and ingredients such as margarine, 
powdered stocks, and most jarred sauces� Her more than 60 fresh, 
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Challah, Potato and Scallion Latkes, Schnitzel with Nut Crust) as well 
as international dishes that extend beyond the Jewish culinary world�

PAULA SHOYER is a graduate of the Ritz Escoffier pastry program in 
Paris and teaches French and Jewish baking classes in the Washington, 

DC, area� She conducts large-scale baking demonstrations across the United States and Canada� Paula is the 
author of The New Passover Menu (Sterling Epicure), The Holiday Kosher Baker (Sterling Epicure), and The Kosher 
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O r i g i n a l  T e x t
6

Geoffrey Chaucer
The Canterbury Tales | General Prologue

And though that he were worthy, he was wys,And of his port as meke as is a mayde.He never yet no vileinye ne saydeIn al his lyf, unto no maner wight.He was a verray parfit gentil knight.But for to tellen yow of his array,His hors were gode, but he was nat gay.Of fustian he wered a gipounAl bismotered with his habergeoun;For he was late y-come from his viage,And wente for to doon his pilgrimage.
With him ther was his sone, a yong SQUYER,  A lovyere, and a lusty bacheler, With lokkes crulle, as they were leyd in presse.Of twenty yeer of age he was, I gesse.Of his stature he was of evene lengthe,And wonderly deliver, and greet of strengthe.And he had been somtyme in chivachye, In Flaundres, in Artoys, and Picardye,And born him wel, as of so litel space,In hope to stonden in his lady grace.Embrouded was he, as it were a medeAl ful of fresshe floures, whyte and rede. Singinge he was, or floytinge, al the day;He was as fresh as is the month of May.Short was his goune, with sleves longe and wyde.Wel coude he sitte on hors, and faire ryde.He coude songes make and wel endyte, Iuste and eek daunce, and wel purtreye and wryte,So hote he lovede, that by nightertaleHe sleep namore than dooth a nightingale.Curteys he was, lowly, and servisable,And carf biforn his fader at the table. 

A YEMAN hadde he, and servaunts namo  At that tyme, for him liste ryde so;And he was clad in cote and hood of grene;

70

80

90

100

7
M o d e r n  T r a n s l a t i o n

NO FEAR

The knight’s son was also with us, a young SQUIRE boy who was his 
father’s assistant. He was a gentle, happy boy who was well on his 
way to becoming a knight himself. He was about twenty years old, 
of average height, and had very curly hair. He was also very strong 
and physically fit. He’d served in the army in some wars in Holland 
and France and had won honors there too, which he hoped would 
impress the girl he loved. In fact, he was so madly in love with this 
girl that he couldn’t even sleep at night. He wore a very colorful long 
shirt that had wide sleeves, and it looked like a field full of red and 
white flowers. You could tell he was young and carefree because he 
sang and played the flute all day. He’d write poetry and songs, draw, 
dance, and joust. All in all, he was a nice young man—humble, 
polite, and always willing to help out his dad.

A YEOMAN, or servant, accompanied the knight and his son, and since he was the only servant with them, he got to ride one of his master’s horses. This servant wore a green hooded 

79–100

101–117

Yeoman: A servant in 
a noble household.New!
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9781454912262 
Board book 
$7.95 
6.000 in H | 8.000 in W 
16 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 32 

Barnyard Friends 
Carpenter, Tad 
It's a barnyard bash—come on down and see who's there! Kids will meet a crowing 
bird that wakes up the farmer; a curly-tailed creature who rolls in the mud; a mooing 
mommy in the field with her calves; and a farm full of other wonderful friends staying 
up late to play. Bright and bold illustrations make each hidden item easy to identify, 
and seven gatefolds create interactive fun for kids!

9781454912255 
Board book 
$7.95 
6.000 in H | 8.000 in W 
16 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 32 

On The Go 
Carpenter, Tad 
Who's that pedaling? Zooming and zipping on four wheels across a track? Soaring in 
the sky on two wings? From bus drivers and truckers to pilots and seafaring captains, 
everyone here is ON THE GO! Small children will love this fun introduction to different 
vehicles and their operators. 

9781454912286 
Board book 
$7.95 
6.000 in H | 8.000 in W 
16 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 32 

When I Grow Up 
Carpenter, Tad 
All kids dream about what they'll be when they grow up—and this fun book, with its 
guessing game format, introduces toddlers to different professions. By listening to the 
clues in the text and looking closely at the illustrations, children try to figure out 
whether the person hidden under the flap is a doctor, lawyer, teacher, firefighter, cop, 
or vet. A final spread shows everyone together!

9781454932178 
Board book 
$8.95 
7.500 in H | 8.250 in W 
24 pages 
all in color 
Territory: WENG excl UK 
Carton Quantity: 24 

Look & See: Friends Are Fun! 
Sterling Children's 
Come spend the day with Fox and his friends! This die-cut board books 
with its adorable illustrations teaches kids all about a variety of animals. 

Little fox has so many good friends—and they like to play all day! Come join fox as 
he enjoys a game of hide-and-seek with a chameleon (who’s VERY good at hiding!); 
snuggles in the soft mane of a big, strong lion; lunches with a bunny rabbit; watches 
a butterfly take flight, and does other fun things with bats, elephants, bears, and 
birds. Two die-cut eyes on the cover go throughout the book, getting smaller and 
smaller to fit each creature we see.

9781454912279 
Board book 
$7.95 
6.000 in H | 8.000 in W 
16 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 32 

Arctic Animals 
Carpenter, Tad 
He has big antlers, runs fast on hoofed feet, and likes to eat plants. Who's that? Is it a 
polar bear? A seal? No—it's a reindeer! Children will love guessing which arctic animal 
they'll find beneath the flap, including a walrus, fox, and snowy owl. A final spread 
features all the creatures included in the book having a polar party.
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9781454932185 
Board book 
$8.95 
7.500 in H | 8.250 in W 
24 pages 
all in color 
Territory: WENG excl UK 
Carton Quantity: 24 

Look & See: Fun with Shapes 
Sterling Children's 
With die-cuts on every page, this colorful concept book makes learning 
about shapes a fun, tactile experience for toddlers!

Kids can discover how shapes work in the world as they touch, play, and explore! 
Bright and lively die-cut illustrations introduce a square frame for a picture, a 
peacock’s circular body, a triangular sail for a boat, and a diamond-shaped kite that 
flies in the sky. Each page features creative ideas to inspire kids to draw their own 
shape-filled pictures.

9781454908524 
Board book 
$6.95 
7.500 in H | 8.250 in W 
24 pages 
all in color 
Territory: WENG excl UK 
Carton Quantity: 24 

Look & See: Guess Who? 
Sterling Children's 
A caterpillar. An alien. A ferocious tiger! With a collection of masks and a big 
imagination, a young boy can become anything he wants. What creature will he turn 
into next? The big die-cut smile on the cover and on every mask says it all: this is 
FUN!

9781454905998 
Board book 
$8.95 
7.500 in H | 8.250 in W 
24 pages 
all in color 
Territory: WENG excl UK 
Carton Quantity: 24 

Look & See: Little Star 
Sterling Children's 
A shining star cutout twinkles in the sky, and throughout this book, looking over a 
young fox that just can't fall asleep. As he explores the world around him, he finds 
animal—and human!—parents and their babies cuddled up, deep in slumber. A gentle 
goodnight story to lull little ones to rest. 

9781454906155 
Board book 
$8.95 
7.500 in H | 8.250 in W 
24 pages 
all in color 
Territory: WENG excl UK 
Carton Quantity: 24 

Look & See: Mommy, Where Are You? 
Sterling Children's 
Poor Pongo! The little fish can't find his mommy and he feels so sad. Fortunately, all 
the kind sea creatures want to help—and it isn't long before there's a happy reunion. 
Bright, inviting illustrations introduce kids to a wide variety of underwater life, from a 
turtle to an octopus. 
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9781402758317 
Board book 
$6.95 
7.500 in H | 8.250 in W 
24 pages 
all in color 
Territory: WENG 
Carton Quantity: 24 

Look & See: The Green Caterpillar 
Sterling Children's 
Caterpillar wants a snack. But what should he eat? With the help of a smart frog, 
Caterpillar finds what he needs…and makes a beautiful transformation.

9781402758287 
Board book 
$8.95 
7.500 in H | 8.250 in W 
24 pages 
all in color 
Territory: WENG 
Carton Quantity: 24 

Look & See: What Am I? 
Sterling Children's 
Young children will love this guessing game on a page! Each spread has a charming 
and informative little verse about a different animal, ending with the question: What 
am I? A vibrant, beautiful picture presents the various creatures, including an owl (I 
sleep all day, I fly all night, searching for food in the moonlight); a bright blue crab (I 
live on the beach and hide in the sand); and dazzling pink birds (You might hear us in 
the morning when we burst into song). Kids will want to read this again and again.

9781454906421 
Board book 
$8.95 
7.500 in H | 8.250 in W 
24 pages 
all in color 
Territory: WENG excl UK 
Carton Quantity: 24 

Look & See: What Sound Do You Make? 
Sterling Children's 
Chirp chirp, squeak squeak, bow wow wow: kids will make merry noises as they 
meet a menagerie of animals and discover what sounds they make. A die-cut of 
colorful spiraling circles turns this book into a vivid visual and aural treat. 

9781402758263 
Board book 
$8.95 
7.500 in H | 8.250 in W 
24 pages 
all in color 
Territory: WENG 
Carton Quantity: 24 

Look & See: Wheels on the Go! 
Sterling Children's 
Wheeeee!—these vehicles will capture the imagination of car and truck-loving toddlers 
everywhere. With die-cut, eye-catching, wonderful wheels on every page, this 
appealing board book takes kids fingertips on a great ride. The dynamic rhyming text 
tells them about such favorites as big steamroller, a bulldozer, a zipping zooming red 
race car, a siren-blaring fire engine, and a jeep ready to handle any challenge, from 
desert to jungle. Kids adore things that go, so this book is sure to become an instant 
favorite.
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9781454928027 
Board book 
$7.95 
7.000 in H | 7.000 in W 
22 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 40 

Exotic Fruit 
Lee, Huy Voun 
Welcome to the world of exotic fruit! This delicious book helps 
adventurous eaters—and curious readers—discover fun new foods to enjoy.
Dragonfruit, lychee, mangosteen, starfruit: how many of these fruits do you know? 
How many have you eaten? Children love fruit, and Exotic Fruit goes beyond apples 
and oranges, introducing kids to nine varieties that aren’t indigenous to the United 
States. Simple, informative text conveys their texture and taste, while colorful, 
appealing illustrations capture both the inside and outside of these great fruits.

9781454919018 
Board book 
$7.95 
7.000 in H | 7.000 in W 
16 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

Picky Eaters 
Jackson, Ellen 
Did you know that koalas eat only eucalyptus? That arctic foxes dine on lemmings? Or 
that leatherback turtles enjoy a dish of jellyfish? Like children, animals can be very, 
very fussy about their food! This rhyming board book, with engaging lift-the-flaps, 
introduces toddlers to ten choosy creatures and their minimal diets. After meeting 
each animal, kids lift the flap to see what it eats. Most important, in addition to 
having fun, little ones learn that it’s good to eat adventurously.
Put a new food on your plate,
You may find it’s something great!

9781454930754 
Board book 
$8.95 
7.000 in H | 7.000 in W 
18 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 48 

1-2-3 Predators Bite! 
Watch out—these creatures BITE! This innovative novelty board book from 
the American Museum of Natural History combines counting with 
fascinating predators.
An appetizing follow-up to the popular 1-2-3 Dinosaurs Bite.

Munch, crunch: look who’s coming to bite this book! Created in conjunction with the 
American Museum of Natural History, 1-2-3 Predators Bite! invites kids to count along 
as a rattlesnake takes ONE die-cut bite, a toothy tiger takes TWO, and an eagle 
swoops down for THREE. Simple facts about each predator appear in the back matter, 
and a final spread reinforces counting skills with one last 1-10 list of different hidden 
elements in the illustrations!

9781402777226 
Board book 
$6.95 
7.000 in H | 7.000 in W 
18 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 48 

1-2-3 Dinosaurs Bite 
Gobble, gobble, munch, and crunch: watch the pages disappear! Five hungry 
dinosaurs--from mighty little Microraptor to colorful Carnotaurus--sink their teeth into 
this tasty novelty book, created with the American Museum of Natural History and 
Caldecott-honor winner Steve Jenkins. Kids can count along as the dinosaurs take bite
-sized chunks out of each page. The number of bites matches the counting number on 
each spread! Fun facts about the dinosaurs--and what they liked to eat--appear at 
the end, along with a listing of dinosaur details from 1-10.
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9781402777233 
Board book 
$6.95 
7.000 in H | 7.000 in W 
16 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 40 

Spot the Animals 
What's hiding there? This charming novelty book, created with the experts at the 
American Museum of Natural History, is an irresistible first-concept book, combining 
colors and animals. Peek-a-boo holes in the flaps reveal a bit of a brightly hued 
creature hiding underneath, making a fun guessing game for preschoolers. Readers 
can lift the flaps to discover six animals cleverly camouflaged in their natural habitats, 
from rainforests to coral reefs. Illustrated by Caldecott Honor award-winner Steve 
Jenkins, Spot the Animals is sure to be a favorite.

9781454920793 
Board book 
$7.95 
6.000 in H | 8.000 in W 
18 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 32 

Camouflage 
Can you spot what’s hiding in the wild? From the smallest animals to the largest, 
underwater and on land, creatures all over the world can blend with their environment 
to stay “invisible.” Lift the flaps to meet six of these incredible creatures, including a 
caterpillar, zebra, and octopus, all showcased in stunning photographs. The simple 
text and engaging facts are vetted by the unmatched experts at the Museum of 
Natural History.

9781454914068 
Board book 
$7.95 
6.000 in H | 8.000 in W 
24 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 36 

Caterpillar to Butterfly 
A caterpillar hatches. It eats and eats . . . and grows into a butterfly that flits and 
floats across the sky. Follow the life cycle of one of nature’s most beautiful creatures 
in simple text and stunning photos. This unique book features graduated flaps that 
display each stage of metamorphosis at a glance; turn each flap to reveal engaging 
facts that kids will love.

9781454914181 
Board book 
$7.95 
6.000 in H | 8.000 in W 
26 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 36 

Our Solar System 
The youngest astronomers can go forth and journey into outer space in this fun, basic 
introduction to the solar system. The unique format presents our sun and each planet 
in order with graduated flaps—turn each flap to reveal fascinating facts on each 
celestial body, and even the Milky Way!
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9781454921288 
Board book 
$7.95 
6.000 in H | 8.000 in W 
26 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 40 

Sharks 
Created in collaboration with the American Museum of Natural History, this 
beautiful board book lets you dive in and take a bite out of SHARKS!

More than 400 shark species swim in the Earth’s oceans: some live in shallow waters, 
others far below, and some are fast while others are slow. Sharks introduces nine 
different sharks to your budding marine biologist—from the five-foot-long blue to the 
school bus-sized whale shark. Thanks to the book’s graduated tabbed format, kids 
can really see and compare the various size and shapes of these special animals.

9781454922872 
Board book 
$7.95 
6.000 in H | 8.000 in W 
24 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 40 

Tadpole to Frog 
How does a tadpole become a frog? Flip the tabs and find out!
With this innovative concept book, kids can see and understand a tadpole’s 
transformation as it grows into a frog. Created in conjunction with the world-famous 
American Museum of Natural History, Tadpole to Frog features graduated tabs that 
show the entire transformation in isolated, easy-to-follow parts. With simple text, the 
stunning nature photography is what truly shines in this book.

9781454921080 
Board book 
$8.95 
8.000 in H | 8.625 in W 
14 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 32 

Bug Hunt 
Yoon, Salina 
Kids will go buggy over this amazing, interactive Lift-the-Flap adventure 
from one of the most popular authors in children’s books!

From ants and bees to ladybugs and grasshoppers, Bug Hunt invites toddlers to 
explore the natural world. By lifting the flap, they can see a close-up detail of each 
creature, while the rhyming verse and fun facts will grab their interest.

9781402785252 
Board book 
$8.95 
8.000 in H | 8.625 in W 
12 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 30 

Deep Sea Dive 
Yoon, Salina 
I'm your dive guide.
Come with me.
Let's explore the
deep blue sea.
This exciting interactive board book lets kids explore the underwater world and learn 
about deep-sea creatures. They'll meet a host of animals, from sharks and octopuses 
to puffer fish and sea turtles. By lifting the flap, children will reveal a close-up glimpse 
of each animal--and discover fun facts set in rhyming verse.
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9781454920878 
Board book 
$8.95 
8.000 in H | 8.625 in W 
14 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 32 

Dinosaur Discovery 
Yoon, Salina 
Introduce young readers to amazing dinosaurs with this interactive “Lift-
the-Flap Adventures” book!
Lift the flap . . . and enter the prehistoric world! From Tyrannosaurus Rex and 
Triceratops to Stegosaurus and Velociraptor, this fun and interactive board book 
introduces toddlers to some favorite dinosaurs. When kids look under the flap, they’ll 
see a detail of each animal and discover fun facts in rhyming verse.

9781402785245 
Board book 
$8.95 
8.000 in H | 8.625 in W 
12 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 30 

Space Walk 
Yoon, Salina 
“I'm your space guide.
Come travel with me!
There are lots of planets
for us to see.”

Blast off into space! Eight planets revolve around our sun, and we're going to visit 
them, one by one. By lifting the flaps, young children will embark on a cosmic 
adventure. They'll visit hot, dry Mercury; red, glowing Mars; and storm-ravaged 
Jupiter, just to name a few. Featuring friendly rhyming verses with simple facts about 
each planet, and Salina Yoon's fun and cheerful illustrations, this is the perfect fun 
introduction to the solar system. 

9781402789564 
Board book 
$9.95 
9.250 in H | 9.250 in W 
18 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 24 

Do Cows Meow? 
Yoon, Salina 
Moo, meow, BAA! Kids will have a blast as they lift the flaps to learn lots of 
barnyard animal sounds.

Do cows sing? Do cows cuckoo? All I know is cows go . . . MOO! Simple, rhythmic, and 
lots of fun, this big, brightly illustrated board book will have kids happily imitating all 
kinds of animal “talk.” For each creature--including a sheep, duck, frog, and cat—a 
giant “mouth” flap lifts up to reveal a new animal sound that will surely inspire a 
symphony of baa-ing, ribbiting, and meowing. And, at the end, children can open two 
barnyard gates to see and say all the animal sounds again.

9781402789557 
Board book 
$9.95 
9.250 in H | 9.250 in W 
18 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 24 

Do Crocs Kiss? 
Yoon, Salina 
Do crocs cry? Do crocs clap? All I know is crocs go . . . SNAP! This novelty board book, 
with fun text and colorful illustrations, features adorable lions, tigers, and bears, as 
well as the snappy title reptile and other favorite creatures. Kids will happily lift the 
flap on each big animal “mouth” to discover what sound it makes. For a grand finale, 
all the animals appear together peering out from behind two gatefolds, so children can 
sneak a peek and say all the sounds again!
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9781454917557 
Board book 
$8.95 
7.000 in H | 8.500 in W 
10 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 34 

Begin Smart™ Look at Me! 
A combination of book and masks, Look at Me has “handles” so parents can easily 
hold it up to their own or their child’s face. Generously sized die-cut eyeholes make it 
easy to see through, and a simple three-word text introduces the animal and the 
sound it makes. Babies and toddlers will love roaring like a lion, oinking like a pig, or 
grrrr-ing like a bear.

9781454920861 
Board book 
$8.95 
7.000 in H | 7.000 in W 
18 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 24 

Begin Smart™ Peek-a-Boo What? 
Sterling Children's 
Peek-a-boo isn’t a baby’s favorite game by chance: after their first birthday, babies 
begin to understand that even when something isn’t in sight, it still exists. They 
anticipate that it will reappear—and when it does, they laugh in delight. This charming 
lift-the-flap book with see-through die cuts encourages little ones to play the game. 
With its simple rhyming text and pictures of familiar objects and animals, Peek-a-Boo 
What? helps solidify object permanence.

9781454917571 
Board book 
$8.95 
7.000 in H | 7.000 in W 
16 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World with 
exclusions* 
Carton Quantity: 30 

Begin Smart™ Play Colors/Colores del Juego 
With board pieces for kids to place into die-cut spaces, this book is both a wonderful 
puzzle and a bilingual introduction to colors. One side of each spread shows the 
featured color, while the other presents an object in that hue—like a red apple, yellow 
sun, and green turtle—labeled in English and Spanish. This language-building book is 
bright and appealing and bound to become a favorite.
This book encourages language development, concept of before and after, parent-
child interaction, capacity to predict, memory development, and object permanence.

9781454917588 
Board book 
$8.95 
7.000 in H | 7.000 in W 
16 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World with 
exclusions* 
Carton Quantity: 30 

Begin Smart™ Play Shapes/Formas de Jugar 
This unique board and puzzle book makes learning shapes fun—in two languages! 
Every shape is shown within a familiar object—a roof, a ladybug, or boxes on a 
truck—with its shape name written in both English and Spanish. With puzzle pieces 
embedded in the back, kids will learn to be familiar with shapes by fitting the correct 
puzzle piece onto the page.

This book encourages: manual dexterity, small motor coordination, spatial awareness, 
color and shape perception, vocabulary development, and hand control.
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9781402798900 
Board book 
$4.95 
6.000 in H | 6.000 in W 
28 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 48 

Baby Animals 
Children love baby animals--and this board book features jaw-droppingly cute 
photographs. Meet a menagerie of creatures--each with a colorful caption/label--from 
kitten and puppy to monkey, bunny, and koala. What could be sweeter?

9781454919735 
Board book 
$4.95 
6.000 in H | 6.000 in W 
28 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 48 

Food 
Guaranteed to make preschoolers smile!

The Say & Play series combines bright, adorable photographs, familiar words, and 
basic concepts in an irresistibly kid-friendly, skill-enhancing, and appealing package.

Blueberries, Yogurt, Cheese, Sweet Potato: This fun concept book serves up a plate of 
child favorites. From Apples and Avocados to Peaches and Pasta, each yummy-
looking photo is labeled to enhance word-object recognition.

9781402798894 
Board book 
$4.95 
6.000 in H | 6.000 in W 
28 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 48 

Oink, Moo, Meow 
The donkey says, “hee-haw,” the chick says, “cheep cheep,” and children will say, “I 
love this!” From clucking to roaring, kids will have a blast making the sounds 
associated with the adorable animals pictured in these 26 photos. Simple sound 
captions add to the fun. 

9781454910374 
Board book 
$4.95 
6.000 in H | 6.000 in W 
28 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 48 

Baby Animals/Bebes animales 
Children love baby animals—and this board book features jaw-droppingly cute photos 
that will delight toddlers while also teaching them English and Spanish. From 
kitten/gatito and puppy/cachorrito to monkey/orangután and bunny/conejito, this 
colorfully captioned menagerie of creatures couldn't be sweeter!
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9781454919971 
Board book 
$4.95 
6.000 in H | 6.000 in W 
28 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 48 

Clothes/La ropa 
Sterling Children's 
The Say & Play series combines bright, adorable photographs, familiar words, and 
basic concepts in an irresistibly kid-friendly, skill-enhancing, and appealing package. 
And this bilingual book has the word for each item in English and Spanish on facing 
pages.

What do you want to wear today? Here’s a wardrobe of favorites, from jeans and 
sneakers to pants, skirts, sweaters, mittens, and more. Each garment is bright, 
colorful, and labeled so kids can easily learn first words for familiar things in both 
English and Spanish.

9781454910381 
Board book 
$4.95 
6.000 in H | 6.000 in W 
28 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 48 

Colors/Colores 
Red/rojo rain boots, a yummy orange/aranjando popsicle, a beautiful blue/azul 
butterfly, a big yellow/amarillo school bus: here's a rainbow of children's favorites, 
presented in cheerful photos and captioned in both English and Spanish.

9781454910398 
Board book 
$4.95 
6.000 in H | 6.000 in W 
28 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 48 

First Words/Primeras palabras 
Baby/bebé, bib/babero, apple/manzana: these are some of a child's very first words! 
So why not learn them in English AND Spanish at the same time? Bright photos show 
toys, food, clothes, and other familiar objects, so preschoolers can practice saying the 
name of each in both languages!

9781454919988 
Board book 
$4.95 
6.000 in H | 6.000 in W 
28 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 48 

Food/Los alimentos 
Sterling Children's 
Guaranteed to make preschoolers smile!
The Say & Play series combines bright, adorable photographs, familiar words, and 
basic concepts in an irresistibly kid-friendly, skill-enhancing, and appealing package. 
And this bilingual book has the word for each item in English and Spanish on facing 
pages.

Blueberries, Yogurt, Cheese, Sweet Potato: This fun concept book serves up a plate of 
child favorites. From Apples and Avocados to Peaches and Pasta, each yummy-
looking photo is labeled in both English and Spanish to enhance word-object 
recognition in TWO languages.
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9781454910404 
Board book 
$4.95 
6.000 in H | 6.000 in W 
28 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 48 

Numbers/Numeros 
Learning to count is as easy as uno-dos-tres or one-two-three with Say & Play! 
Engaging photographs of such everyday things as buttons and blocks teach 
preschoolers numbers from one to ten in both English and Spanish.

9781454910411 
Board book 
$4.95 
6.000 in H | 6.000 in W 
28 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 48 

Oink, Moo, Meow/Oink, Muu, Miau 
What does the donkey say-baa or IA, IA? And does the chick go cluck or pío? Did you 
know that Spanish and English speakers describe animal noises differently? From 
oinking to roaring, kids will have a blast imitating sounds made by these cute 
creatures. And with two languages to try, they'll have double the fun! 

9781454910428 
Board book 
$4.95 
6.000 in H | 6.000 in W 
28 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 48 

Things That Go/Cosas que se mueven 
Kids-start your engines and get ready to MOVE! A car/automóvil, truck/camión, 
train/tren, plane/avión, and other machines zoom across these pages. Twenty-six 
cool captioned photos in English and Spanish have preschoolers joyfully discovering 
new vehicles and adding to their vocabulary in two languages.

9781454908210 
Board book 
$6.95 
7.000 in H | 7.000 in W 
22 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 40 

How Gator Says Good-bye! 
Samoun, Abigail 
How many ways can Gator say “good-bye?” Find out, as he travels from China, 
Japan, and India, to Egypt, Russia, and France, and finally to Argentina and back 
home again to San Francisco. It's hard to leave friends, but learning how to bid 
someone farewell in seven different languages is easy!
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9781454908203 
Board book 
$6.95 
7.000 in H | 7.000 in W 
22 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 40 

How Hippo Says Hello! 
Samoun, Abigail 

Bonjour, konnichiwa, hola, HELLO! Friendly Hippo takes a trip around the world to 
seven different countries, and everywhere he goes, he cheerily greets people in their 
native language. Kids will have fun trying out these simple foreign words, from 
“namaste” (India) to “privyet” (Russia).

9781454918134 
Board book 
$6.95 
7.000 in H | 7.000 in W 
22 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 40 

How Iguana Says I Love You! 
Samoun, Abigail 
FOR LITTLE TRAVELERS

I love you: three of the very best words in the world! And thanks to this adorable 
board book, preschoolers will learn how to say them in seven different languages. 
Travel with Iguana across the globe as he tells family and friends, “I love you” in 
French, Spanish (Argentina), Japanese, Chinese, Arabic (Egypt), Russian, and Hindi 
(India).

9781454914969 
Board book 
$6.95 
7.000 in H | 7.000 in W 
24 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 40 

How Penguin Says Please! 
Samoun, Abigail 
Por favor, s'il vous plaît, ching: this adorable board book teaches preschoolers how to 
say “please” in seven languages! Join Penguin as she enjoys pastries in France, 
explores the Hermitage in Russia, sees Mount Fuji in Japan and the Pyramids in 
Egypt, buys fish in China, sips chai in India, visits relatives in Argentina—and 
remembers her manners everywhere she goes! Each “please” word is translated and 
has a pronunciation guide, and an illustrated map follows Penguin's travels round the 
world.

9781454914976 
Board book 
$6.95 
7.000 in H | 7.000 in W 
22 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 40 

How Tiger Says Thank You! 
Samoun, Abigail 
Spasibo, arigato, shukran, merci! Tiger's taking a trip—and everywhere she goes, 
from the market in Moscow to a boat on Egypt's Nile River, she says "thank you" to 
the friendly people she meets. And, as they follow her round the world, children will 
learn to how to say thanks in seven different languages, too: French, Russian, Arabic, 
Hindi, Mandarin, Japanese, and Spanish. Each “please” word is translated and has a 
pronunciation guide, and an illustrated map follows Tiger's travels.
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9781454920069 
Multiple copy pack 
$12.95 
5.000 in H | 5.000 in W 
88 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 20 

Little Traveler’s Library 
Four Adventures in Eight Languages 
Samoun, Abigail 
Travel the world with your favorite animals—and learn basic phrases in eight popular 
languages! This adorable boxed set features the first four Little Traveler books: How 
Hippo Says Hello, How Gator Says Good-Bye, How Tiger Says Thank You, and How 
Penguin Says Please. Every phrase is translated and has a pronunciation guide, and 
the last spread of each book offers an illustrated map of the animal’s journey, so 
readers can follow along. Perfectly sized for little hands, and packed in a convenient 
Velcro case with an easy-to-hold plastic handle, these board books are a wonderful 
introduction to different cultures and places.

9781402720949 
Paperback / softback 
$3.95 
9.000 in H | 6.000 in W 
28 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 160 

I'm Going to Read® (Level 1): Can You Play? 
Bolam, Emily 
Stella's ready for some fun and games--and Buffy her puppy's the perfect playmate. 
"Throw...and catch! Throw...and catch." Then, it's time for some doggie tricks. But 
Buffy will only SIT DOWN and SIT UP: she won't try anything new. But look: here's 
Stella's friend Sam. Maybe he can help with a stunt or two... Sprightly rhyming text 
and cartoon-like pictures capture all the antics.

9781402720901 
Paperback / softback 
$3.95 
9.000 in H | 6.000 in W 
28 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 196 

I'm Going to Read® (Level 1): Sometimes I Share 
Nicklaus, Carol 
A little girl sometimes shares with her brother: she gives him half her cookie, lets him 
play with her toys, and even allows him to ride her bike. But when her friends come 
over, she doesn't always want him around. What happens then? A delightfully told 
and illustrated little tale that will evoke giggles even as it makes a valuable point 
about good behavior.

9781402720918 
Paperback / softback 
$3.95 
9.000 in H | 6.000 in W 
28 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 196 

I'm Going to Read® (Level 1): The Big Red Blanket 
Jacobson, David 
"Will you play with me?" Kara asks everyone, but they're all too busy. But when the 
little girl finds a big red blanket and starts to play all by herself, her entire family 
wants to join the fun. Soon, they're all letting their imaginations run free, as the 
blanket turns into a galloping horse and a slithering snake. Kids won't just want to 
read this; they'll want to play along, too.
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9781402727214 
Paperback / softback 
$3.95 
9.000 in H | 6.000 in W 
28 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 196 

I'm Going to Read® (Level 1): The Prince's Tooth Is 
Loose! 
Alley, R. W. 
Poor little prince! He's got a loose tooth-so the whole kingdom springs into action to 
help. R.W. Alley's charming pictures bring humor and joy to this appealing tale.

9781402727191 
Paperback / softback 
$3.95 
9.000 in H | 6.000 in W 
32 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 180 

I'm Going to Read® (Level 2): Pillow Fight 
Rossi, Rich 
Mike and Tony do everything together--including a sleepover each Friday. But this 
week they started a small pillow fight that grew...and grew...and grew. Will this be 
the end of a beautiful friendship?

9781402721045 
Paperback / softback 
$3.95 
9.000 in H | 6.000 in W 
32 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 180 

I'm Going to Read® (Level 3): I Won't Go to Bed! 
Baruffi, Andrea 
The clock strikes nine. Jake should be asleep. But he's decided to stay up all night 
long. "I'm not going to bed," he tells his dad. Now the fun begins--or does it? At 9:15 
he turns on the TV. At 10:00 a mouse runs round the house. At 11:00 an owl hoots, 
shadows shade the wall, and Jake shivers a little. Will he make it till morning?

9781402755460 
Paperback / softback 
$3.95 
9.000 in H | 6.000 in W 
32 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 140 

I'm Going to Read® (Level 3): The Boy Who Cried 
Wolf 
Wildish, Lee 
Children will happily climb the 1-2-3-4 stages of I'm Going to Read. Every 
one is thoughtfully written and carefully aimed at the correct reading 
group, so kids can gradually build their skills and reading vocabularies 
without frustration. This Level 3 story retells a popular tale in a fun way. 

This simple and effective retelling of the traditional fable teaches kids a valuable 
lesson: always tell the truth. A young shepherd pretends not once, but twice that a 
wolf is after his flock. But he learns a hard lesson when a wolf really appears…and no 
one heeds his cries.
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9781402727092 
Paperback / softback 
$3.95 
9.000 in H | 6.000 in W 
48 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 120 

I'm Going to Read® (Level 4): Class Pets 
Gott, Barry 
Mr. Bunsen has a big surprise for his class--new pets! And now they are involved in a 
big project: building a desert in a box where the creatures will be happy. A fun and 
interesting science story.

9781402721106 
Paperback / softback 
$3.95 
9.000 in H | 6.000 in W 
32 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 180 

I'm Going to Read® (Level 4): Pizza and Other 
Stinky Poems 
Haley, Amanda 
What stinky fun: these entertaining verses talk about smelly stuff, like onions and 
skunks--and good things, such as pizza and peanut butter too. From "Whoever Sau-
sage a Thing?" to "Fresh Fish," it's pure aromatic amusement sure to appeal to any 
kid's sense of humor. Youngsters will eat up these tasty rhymes.

9781402750595 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
10.500 in H | 8.500 in 
64 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

I'm Going to Read® Workbook: Rhyming Words 
Ziefert, Harriet 
Nothing delights kids more than a good rhyme. It’s fun to say aloud, has an appealing 
rhythm, and stays in the mind more easily than simple sentences. Rhyming Words 
gives children a delightful introduction to letter sounds and pronunciation.

9781402750564 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
10.500 in H | 8.500 in 
64 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

I'm Going to Read® Workbook: Short Vowels 
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9781402750588 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
10.500 in H | 8.500 in 
64 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

I'm Going to Read® Workbook: Sight Words 
Ziefert, Harriet 
These are the words kids have to know by sight—the words that they should be able 
to read without sounding them out first.

9781402750557 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
10.500 in H | 8.500 in 
64 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

I'm Going to Write™ Workbook: Lowercase Letters 
Ziefert, Harriet 
Picking up a pencil and writing legibly requires good motor skills—and that’s what this 
workbook helps build. It focuses on the coordination necessary to write properly by 
giving children words and letters to copy, as well as helpful information on how to 
form each letter.

9781402750540 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
10.500 in H | 8.500 in 
64 pages 
all in color 

Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

I'm Going to Write™ Workbook: Uppercase Letters 
Ziefert, Harriet 
Learning to write your letters requires a lot of effort, and good motor skills. Kids will 
enjoy the process with this fun workbook, designed to supplement their school 
curricula and make learning their uppercase letters that much simpler.

9781402778063 
Paperback / softback 
$4.95 
11.000 in H | 8.500 in 
64 pages 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 72 

First Word Search: Fun First Phonics 
Harpster, Steve 
Kids will get a fun introduction to the letter combinations and sounds that provide the 
building blocks for so many words. Each puzzle features examples of one blend of 
letter sounds, such as CR (crab, crash, crack), OO (balloon, spoon, moon), the Hard 
G (giggle, beagle, grandma), or the Long A (late, race, game).
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9781402778070 
Paperback / softback 
$4.95 
11.000 in H | 8.500 in 
64 pages 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 72 

First Word Search: Fun First Words 
Harpster, Steve 
Even very young children can go on a word hunt! In Fun First Words, all the entries 
are grouped by subject, so youngsters can do their searches in such kid-appealing 
categories as “Bugs,” “Birthdays,” and “Camping.” They’ll have a happy time hunting.

9781402783913 
Paperback / softback 
$4.95 
11.000 in H | 8.500 in 
64 pages 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 72 

First Word Search: Phonics Fun 
LaCoste, Gary 
Phonics is one of the best paths to reading success—and these word searches, with 
their appealing design, are a great way to begin! The categories include Long A words, 
such as flake and halo; “BL” blends like blue and bloom; and “NG” combinations that 
include bang, gong, and song. Each one will help kids recognize the sound and letter 
combinations that form the building blocks of our language.

9781402778018 
Paperback / softback 
$4.95 
11.000 in H | 8.500 in 
64 pages 
b-w illustrations 
throughout 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 72 

First Word Search: Phonics Word Search 
LaCoste, Gary 
While they’re playing, kids will master more new words and sounds. Phonics Word 
Search goes through such letter patterns as AI (braid, trait); BL (blab, bleak, 
blizzard); long EA (eager, peanut), and many others. Each search has a word list, so 
children can easily find unfamiliar terms in the grid.

9781402778056 
Paperback / softback 
$4.95 
11.000 in H | 8.500 in 
64 pages 
b-w illus. throughout 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 72 

First Word Search: Phonics, Phonics, Phonics! 
Shems, Ed 
This portion of puzzle fun features syllables, sounds, and words such as long A in 
wave, the SK in skeleton, and the short U in puppy.

9781402778025 
Paperback / softback 
$4.95 
11.000 in H | 8.500 in 
64 pages 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 72 

First Word Search: Reading Made Easy 
Harpster, Steve 
Now, even the youngest readers can play hide-and-seek on the page with these word 
searches. While having fun, kids are also doing serious vocabulary building as they 
come to know the names of foods, clothes, and other interesting things. And that 
gives kids a great head-start in school.
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• 24 •

Beast filled Beauty’s room with  

books and a piano. Every evening, 

she ate a delicious dinner. One night 

Beast said, “Beauty, I love you.  

Will you marry me?”

• 38 •

“I promised I would help you one 
day,” the mouse said. “Long ago, you 
saved me. Today, I saved you.” The 
lion waved as the mouse ran away.
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and Linda Olafsdottir
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Told by Kathleen Olmstead 
Illustrated by Sarah S Brannen

978-1-4027-8345-6
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Told by Kathleen Olmstead; 
Illustrated by Maurizio Quarello

978-1-4027-8346-3
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The Lion and
the Mouse

$4.95
Can $5.50

SILVER PENNY STORIES
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he Lion and the M
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the lion and the mouse
Told by Kathleen Olmstead; 
Illustrated by Scott Wakefield

978-1-4027-8347-0

Lavishly illustrated, lovingly retold, and competitively priced, our 
collection. These classic tales have captured the imaginations and hearts of children for generations, and children and parents will 
enjoy reading them together over and over again.

Silver Penny Stories are sure to find a cherished place in any family’s 

A beautiful, affordable, collectible series of classic fairy tales and fables. 

SILVER PENNY STORIES

hardcover  •  4 ½ x 6 9/16  •  $4.95  •  40 pages  •  Full-color  •  Ages: 3 to 6  •  Carton Qty: 92  •  Territory: World

STERLING PUBLISHING35 Sterling Publishing

2017.Complete.Juvenile.Backlist.BIBF.8.14.indd   35 8/14/17   5:42 PM
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The Three Little Pigs
ISBN 978-1-4027-8434-7

Thumbelina
ISBN 978-1-4027-8352-4

The Ugly Duckling
ISBN 978-1-4027-8437-8 

The Steadfast Tin 
Soldier
ISBN  978-1-4027-8351-7

ALL BOOKS:  $4.95  ($5.50 Canada)     Hardcover  |  4 ½ x 6 9/16  |  40 pages (all in color)  |  Ages: 3 to 6  |  Territory: World  |  Carton Qty: 92 

Goldilocks and the 
Three Bears
ISBN 978-1-4027-8430-9 

Hansel and Gretel
ISBN 978-1-4027-8335-7

Cinderella
ISBN 978-1-4027-8333-3

The Elves and the 
Shoemaker
ISBN 978-1-4027-8334-0 

The Frog Prince
ISBN  978-1-4027-8429-3

The Emperor’s New 
Clothes
ISBN 978-1-4027-8428-6

The Princess and  
the Pea
ISBN  978-1-4027-8436-1

Little Red Riding 
Hood
ISBN 978-1-4027-8337-1

The Little Mermaid
ISBN 978-1-4027-8336-4

Jack and the 
Beanstalk
ISBN 978-1-4027-8433-0 

King Arthur and  
His Knights
ISBN 978-1-4027-8432-3

The Pied Piper of 
Hamelin
ISBN 978-1-4027-8349-4

Snow White and the 
Seven Dwarfs
ISBN 978-1-4027-8342-5 

Robin Hood
ISBN 978-1-4027-8339-5

Sleeping Beauty
ISBN  978-1-4027-8341-8

Rapunzel
ISBN 978-1-4027-8338-8 

Puss in Boots
ISBN 978-1-4027-8435-4 

Rumpelstiltskin
ISBN 978-1-4027-8340-1

STERLING PUBLISHING

SILVER PENNY STORIES

LITERATURE & CLASSICS

Sterling Publishing 36
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Poetry For Young People
COUNTLESS POETRY LOVERS CREATED.

With a combination of poetic brilliance and exquisite art, the Poetry for Young People series has won the admiration of critics, 
educators, children, and parents. Every breathtaking volume in this acclaimed, bestselling collection features magnificent full-
color illustrations that enhance each verse and a renowned scholar’s guidance to help children understand and love poetry.

8 ½ x 10  •  48 pages  •  Full-color  •  Ages: 8 and up  •  Carton Qty: 64 (unless noted otherwise)

More  
than a  
million  
copies  
sold!

PRAISE FOR THE POETRY FOR YOUNG PEOPLE SERIES:
“ It is particularly heartening to come upon... The Poetry for Young People Series [which] should be commended for recognizing that 
secure stepping stones hold infinitely more hope than forced marches.”—Washington Post Book World

Edgar Allan Poe
Edited by Brod Bagert,  
illustrated by Carolynn Cobleigh

Well-known for his spine-tingling, 
spooky stories, Edgar Allan Poe was 
also a master at writing haunting, de-
liciously macabre poems. Children will 
enjoy 13 of his verses—including “The 
Raven” and “Annabel Lee”—along with 
excerpts from eight of his most popular 
tales, such as “The Tell-Tale Heart,”  
“The Pit and the Pendulum,” and  
“The Cask of Amontillado.”

Hardcover with Jacket  
978-1-4549-1348-1  
$14.95 US / $15.95 CAN  
Territory: World

Emily Dickinson
Edited by Frances Schoonmaker Bolin,  
illustrated by Chi Chung

Features more than 35 of Dickinson’s 
best-loved poems, including “I’m 
nobody, who are you?” and “I started 
early, took my dog.” “Bolin’s four-page 
introduction describes and explains 
Emily Dickinson’s odd lifestyle and 
creative productivity...prettily colored 
watercolors.”—School Library Journal. 
“Footnotes glossing antiquated diction 
are well-handled.”—Washington Post.

Paperback with Flaps  
978-1-4027-5473-9  
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN  
Territory: World

Robert Frost
Edited by Gary D. Schmidt,  
illustrated by Henri Sorensen

“These nature poems show that poetry 
holds feelings and ideas that everyone 
can understand.”—Booklist. “Superb; 
the poems introduced in a tone that is 
informative but not pedantic.”—Publishers 
Weekly. “Satisfies in every way.”—School 
Library Journal. “Thoughtfully compiled 
and brilliantly illustrated.”—Buzz Weekly.

Paperback with Flaps  
978-1-4027-5475-3  
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN  
Territory: World

BEST
SELLER

BEST
SELLER

William Shakespeare
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African American Poetry
Illustrated by Karen Barbour,  
Edited by Arnold Rampersad  
and Marcellus Blount

Hardcover with Jacket  
978-1-4027-1689-8  
$14.95 US / $16.95 CAN  
Territory: World 

Edgar Allan Poe
Edited by Brod Bagert,  
illustrated by Carolynn Cobleigh

Paperback with Flaps  
978-1-4027-5472-2  
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN  
Territory: World

Carl Sandburg
Edited by  
Frances Schoonmaker Bolin,  
illustrated by Steven Arcella

Paperback with Flaps  
978-1-4027-5471-5  
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN  
Territory: World

 

 

Walt Whitman
Edited by Jonathan Levin,  
illustrated by Jim Burke

Paperback with Flaps  
978-1-4027-5477-7  
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN 
Territory: World

William Shakespeare
Edited by David Scott Kastan  
& Marina Kastan,  
illustrated by Glenn Harrington

Paperback with Flaps  
978-1-4027-5478-4  
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN 
Territory: World

Robert Louis Stevenson
Edited by  
Frances Schoonmaker,  
illustrated by Lucy Corvino

Paperback with Flaps  
978-1-4027-5476-0  
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN  
Territory: World

Rudyard Kipling
Edited by Eileen Gillooly,  
illustrated by Jim Sharpe

Paperback with Flaps  
978-1-4027-7293-1  
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN  
Territory: World

Poetry For Young People

Edward Lear
Edited by Edward Mendelson,  
illustrated by  
Laura Huliska-Beith

Paperback with Flaps  
978-1-4027-7294-8  
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN  
Territory: World

Lewis Carroll
Edited by Edward Mendelson,  
illustrated by Eric Copeland

Paperback with Flaps  
978-1-4027-5474-6  
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN  
Territory: World

Henry Wadsworth  
Longfellow
Edited by  
Frances Schoonmaker,  
illustrated by Chad Wallace

Paperback with Flaps  
978-1-4027-7292-4  
$6.95 US / $8.50 CAN  
Territory: World

Langston Hughes
Edited by David Roessel & 
Arnold Rampersad,  
illustrated by Benny Andrews

Hardcover with Jacket  
978-1-4549-0328-4  
$14.95 US / $16.95 CAN  
Territory: WENGX

WINNER  
OF THE 2007 

CORETTA SCOTT 
KING  

ILLUSTRATOR 
HONOR  
AWARD!
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9781402784125 
Hardback 
$14.95 
11.500 in H | 8.875 in 
56 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 16 

Aesop's Fables 
Santore, Charles 
Aesop's wise and witty fables are among the most popular stories ever written—and 
Charles Santore's richly illustrated version is one of the most gorgeous editions ever 
published. Unavailable for a number of years, this dazzling interpretation features 
lavish art that provides a fresh perspective on Aesop's beloved characters. Santore has 
arranged these timeless tales by animal, making it easy to follow each creature from 
one situation to the next and gain a better understanding of how its actions parody 
human behavior. 

9781402756986 
Hardback 
$9.95 
11.375 in H | 8.500 in 
128 pages 
all in color 
Territory: WENG 
Carton Quantity: 18 

Fairy Tales and Fables 
Fujikawa, Gyo 
Gyo Fujikawa creates magic with this enchanting collection of fairy tales and fables. 
These are the stories that all children should experience, that will nourish their young 
minds and imaginations: Little Red Riding Hood, Cinderella, The Hare and the 
Tortoise, The Little Red Hen, The Three Little Pigs, and many more. Some are well 
known and beloved; others are unfamiliar, but they’re all beautifully written and 
illustrated. As always, Fujikawa’s characters (human and animal) are endearing and 
rich in personality. Her stunning images include the ugly duckling looking up plaintively 
at swans flying in a sunset sky; a lovely princess atop dozens of colorful mattresses 
(but she can still feel the pea); and tiny Jack chased by a giant large enough to take 
up nearly an entire spread!

9781402732638 
Hardback 
$14.95 
10.000 in H | 8.000 in 
96 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 28 

The Girl Who Helped Thunder and Other Native 
American Folktales 
Bruchac, James 
Welcome the second book in the Folktales of the World series! Engaging, inspirational, 
and above all entertaining, these legends come from Native American peoples across 
the U.S. Richly illustrated with original art, they capture a wide range of belief 
systems and wisdom from the Cherokee, Cheyenne, Hopi, Lenape, Maidu, Seminole, 
Seneca, and other tribes. The beautifully retold tales, all with informative 
introductions, range from creation myths to animal fables to stirring accounts of 
bravery and sacrifice. Find out how stories first came to be, and how the People came 
to the upper world. Meet Rabbit, the clever and irresistible Creek trickster. See how 
the buffalo saved the Lakota people, and why the Pawnee continue to do the Bear 
Dance to this very day.
Stefano Vitale’s art showcases a stunning array of animal figures, masks, totems, and 
Navajo-style rug patterns, all done in nature’s palette of brilliant turquoises, earth 
browns, shimmering sun-yellow, vivid fire-orange, and the deep blues of a dark night.
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literature

Sterling Unabridged Classics
HANDSOME AND COLLECTIBLE, THESE CLASSICS REDEFINE OUR MOST BELOVED STORIES.

These unabridged editions of timeless favorites—featuring striking illustrations  
by Scott McKowen and thoughtful reader’s questions by Dr. Arthur Pober, EdD—will find  
a treasured place in any family’s library.

Hardcover with Jacket  •  6 ⅛ x 8  •  b/w illus. throughout  •  Ages: 10 and up  •  Territory: World

• Ribbon marker

• Afterword and insightful questions at end of each book will inspire discussion 
and deeper understanding

• Award-winning art specially commissioned for the series

Black Beauty
978-1-4027-1452-8
208 pages 
$9.95 US / $11.95 CAN 
Carton Qty: 32

Around the World in 
Eighty Days
978-1-4027-5427-2
224 pages 
$9.95 US / $11.95 CAN 
Carton Qty: 28

The Call of the Wild 
and White Fang
978-1-4027-1455-9
312 pages 
$9.95 US / $11.95 CAN 
Carton Qty: 20

A Christmas Carol
978-1-4027-6690-9
96 pages 
$9.95 US / $11.95 CAN 
Carton Qty: 40

Dracula
978-1-4027-7324-2
416 pages 
$14.95 US / $16.95 CAN  
Carton Qty: 16

20,000 Leagues 
Under the Sea
978-1-4027-2599-9
336 pages 
$14.95 US / $16.95 CAN 
Carton Qty: 20

The Adventures of 
Huckleberry Finn
978-1-4027-2600-2
320 pages 
$14.95 US / $16.95 CAN 
Carton Qty: 20

The Adventures of 
Tom Sawyer
978-1-4027-1460-3
224 pages 
$9.95 US / $11.95 CAN 
Carton Qty: 28

The Adventures and the  
Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes
978-1-4027-1453-5
576 pages 
$14.95 US / $16.95 CAN   
Carton Qty: 12

Alice’s Adventures  
in Wonderland
978-1-4027-2502-9
136 pages 
$9.95 US / $11.95 CAN 
Carton Qty: 40

Gulliver’s Travels
978-1-4027-4339-9
320 pages 
$14.95 US / $16.95 CAN 
Carton Qty: 20

Heidi
978-1-4027-2601-9
272 pages 
$9.95 US / $11.95 CAN 
Carton Qty: 24

Great Expectations
978-1-4549-0137-2
512 pages 
$9.95 US / $11.95 CAN 
Carton Qty: 16

Grimm’s Fairy Tales
978-1-4027-6702-9
288 pages 
$9.95 US / $11.95 CAN 
Carton Qty: 24

Frankenstein
978-1-4027-4338-2
224 pages 
$9.95 US / $11.95 CAN 
Carton Qty: 28
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Pinocchio
978-1-4549-1220-0
$9.95 US / $10.95 CAN 
184 pages
Carton Qty: 36

PINOCCHIO
carlo collodi

Pollyanna
978-1-4027-9718-7
208 pages 
$9.95 US / $10.95 CAN 
Carton Qty: 32

Peter Pan
978-1-4027-5426-5
160 pages 
$9.95 US / $11.95 CAN 
Carton Qty: 32

Oliver Twist
978-1-4027-5425-8
464 pages 
$14.95 US / $16.95 CAN 
Carton Qty: 16

The Merry Adventures 
of Robin Hood
978-1-4027-1456-6
344 pages 
$14.95 US / $16.95 CAN 
Carton Qty: 20

A Little Princess
978-1-4027-1454-2
208 pages 
$9.95 US / $11.95 CAN 
Carton Qty: 28

Little Women
978-1-4027-1458-0
536 pages 
$14.95 US / $16.95 CAN 
Carton Qty: 12

Journey to the Center 
of the Earth
978-1-4027-4337-5
256 pages 
$9.95 US / $11.95 CAN 
Carton Qty: 24

The Legend of  
Sleepy Hollow & 
Other Stories
978-1-4549-0871-5
96 pages 
$9.95 US / $10.95 CAN 
Carton Qty: 40

Jungle Book
978-1-4027-4340-5
352 pages 
$14.95 US / $16.95 CAN 
Carton Qty: 20 

The Story of  
King Arthur
978-1-4027-2503-6
320 pages 
$14.95 US / $16.95 CAN 
Carton Qty: 20

The Stories of Edgar 
Allan Poe
978-1-4027-7325-9
344 pages 
$14.95 US / $16.95 CAN 
Carton Qty: 20

The Secret Garden
978-1-4027-1459-7
248 pages 
$9.95 US / $11.95 CAN 
Carton Qty: 24

The Strange Case  
of Dr. Jekyll and  
Mr. Hyde
978-1-4027-8402-6
96 pages 
$9.95 US / $11.95 CAN 
Carton Qty: 40

Robinson Crusoe
978-1-4027-8406-4
288 pages 
$9.95 US / $11.95 CAN 
Carton Qty: 24

The Swiss Family 
Robinson
978-1-4027-2602-6
352 pages 
$14.95 US / $16.95 CAN 
Carton Qty: 20

The Voyages of  
Doctor Dolittle
978-1-4027-9721-7
256 pages 
$9.95 US / $11.95 CAN 
Carton Qty: 24

Treasure Island
978-1-4027-1457-3
232 pages 
$9.95 US / $11.95 CAN 
Carton Qty: 28

The War of the Worlds
978-1-4549-1219-4
$9.95 US / $10.95 CAN 
224 pages
Carton Qty: 32

THE WAR OF  
THE WORLDS
h.g. wells

The Wonderful  
Wizard of Oz
978-1-4027-2504-3
176 pages 
$9.95 US / $11.95 CAN 
Carton Qty: 32

The Wind in  
The Willows
978-1-4027-2505-0
208 pages 
$9.95 US / $11.95 CAN 
Carton Qty: 32
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9781454928690 
Hardback 
$12.95 
7.500 in H | 5.500 in W 
192 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 32 

Alexander Hamilton 
His Life, Our History 
Blackaby, Susan 
Patriot, soldier, lawyer, founding father, nation builder, and statesman: 
Alexander Hamilton was all those things and more. This fascinating 
biography introduces this prominent and popular figure in American 
history to children.

Filled to the brim with photos, quotes, and maps, Alexander Hamilton is sure to be a 
hit with fans of both history and the smash Broadway musical. Engagingly written, it 
follows Hamilton from childhood to his tragic death, focusing on his hard work, 
cunning, and opportunistic zeal. It also shows Hamilton’s darker side; his recklessness 
and the tragedies that ultimately kept him from even greater heights.

9781454931355 
Hardback 
$16.95 
9.000 in H | 7.000 in W 
192 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 30 

John McCain: An American Hero 
An American Hero 
Perritano, John 
“Young readers will be moved by this biography of Arizona senator John 
McCain.” —Booklist

This insightful biography of John McCain helps young readers understand 
how a true American maverick has influenced the Senate—and our country’s 
politics—always on his own terms.

Known for his willingness to stand up to his own party, Senator John McCain has 
sometimes been called a "maverick." This fascinating biography covers McCain's life, 
from growing up as the son of a four-star admiral to his own time at the Naval 
Academy, his service as a pilot, and his experience as a prisoner of war. It explores 
McCain's 30 years as a senator, as well as his two bids for the presidency. Filled with 
photographs, and written in an engaging voice, John McCain will appeal to a 
generation of kids ages 8 and up eager to understand more about one of our nation's 
most iconic political forces.

9781454931362 
Hardback 
$16.95 
10.875 in H | 8.500 in 
48 pages 
Carton Quantity: 30 

A Girl Called Genghis Khan 
How Maria Toorpakai Wazir Pretended to Be a Boy, Defied the 
Taliban, and Became a World Famous Squash Player 
Lord, Michelle 
This compelling, timely, and empowering picture book introduces children 
to Maria Toorpakai Wazir, a Pakistani girl who braved threats from the 
Taliban in order to play the sport she loved.

Meet Maria Toorpakai Wazir, a Pakistani girl who loved sports and longed for the 
freedom that boys in her culture enjoyed. She joined a squash club to pursue her 
dream, and was taunted, teased, and beaten—but still continued playing. Then, when 
Maria received an award from the President of Pakistan for outstanding achievement, 
the Taliban threatened her squash club, her family, and her life. Although forced to 
quit the team, she refused to give up. Maria kept practicing the game in her bedroom 
every day for three years! Her hard work and perseverance in the face of 
overwhelming obstacles will inspire all children.
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9781454926665 
Hardback 
$16.95 
10.875 in H | 8.500 in 
40 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 30 

Gloria's Voice 
The Story of Gloria Steinem—Feminist, Activist, Leader 
Lewis, Aura 
“A subtle ode to an iconic figure of quiet ‘strength and enormous 
influence.’” —Publishers Weekly

Gloria Steinem started a movement that changed our world. This picture-
book biography of the pioneering feminist brings the message of equality 
to a new generation.

Using gorgeous watercolor illustrations, this biography of Gloria Steinem introduces 
young readers to the leader of the women’s liberation movement. Following her from 
childhood through her political awakening and beyond, Gloria’s Voice explains 
Steinem’s motivations and beliefs, as well as the obstacles she faced in fighting for 
women’s rights. Throughout, debut author and artist Aura Lewis highlights Gloria’s 
message of equality and the importance of believing in oneself. Every young person—
but especially girls—will find inspiration in Gloria’s journey and this timely biography.

9781454920007 
Hardback 
$16.95 
10.875 in H | 8.500 in 
48 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 30 

Grace Hopper 
Queen of Computer Code 
Wallmark, Laurie 
“If you’ve got a good idea, and you know it’s going to work, go ahead and do 
it.”
The inspiring story of Grace Hopper—the boundary-breaking woman who 
revolutionized computer science—is told told in an engaging picture book 
biography.

Who was Grace Hopper? A software tester, workplace jester, cherished mentor, ace 
inventor, avid reader, naval leader—AND rule breaker, chance taker, and 
troublemaker. Acclaimed picture book author Laurie Wallmark (Ada Byron Lovelace 
and the Thinking Machine) once again tells the riveting story of a trailblazing woman. 
Grace Hopper coined the term “computer bug” and taught computers to “speak 
English.” Throughout her life, Hopper succeeded in doing what no one had ever done 
before. Delighting in difficult ideas and in defying expectations, the insatiably curious 
Hopper truly was “Amazing Grace” . . . and a role model for science- and math-
minded girls and boys. With a wealth of witty quotes, and richly detailed illustrations, 

9781454926917 
Hardback 
$16.95 
10.875 in H | 8.500 in 
48 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 30 

Hedy Lamarr's Double Life 
Hollywood Legend and Brilliant Inventor 
Wallmark, Laurie 
“Revelatory to young audiences in more ways than one.” —Kirkus

“Many STEM-for-girls biographies fan excitement over women’s 
achievements, but this title actually brings the central scientific concept 
within middle-grade reach.” —The Bulletin of the Center for Children’s Books

Movie star by day, ace inventor at night: learn about the hidden life of 
actress Hedy Lamarr!

To her adoring public, Hedy Lamarr was a glamorous movie star, widely considered 
the most beautiful woman in the world. But in private, she was something more: a 
brilliant inventor. And for many years only her closest friends knew her secret. Now 
Laurie Wallmark and Katy Wu, who collaborated on Sterling’s critically acclaimed 
picture-book biography Grace Hopper: Queen of Computer Code, tell the inspiring 
story of how, during World War Two, Lamarr developed a groundbreaking 
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9781454929178 
Hardback 
$14.95 
9.250 in H | 7.375 in W 
112 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 20 

Never Too Young! 
50 Unstoppable Kids Who Made a Difference 
Weintraub, Aileen 
“Young readers are sure to find inspiration as they read about unique 
children from all over the world who were able to change the world around 
them and be encouraged to follow their dreams and fight for what is right.” 
—Booklist

Anyone—no matter how young—can make a difference! Meet 50 incredible 
kids who had a positive impact in their communities . . . and the world.

From Picasso, who changed the art world forever, to Malala Yousafzai, the brave teen 
who was shot for advocating education for girls, the 50 kids profiled in Never Too 
Young! will inspire and empower young readers. Some, like Anne Frank, Ruby 
Bridges, and Stevie Wonder, are prominent figures, while others are lesser known 
though their achievements are just as compelling. They come from a variety of 
historical periods and backgrounds, and have made an impact in politics, sports, the 
arts, science, and more.

9781454931379 
Hardback 
$16.95 
10.875 in H | 8.500 in 
48 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 30 
January 2020 

Patricia's Vision 
The Doctor Who Saved Sight 
Lord, Michelle 
The inspiring story of Dr. Patricia Bath, a groundbreaking ophthalmologist 
who pioneered laser surgery—and gave her patients the gift of sight.

Born in the 1940s, Patricia Bath dreamed of being an ophthalmologist at a time when 
becoming a doctor wasn’t a career option for most women—especially African-
American women. This empowering biography follows Dr. Bath in her quest to save 
and restore sight to the blind, and her decision to “choose miracles” when everyone 
else had given up hope. Along the way, she cofounded the American Institute for the 
Prevention of Blindness, invented a specialized laser for removing cataracts, and 
became the first African-American woman doctor to receive a medical patent.

9781454932208 
Hardback 
$16.95 
10.875 in H | 8.500 in 
48 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 30 
September 2019 

Queen of Physics 
How Wu Chien Shiung Helped Unlock the Secrets of the Atom 
Robeson, Teresa 
Meet Wu Chien Shiung, famous physicist who overcame prejudice to prove 
that she could be anything she wanted.

When Wu Chien Shiung was born in China 100 years ago, most girls did not attend 
school; no one considered them as smart as boys. But her parents felt differently. 
Giving her a name meaning “Courageous Hero,” they encouraged her love of learning 
and science. This engaging biography follows Wu Chien Shiung as she battles sexism 
and racism to become what Newsweek magazine called the “Queen of Physics” for 
her work on beta decay. Along the way, she earned the admiration of famous 
scientists like Enrico Fermi and Robert Oppenheimer and became the first woman 
hired as an instructor by Princeton University, the first woman elected President of the 
American Physical Society, the first scientist to have an asteroid named after her when 
she was still alive, and many other honors.

9781454930884 
Hardback 
$16.95 
10.875 in H | 8.500 in 
48 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 30 

A Song for Gwendolyn Brooks 
Duncan, Alice Faye 
“A stirring, accessible introduction to Gwendolyn Brooks and a must-have 
for all elementary collections.” —School Library Journal (Starred review)
“The combination of biography and Brooks' own poems makes for a strong, 
useful, and beautiful text . . . A solid introduction to a brilliant writer”—
Kirkus.

Acclaimed writer Alice Faye Duncan tells the story of poet Gwendolyn 
Brooks, the first Black author to win the Pulitzer Prize.

SING a song for Gwendolyn Brooks.
Sing it loud—a Chicago blues.

With a voice both wise and witty, Gwendolyn Brooks crafted poems that captured the 
urban Black experience and the role of women in society. She grew up on the South 
Side of Chicago, reading and writing constantly from a young age, her talent lovingly 
nurtured by her parents. Brooks ultimately published 20 books of poetry, two 
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9781454923602 
Hardback 
$16.95 
10.875 in H | 8.500 in 
48 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 30 

Up and Away! 
How Two Brothers Invented the Hot-Air Balloon 
Henry, Jason 
“It will . . . sweep readers away.” —Kirkus Reviews
“Henry’s lush, digital artwork depicts the splendors of eighteenth-century 
France . . . a good addition to units on aviation and inventors.” —Booklist

More than a century before the Wright Brothers invented their plane, 
Josephand Étienne Montgolfier sent a flying machine into the skies—a hot-
air balloon with three animals in the basket. Go up, up, and away with them 
on their first, magical journey!

Back in 1782, in Ardèche, France, lived Joseph Montgolfier, a dreamer and an inventor 
who liked to learn about how everything worked. When one day a gust of wind blew 
his papers into the fireplace, he noticed that something lifted the pieces into the air—
and he realized that heat could make things rise. With the help of his brother, Étienne, 
he began to experiment . . . and created a new kind of flying machine: a hot-air 
balloon! This beautifully illustrated picture book tells the story of how the balloon 

9781454932062 
Paperback / softback 
$8.95 
7.500 in H | 5.500 in W 
128 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
November 2019 

G.O.A.T. - Simone Biles 
Making the Case for the Greatest of All Time 
Blackaby, Susan 
Who is the greatest gymnast of all time? This stunning book, filled with 
color photographs and fascinating facts, makes the case that it’s Simone 
Biles!

G.O.A.T. stands for Greatest Of All Time—and it takes lifelong dedication, nonstop 
work, and unbelievable talent to even be considered for the honor. In the world of 
gymnastics, that athlete is Simone Biles, who in 2018 became the first American to 
win a medal at every event in the World Championships, garnering four golds, a 
silver, and a bronze. And that’s in addition to her Olympic golds for best individual all-
around, vault, and floor, along with the US team gold. Find out all about the 
powerhouse gymnast in this fun book packed with stats, sidebars, and details about 
her journey. Sports-crazed kids will love it.

9781454930990 
Paperback / softback 
$8.95 
7.500 in H | 5.500 in W 
128 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
August 2020 

G.O.A.T. - Tom Brady 
Making the Case for Greatest of All Time 
Gurnett, Bob 
Who is the greatest football player of all time? This stunning book, filled 
with color photographs and fascinating facts, makes the case that it’s Tom 
Brady!

G.O.A.T. stands for Greatest Of All Time—and it takes lifelong dedication, nonstop 
work, and unbelievable talent to reach that pinnacle. In football, that honor goes to 
quarterback Tom Brady. He has already led the New England Patriots to six Super 
Bowl victories—one of only two players in history to do so, and the only person to do 
that for a single team. And Brady’s still in the game at age 41! He’s also received 
three league MVP awards, bested any previous quarterback in helping his team win 
division titles, and set records in passes and touchdowns. Young fans will love 
discussing and debating Brady’s place in football history.

9781454930983 
Paperback / softback 
$8.95 
5.500 in W 
128 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

G.O.A.T. - LeBron James 
Making the Case for Greatest of All Time 
Gurnett, Bob 
Who is the greatest basketball player of all time?Thisstunning book, filled 
to the brim with color photographs and information, makes the case that 
it’s KING JAMES!

G.O.A.T. is an acronym that stands for Greatest Of All Time—and it takes lifelong 
dedication, nonstop hard work, and undeniable, unbelievable talent even to be 
considered for that honor. And if you asked five basketball lovers, "Who is the 
greatest player of all time?" you might get five different answers. But this fun book, 
written just for young fans, makes the case for current NBA superstar LeBron James. 
It backs up that choice with plenty of statistics, engaging quotes, and entertaining 
sidebars. You can be sure it will spark lively discussions among sports-crazy kids.
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9781454932017 
Paperback / softback 
$8.95 
7.500 in H | 5.500 in W 
128 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
May 2020 

G.O.A.T. - Serena Williams 
Making the Case for the Greatest of All Time 
Charles, Tami 
Who is the greatest tennis player of all time?Thisstunning book, filled to 
the brim with color photographs and interesting information, picks Serena 
Williams!

G.O.A.T. is an acronym that stands for Greatest Of All Time—and it takes lifelong 
dedication, nonstop hard work, and undeniable, unbelievable talent even to be 
considered for that honor. Serena Williams is the most decorated female tennis player 
of all time. She’s been ranked #1 by the Women’s Tennis Association countless times 
since 2002, and no one holds more Grand Slam titles—not just as a single’s player, 
but also, with her sister Venus, in women’s doubles. Find out all about this 
powerhouse player and her dozens of amazing victories in this entertaining book that’s 
packed with stats, sidebars, and details about the athlete’s journey. Sports-crazed 
kids will love it.

9781402733963 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
7.500 in H | 5.500 in W 
128 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

Sterling Biographies®: Abraham Lincoln 
From Pioneer to President 
Phillips, Ellen Blue 
Honest Abe, The Great Emancipator, The Martyr: Abraham Lincoln was perhaps 
America’s greatest President. He is also deeply beloved by many, who are inspired by 
Lincoln’s unwavering sense of justice and willingness to fight for his beliefs. Young 
readers will marvel at Lincoln’s path to greatness from his humble beginnings as a 
poor Illinois rail splitter up through his election as America’s 16th President, and into 
the dark days of the Civil War leading to his tragic assassination. In addition to 
background on his childhood and his marriage to Mary Todd, numerous sidebars 
provide simple explanations to relevant historical events such as the Dred Scott 
Decision and the Mexican Wars.

9781402732287 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
7.500 in H | 5.500 in W 
128 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

Sterling Biographies®: Albert Einstein 
The Miracle Mind 
Yeatts, Tabatha 
Thanks to his monumental accomplishments, Albert Einstein’s name is synonymous 

with genius. With his famous E=MC² and insights into quantum physics, this legendary 

scientist not only revolutionized the way we understand the universe, but paved the 

way for such diverse technology as lasers, cell phones, electron microscopes, DVD 

players, atomic weaponry, and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Featuring kid-

friendly explanations of the scientific principles, this compelling biography follows 

Einstein from his childhood through his early career struggles, and on to the theoretical 

breakthroughs and groundbreaking writings that won him the Nobel Prize. Equally 

important, we get a complete portrait of the man, who—deeply affected by the 

Holocaust—dedicated his life to pacifism and equal rights for all.

9781402751578 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
7.500 in H | 5.500 in W 
128 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

Sterling Biographies®: Amelia Earhart 
A Life in Flight 
Jones, Victoria Garrett 

Knowing the risks, but taking the chance anyway—that was the internal compass that 
guided Amelia Earhart. This fascinating biography captures:

- Amelia’s impressive sense of daring, evident from a very young age

- Her eagerness to promote women’s abilities, and desire to contribute to the world 
around her

- Her many firsts—including becoming the first female to fly solo across the Atlantic

- Her sudden disappearance over the Pacific, which remains one of aviation’s most 
haunting unsolved mysteries

Children will love discovering how Earhart finally found her wings and began her life of 
adventure in the skies. 
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9781402757105 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
7.500 in H | 5.500 in W 
128 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

Sterling Biographies®: Cleopatra 
Egypt's Last and Greatest Queen 
Blackaby, Susan 
At once daring, clever, smart, rich, determined, and rash, Cleopatra 
is one of history’s most fascinating figures. Here, children will find 
out all about:

- The Ptolemy Dynasty into which she was born, its traditions 
and infighting

- The role of women in ancient Egypt
- How she ascended to, and maintained her place on, the 

throne
- Her relationships with both Caesar and Mark Antony and the 

political repercussions of these affairs within the Roman 
Empire and Egypt

- Her death in Alexandria
- And much more, all beautifully illustrated

9781402735462 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
7.500 in H | 5.500 in W 
128 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

Sterling Biographies®: George Washington 
An American Life 
Calkhoven, Laurie 
“First in war, first in peace, and first in the hearts of his countrymen”—and first in the 
minds of schoolchildren, who learn about George Washington as soon as they begin 
studying American history. From Washington’s Virginia childhood, through his days as 
a soldier and general, to his inauguration as the first President of the brand-new 
United States, and into retirement, this biography captures the full breadth and 
achievements of his life. It covers both the personal and the private, reveals his views 
on everything from governmental power to the abolition of slavery, and separates 
fascinating truth from well-worn legend—including that infamous, but false, tale about 
chopping down the cherry tree.

9781402751479 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
7.500 in H | 5.500 in W 
128 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

Sterling Biographies®: Helen Keller 
Courage in Darkness 
Berne, Emma Carlson 

Helen Keller lived in darkness and silence, but she dazzled the world with her 
accomplishments. Her powerful story lives in this remarkable biography by Emma 
Carlson Berne. Find out about:

- The illness that destroyed young Helen’s sight and hearing

- Her explosive first meeting with her teacher Annie Sullivan

- Her struggle to become the first blind/deaf student ever awarded a degree from 
prestigious Radcliffe College

- The romance that almost led to marriage

- Her life as writer, lecturer, and world traveler

9781402763625 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
7.500 in H | 5.500 in W 
128 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

Sterling Biographies®: Jackie Robinson 
Champion for Equality 
Teitelbaum, Michael 
Jackie Robinson broke the color barrier and integrated Major League baseball—
changing the game forever. Kids will enjoy discovering more about this champion of 
equality, including:
His astonishing skill as a four-sport athlete: football, basketball, baseball, and track
How he was court-martialed during World War II for standing up for his rights
Why he was chosen to become baseball’s first black player
How he continued to build his civil rights legacy even after his baseball career ended
It’s an inspiring story, beautifully told by Michael Teitelbaum.
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9781402753183 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
7.500 in H | 5.500 in W 
128 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

Sterling Biographies®: Marie Curie 
Mother of Modern Physics 
Borzendowski, Janice 

Marie Curie triumphed over political tyranny, poverty, gender bias, personal tragedy, 
and scandal. Her influence is beyond measure: through her discovery of radium, she 
changed not only the course of science but the course of the world. Janice 
Borzendowski tells Madame Curie’s remarkable story, exploring:

- Marie’s many firsts, including becoming the first woman awarded a Ph.D. in physics 
and the first woman to win a Nobel Prize 

- Her amazing personal and professional relationship with husband Pierre Curie, with 
whom she worked side-by-side

- The tragedies that affected Marie deeply, including the loss of her mother and 
brother at a young age

- The difficulties she had establishing herself in Parisian scientific circles, both as a 

9781402744396 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
7.500 in H | 5.500 in W 
128 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

Sterling Biographies®: Martin Luther King, Jr. 
A Dream of Hope 
Fleming, Alice 
I have a dream. Those rousing words, spoken by Martin Luther King, Jr. at an historic 

civil rights rally in Washington, D.C., brought hope to those who listened: hope that in 

the future there might not be two Americas—one black and one white—but instead a 

country united, with justice for all. Here is King’s inspiring story, which began in 

Atlanta, Georgia in 1929 and came to a tragic end on April 4, 1968 when an assassin 

fatally shot him. 
The pastor of a small Baptist church in Montgomery, Alabama, King 

became the driving force of the civil rights movement when he led a black boycott of 
the city’s bus lines. His philosophy of nonviolence, and his breathtaking eloquence, 
helped free African Americans from decades of oppression and finally won them the 
rights—and opportunities—they deserved.

9781402744969 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
7.500 in H | 5.500 in W 
128 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

Sterling Biographies®: Neil Armstrong 
One Giant Leap for Mankind 
Dixon-Engel, Tara 
Neil Armstrong was America’s rocket man, the first person to set foot on the moon 
and turn science fiction into amazing reality. Award-winning authors Tara Dixon-Engel 
and Mike Jackson tell the fascinating story of how Armstrong went where no one had 
gone before, leaving his mark on the powdery surface of another world.
Even at an age when other boys were just learning to drive, Neil was training to reach 
the skies. He went on to study aeronautical engineering, win medals as a fighter pilot, 
try out the X-15 experimental rocket plane, and become one of the elite few chosen 
to be a NASA astronaut…where he took the test pilot’s credo of “higher, faster and 
farther” to thrilling heights.

9781402751585 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
7.500 in H | 5.500 in W 
128 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

Sterling Biographies®: Pocahontas 
A Life in Two Worlds 
Jones, Victoria Garrett 
The tale of the Powhatan princess from the Virginia woodlands is one of the best 
known and most loved in American history. While myth and legend have clouded 
some of the details, time has not diminished her bravery, selflessness, and 
commitment to peace. Nearly four centuries after her death, Pocahontas remains an 
inspiration, and her story will captivate every young reader.
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9781402748653 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
7.500 in H | 5.500 in W 
128 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

Sterling Biographies®: Rosa Parks 
Courageous Citizen 
Ashby, Ruth 
She just wouldn’t get up—and with that simple, courageous act Rosa Parks struck a 
blow against injustice. Parks showed what one person, without guns or violence, could 
do to change the course of history forever. Nelson Mandela claimed “she is who 
inspired us…to be fearless when facing our oppressors.” As a volunteer secretary for 
the NAACP, Parks chronicled racial injustices and fought for desegregation. Then, on 
December 1, 1955, she made a stand on a Montgomery, Alabama bus: she refused to 
relinquish her seat for a white man. Her arrest mobilized the black community for a 
citywide bus boycott that led to a landmark Supreme Court decision. Award-winning 
author Ruth Ashby beautifully conveys Park’s dignity and determination.

9781402732294 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
7.500 in H | 5.500 in W 
128 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

Sterling Biographies®: Thomas Edison 
The Man Who Lit Up the World 
Woodside, Martin 
The most certain way to succeed is always to try just one more time. That was 
Thomas Edison’s philosophy, and it led him to create the incandescent light bulb and 
illuminate the world with electricity. But that was just one of the many 
groundbreaking inventions Edison devised, many of which changed the shape of 
entertainment, industry, and everyday life. Meet the Wizard of Menlo Park, and see 
how he grew from a lonely, inquisitive boy who carried out experiments in his 
basement to the smart, enterprising, and imaginative inventor who gave us the stock 
market ticker, helped develop the phonograph and cinema, and even came up with 
the first storage battery and electric car.

9781402733970 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
7.500 in H | 5.500 in W 
128 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

Sterling Biographies®: Thomas Jefferson 
Architect of Freedom 
Mullin, Rita Thievon 
One of the great thinkers of all time, Thomas Jefferson helped shape America in its 
early years, and his ideas continue to inspire us today. His amazing contributions 
include not only writing the Declaration of Independence, but his actions as the United 
States’ third President, as well as his influence as a scientist, inventor, farming 
pioneer, and educator. The engrossing life of this founding father is fully captured in 
this richly detailed biography, from Jefferson’s childhood in a simple wooden 
farmhouse in Virginia through his careers in law, diplomacy, and politics, in addition to 
his marriage to his beloved Martha and the family tragedies they endured.

9781402741418 
Paperback / softback 
$6.95 
8.250 in H | 5.500 in W 
176 pages 
Territory: WENG 
Carton Quantity: 60 

Sterling Point Books®: Invasion: The Story of D-Day 
Bliven, Bruce 
June 6, 1944: The greatest amphibious invasion the world had ever seen was 
launched, involving thousands of ships, incredible planning and preparation, and a 
million courageous soldiers, sailors, and airmen willing to sacrifice their lives for 
victory. Author and journalist Bruce Bliven was there that day, on the beaches of 
France, and he recounts it all, from the risky plans developed by the American and 
British military leaders through the daring landing itself. Most important, he shares 
stories of individual bravery shown by soldiers who waded or parachuted ashore in 
what became the turning point of the war.
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9781402736179 
Paperback / softback 
$6.95 
8.250 in H | 5.500 in W 
208 pages 
Territory: WENG 
Carton Quantity: 40 

Sterling Point Books®: The Stout-Hearted Seven: 
Orphaned on the Oregon Trail 
Frazier, Neta Lohnes 
Based on a true story originally written by one of the survivors, Neta Lohnes Frazier’s 
account of seven children traveling westward still has the power to astonish. In the 
1840s, the Sager family set off on the Oregon Trail, a dangerous and adventure-filled 
journey. Tragedy struck when both the mother and father succumbed to fever, 
orphaning the youngsters—one just a newborn. The entire wagon train adopted them, 
until they arrived at the Whitman Mission in Oregon. There, the Sagers settled into an 
ordinary life…until the day of an Indian massacre. The bravery of the Stouthearted 
Seven will amaze today’s young readers.

9781454912583 
Hardback 
$12.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in W 
40 pages all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 24 

Did Christopher Columbus Really Discover America? 
And Other Questions About the New World 
Berne, Emma Carlson 
Why did Columbus want to reach the New World—and was he the first to cross the 
Atlantic Ocean? What was life like on one of his ships? What did America look like 
before Columbus arrived? How did Columbus treat the native people? The engaging 
story of Columbus's voyage and the effect his arrival had on the native people will 
fascinate kids.

9781454912590 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in W
32 pages all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

Did Christopher Columbus Really Discover America? 
And Other Questions About the New World 
Berne, Emma Carlson 
Why did Columbus want to reach the New World—and was he the first to cross the 
Atlantic Ocean? What was life like on one of his ships? What did America look like 
before Columbus arrived? How did Columbus treat the native people? The engaging 
story of Columbus's voyage and the effect his arrival had on the native people will 
fascinate kids.

9781402787348 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in W
32 pages all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

Did It All Start with a Snowball Fight? 
And Other Questions About...The American Revolution 
Carson, Mary Kay 
Could a snowball fight really have sparked the American Revolution? What made 
people get so steaming mad over the price of tea? And did it take a minuteman only 
a minute to join the fight? Step back into colonial America to find out about taxation 
without representation; why the British were called lobsters, the first-ever combat 
submarine, and whether Yankee doodles were really dandy! This interesting take on 
eh American Revolution will attract young readers…even if they don't have to write a 
book report.
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9781402796265 
Hardback 
$12.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in 
40 pages all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 24 

Did It All Start with a Snowball Fight? 
And Other Questions About...The American Revolution 
Carson, Mary Kay 
Could a snowball fight really have sparked the American Revolution? What made 
people get so steaming mad over the price of tea? And did it take a minuteman only 
a minute to join the fight? Step back into colonial America to find out about taxation 
without representation; why the British were called lobsters, the first-ever combat 
submarine, and whether Yankee doodles were really dandy! This interesting take on 
eh American Revolution will attract young readers…even if they don't have to write a 
book report.

9781454912439 
Hardback 
$12.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in 
40 pages all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 24 

What Are the Three Branches of the Government? 
And Other Questions About the U.S. Constitution 
Richmond, Ben 
Who wrote the U.S. Constitution? How long did it take to write? What is the Bill of 
Rights? The Constitution forms the basis for our government's organization—and our 
liberties. Children will also learn how the three branches of government operate, how 
amendments are enacted, and how the Constitution has changed.

9781454912446 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in 
32 pages all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

What Are the Three Branches of the Government? 
And Other Questions About the U.S. Constitution 
Richmond, Ben 
Who wrote the U.S. Constitution? How long did it take to write? What is the Bill of 
Rights? The Constitution forms the basis for our government's organization—and our 
liberties. Children will also learn how the three branches of government operate, how 
amendments are enacted, and how the Constitution has changed.

9781402787331 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in 
32 pages all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

What Sank the World's Biggest Ship? 
And Other Questions About the Titanic 
Carson, Mary Kay 
Why was the Titanic so huge? Did all the passengers really eat off gold plates? How 
could an iceberg just appear out of nowhere? Here are the answers to all these and 
other “must-know” questions about the building, launch, and tragic sinking of the 
most famous ship of all time. This trivia-rich look back on that fateful night includes 
gripping, true information that will entice young readers--even if they don't have to 
write a book report!
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9781402790461 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in 
32 pages all in color 

Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

What Was America's Deadliest War? 
And Other Questions About The Civil War 
Sandler, Martin W. 
Who fired the first shots in the American Civil War? Where were the fiercest battles 
fought? How did Lincoln free millions of slaves with one document? Acclaimed author 
Martin Sandler answers all these and other “must-know” questions about the war that 
pitted brother against brother and tore the United States apart.

9781402796234 
Hardback 
$12.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in 
40 pages all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 24 

What Was America's Deadliest War? 
And Other Questions About The Civil War 
Sandler, Martin W. 
Who fired the first shots in the American Civil War? Where were the fiercest battles 
fought? How did Lincoln free millions of slaves with one document? Acclaimed author 
Martin Sandler answers all these and other “must-know” questions about the war that 
pitted brother against brother and tore the United States apart.

9781402790454 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in 
32 pages all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

What Was Your Dream, Dr. King? 
And Other Questions About... Martin Luther King Jr. 
Carson, Mary Kay 
Why were schools, drinking fountains, and movie theatres segregated by race? Why 
did more than 250,000 people march in Washington, DC in 1963? What was Martin 
Luther King, Jr.'s big dream--and has it come true? All of these and other “must-
know” questions about the civil rights hero are answered in this engaging new book.

9781454907848 
Hardback 
$12.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in 
40 pages all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 24 

Which Way to Freedom? 
And Other Questions About the Underground Railroad 
Carson, Mary Kay 
What was the Underground Railroad—and who traveled on it? Who was Harriet 
Tubman and what did she do? This gripping book tells kids all about the perilous 
journey to escape slavery and finally become free: how long it could take, where the 
fugitives hid, who helped them, how “stationmasters” sent secret messages, and 
other fascinating details of the legendary Underground Railroad.
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9781454907855 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in 
32 pages all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

Which Way to Freedom? 
And Other Questions About the Underground Railroad 
Carson, Mary Kay 
What was the Underground Railroad—and who traveled on it? Who was Harriet 
Tubman and what did she do? This gripping book tells kids all about the perilous 
journey to escape slavery and finally become free: how long it could take, where the 
fugitives hid, who helped them, how “stationmasters” sent secret messages, and 
other fascinating details of the legendary Underground Railroad.

9781402790478 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in 
32 pages all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

Who Were the American Pioneers? 
And Other Questions About Westward Expansion 
Sandler, Martin W. 
Westward ho, with the American pioneers! Why did pioneer families risk it all to move 
west? Who settled the frontier towns of the Wild West? Did pioneer children go to 
school? Kids will love learning about the dangerous journey, the Gold Rush, the 
building of the railroad, cowboys, and much more about this important period in US 
history.

9781402796241 
Hardback 
$12.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in 
40 pages all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 24 

Who Were the American Pioneers? 
And Other Questions About Westward Expansion 
Sandler, Martin W. 
Westward ho, with the American pioneers! Why did pioneer families risk it all to move 
west? Who settled the frontier towns of the Wild West? Did pioneer children go to 
school? Kids will love learning about this important period in US history, including the 
dangerous journey, the Gold Rush, the building of the railroad, cowboys, and much 
more.

9781454912415 
Hardback 
$12.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in 
40 pages all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 24 

Why Couldn't Susan B. Anthony Vote? 
And Other Questions About Women's Suffrage 
Carson, Mary Kay 
Who was Susan B. Anthony—what did she stand for, why was she arrested, and how 
did she fight for women's right to vote? And did she ever see her dream of woman's 
suffrage come true? From the first women's rights convention at Seneca Falls, New 
York, to the enactment of the 19th Amendment, this lively chronicle introduces 
Anthony and the American suffragist movement.
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9781454912422 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in 
32 pages all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

Why Couldn't Susan B. Anthony Vote? 
And Other Questions About Women's Suffrage 
Carson, Mary Kay 
Who was Susan B. Anthony—what did she stand for, why was she arrested, and how 
did she fight for women's right to vote? And did she ever see her dream of woman's 
suffrage come true? From the first women's rights convention at Seneca Falls, New 
York, to the enactment of the 19th Amendment, this lively chronicle introduces 
Anthony and the American suffragist movement.

9781402790447 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in 
32 pages all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

Why Did the Whole World Go to War? 
And Other Questions About... World War II 
Sandler, Martin W. 
Why Did the Whole World Go to War? helps children understand one of the 20th 
century's most tragic conflicts. It answers their most basic questions, including: What 
started World War II? How did Hitler take over so many countries so quickly? What 
happened at Pearl Harbor? Where were the fiercest battles fought? What ended the 
deadliest conflict in human history? A fascinating look at a complex topic.

9781402796210 
Hardback 
$12.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in 
40 pages all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 24 

Why Did the Whole World Go to War? 
And Other Questions About... World War II 
Sandler, Martin W. 
Why Did the Whole World Go to War? helps children understand one of the 20th 
century's most tragic conflicts. It answers their most basic questions, including: What 
started World War II? How did Hitler take over so many countries so quickly? What 
happened at Pearl Harbor? Where were the fiercest battles fought? What ended the 
deadliest conflict in human history? A fascinating look at a complex topic.

9781411479104 
Paperback / softback 
$14.95 
8.500 in H | 5.500 in W 
256 pages 
all in 2-color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 50 

Crushing the Common App Essay 
A Foolproof Guide to Getting into Your Top College 
Frank, Julie Ferber 
Write the perfect college application essay with this quick and essential 
guide.
It may be the most important essay you’ll ever write—so get it right! With candor, 
humor, and tons of tips, Crushing the Common App Essay leads you step by step 
through the entire process of crafting a killer college application essay. See how to 
brainstorm ideas, use easy-to-understand examples as a model, and read inspiring 
real-life admissions success stories. This concise and action-oriented guide is designed 
to motivate teens and get them moving forward. And parents who want to help 
without hovering will love it too!
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9781454931812 
Paperback / softback 
$14.95 
8.500 in H | 5.500 in W 
168 pages 
Carton Quantity: 74 

Fearless Public Speaking 
A Guide for Beginners 
Jones, Joy 
Scared of speaking in public? You’re not alone! This accessible guide, 
written by a former teacher and poetry slam coach, will help tweens and 
teens find their voice!

If you have weak, wobbly knees and a pounding heart when you face an audience—
don’t worry, that’s good! Joy Jones is here to show teens and tweens that stage fright 
is your friend. With its funny, friendly, slightly irreverent approach, Fearless Public 
Speaking helps young people feel more comfortable and confident in front of a crowd. 
Jones covers it all, from how to write and organize your speech, to how to deliver it 
and use audiovisual equipment, to how to troubleshoot when things go wrong.

9781454923206 
Paperback / softback 
$7.95 
9.000 in H | 6.000 in W 
128 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 44 

The Kids' Family Tree Book 
Leavitt, Caroline 
Dig deep into your family history with the updated edition of this popular, 
informative guide!
Who are my ancestors? What nationalities were they? What work did they do? Kids 
are always bursting with questions about their family history; they want more stories, 
more details, more facts. With these research ideas and creative projects, young 
would-be genealogists can get the knowledge they crave. Find out how to gather 
ancestry information on the Internet, interview family members, reach relatives 
through social media, check the National Archives for passenger lists of newly arrived 
immigrants, and uncover clues in old photos and records. Preserve the material you've 
gathered in an online scrapbook or create a crayon batik family tree. Keep the 
togetherness going by planning a family reunion, starting a family newsletter, and 
more.

9781454919773 
Paperback / softback 
$7.95 
9.000 in H | 6.000 in W 
112 pages 
50 color illus. 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 52 

The Kids' Money Book 
Earning, Saving, Spending, Investing, Donating 
McGillian, Jamie Kyle 
It's dollars and sense! If the only thing your children know about money is how to 
spend it, it's time to teach them a different lesson. This revised and updated edition of 
Jamie Kyle McGillian’s thorough financial guide for kids now features the latest 
information and fresh, fun new illustrations. It explains how to create a budget, make 
big bucks, invest your earnings, and donate to charity. With advice on understanding 
the difference between needs and wants, getting the most from an allowance, 
becoming an entrepreneur, and sharing the wealth, The Kids’ Money Guide will make 
a mogul out of any reader.

9781454932130 
Hardback 
$16.95 
10.000 in H | 10.000 in 
40 pages all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 24 

What Do You Celebrate? 
Holidays and Festivals Around the World 
Stewart, Whitney 
Holidays are FUN—and this entertaining nonfiction picture book introduces 
kids to 14 celebrations from around the world!

Across the globe, every country has its special holidays. From Brazilian carnival and 
Chinese New Year to France’s Bastille Day and our very own Fourth of July, What Do 
You Celebrate? presents 14 special occasions where people dance, dress up, eat 
yummy foods, and enjoy other fun traditions that have been passed down from 
generation to generation. Kids can travel the globe and learn about Fastelavn, Purim, 
the Cherry Blossom Festival, Holi, Eid al-Fitr, Halloween, Day of the Dead, Guy 
Fawkes Day, the German Lantern Festival, and more. Each spread showcases a 
different holiday, offering background and cultural context, vocabulary words, 
photographs, and instructions for festive projects.
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9781454926726 
Hardback 
$16.95 
10.000 in H | 10.000 in 
40 pages all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 24 

What's on Your Plate? 
Exploring the World of Food 
Stewart, Whitney 
“A delectable way to highlight diversity.” —Booklist
“Inspire young foodies with this title. “ —School Library Journal
“Engel’s presentation is lively and welcoming…”—Publishers Weekly

It's a big, tasty world out there—and this book takes kids on a tour 
through the cuisines of 14 countries, complete with a recipe for each one.

What’s on your plate? Chances are it’s not quite the same as what’s on other 
children’s plates around the world. Come on a journey to see how people in different 
countries prepare, eat, and think about their food. Beautiful photographs and 
illustrations capture the food culture of 14 countries, from Brazil and Spain to Morocco, 
India, and China. Each spread includes an overview of the country and its native 
foods, photographs of the various dishes with pronunciations and descriptions, an easy 
recipe for kids to try, and an illustrated crop map of the country. With so many fun 
elements to intrigue them, young foodies will be excited to learn about how people 

9781454903864 
Board book 
$7.95 
10.000 in H | 10.000 in 
18 pages all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 30 

ABC Animals 
Twenty-six letters; 26 animal friends! From Armadillo, with its long sticky tongue, to 
chimps that greet each other with kisses, to the slow-swimming manatee and plant-
munching zebra, this delightful board book from the American Museum of Natural 
History introduces children to both the alphabet and some of the most interesting 
creatures displayed in the museum's galleries. Featuring extra-large letters, fun facts, 
and bright, eye-catching photos on every page, ABC Animals will enchant and teach 
preschoolers.

9781454911951 
Board book 
$7.95 
10.000 in H | 10.000 in 
18 pages all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 30 

ABC Oceans 
From Anemone to Zooplankton, this big, colorful board book—developed with the 
American Museum of Natural History—will enchant and educate children! Filled with 
eye-catching photos of 26 sea animals, it features fun facts about each creature even 
as it teaches the ABCs. Kids will love meeting the great white shark, jellyfish, 
narwhal, octopus, vampire squid, and more!

9781454919865 
Board book 
$7.95 
10.000 in H | 10.000 in 
18 pages all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 30 

ABC Birds 
From Albatross to Zebra Finch, this stunning, oversize ABC book, developed in 
conjunction with the American Museum of Natural History, celebrates some of nature’s 
most amazing creatures! Along with extra-large letters and fun facts, bright, detailed 
photos present 26 beautiful birds whose names each begin with a different letter. 
Young children will be awestruck as they learn the alphabet and meet cockatoos, 
flamingos, macaws, and more.
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9781454911944 
Board book 
$7.95 
10.000 in H | 10.000 in 
18 pages all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 30 

ABC Insects 
From egg-laying Aphids to the striped Zebra Longwing Butterfly, these colorful 
creatures will fascinate preschoolers. Developed together with experts at the American 
Museum of Natural History, ABC Insects introduces beetles, butterflies, flies, moths, 
and more, all straight from the famed museum's displays. With its extra-large letters, 
eye-catching photos, and fun facts on every page, this board book is a sure kid 
pleaser!

9781454914099 
Board book 
$7.95 
10.000 in H | 10.000 in 
18 pages all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 30 

ABC Universe 
From an astronaut in space to Voyager, yellow dwarf, and zenith, this ABC board book 
opens up the entire universe to children! Created in tandem with the American 
Museum of Natural History, it takes kids on a photographic journey through comets, 
flares, and planets like Jupiter, and introduces them to black holes, supernovas, 
telescopes, and more. Perfect for the youngest astronomers.

9781402777158 
Board book 
$7.95 
10.000 in H | 10.000 in 
18 pages all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 30 

ABC Dinosaurs 
Hartman, Scott 
From Apatosaurus to Zupaysaurus, the 26 dinosaur friends in this oversized board 
book will enchant preschoolers and help them learn their ABCs. Developed in 
conjunction with paleontologists at the American Museum of Natural History, it 
features extra-large letters; bright, detailed illustrations of the dinos (many on display 
in the museum); information about each creature; and an embossed tactile cover that 
feels like bumpy dinosaur skin!

9781454917465 
Board book 
$7.95 
10.000 in H | 10.000 in 
18 pages all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 30 

ABC Rainforest 
A is for Amazon, B is for Blue Arrow Poison Frog, and C is for Canopy: Welcome to the 
rainforest! This stunning alphabet book from the famed American Museum of Natural 
History presents one of Earth's most exquisite and endangered environments. Through 
magnificent images, kids will encounter a diverse range of rainforest flora and fauna, 
from flying foxes and gorillas to kapok trees, leafcutter ants, orchids, and X-ray Tetra 
Fish. What a wonderful way to introduce children to the world of nature and 
conservation—and their ABCs, too!
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9781454932307 
Board book 
$8.95 
7.000 in H | 7.000 in W 
16 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
January 2020 

Spot the Dinosaurs 
Which dinosaur is it? Lift the flap and find out, in this fun novelty board 
book from the American Museum of Natural History—the world expert in 
dinosaurs.

Can you spot the red dinosaur nibbling plants with its beak? Or the big, green meat-
eater with rows of hungry teeth? This fun board book features peek-a-boo holes that 
show just a patch of the hidden dinosaurs; lift the flaps to see the full, colorful 
creatures in their eye-catching habitats. Text clues on each spread highlight simple 
facts about the animals, giving preschoolers a guessing game they’ll love to play. 
Created in collaboration with the expert scientists at the American Museum of Natural 
History, Spot the Dinosaurs is sure to be a favorite of parents and children alike.

9781402777851 
Paperback / softback 
$3.95 
9.000 in H | 6.000 in W 
32 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 120 

Wolf Pup 
In springtime, a baby wolf is born in a den. Watch him grow from helpless little pup 
whose parents must feed him to a young wolf that can hunt for himself and run 
swiftly with his pack. 

9781402777837 
Paperback / softback 
$3.95 
9.000 in H | 6.000 in W 
32 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 120 

The World of Sharks 
See sharks that are fast, sharks that are slow, sharks that hide in the sand, and 
sharks that glow. Welcome to the incredible world of sharks! Meet 12 of the most 
fascinating species that swim in oceans around the world.

9781402777936 
Paperback / softback 
$3.95 
9.000 in H | 6.000 in W 
32 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 120 

World's Fastest Animals 
(Level 2) 
Stewart, Melissa 
Which creature moves so rapidly it can even run on water? Which bird's heart beats 
1,200 times a minute? Come learn about the world's fastest animals, from speedy 
cheetahs and swiftly swinging tree gibbons to colorful chameleons whose tongues 
grab an insect quicker than you can blink an eye. These amazing animals have skills 
that help them thrive and survive. 
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9781402777905 
Paperback / softback 
$3.95 
9.000 in H | 6.000 in W 
32 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 120 

Strangest Animals 
(Level 2) 
Feldman, Thea 
Animals that glow, that make nests from spit, that change shape and color, that ooze 
thick, gooey slime: How strange! Meet some creatures that have unique and unusual 
talents. From the glass frog with a see-through body to a fish that happily hides inside 
a deadly plant, every living thing shown proves that truth is stranger than fiction!

9781454922360 
Hardback 
$14.95 
10.000 in H | 10.000 in 
32 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 24 

Baby Dolphin's First Swim 
“A good addition to science collections, this is one that young dolphin 
fans will enjoy.” —Booklist
Meet a baby dolphin and see how he spends his first day in the ocean! Developed in 
conjunction with the American Museum of Natural History, this nonfiction picture book 
follows a dolphin from birth as he swims with his mom; learns to eat, jump, and play 
with his pod; and even escapes a shark. With its beautiful ocean photography and fun 
dolphin facts, this sweet story will make a splash with any young reader.

9781454932123 
Hardback 
$16.95 
10.000 in H | 10.000 in 
32 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 30 

Baby Elephant Joins the Herd 
“Stunning color photography . . . A lovely choice for early nonfiction 
collections.” — School Library Journal

Follow one adorable baby elephant as she explores the world around her—
and learn all about these remarkable animals along the way.

Meet a baby elephant and see how she grows, from birth to adulthood. Developed 
with the American Museum of Natural History, this accessible nonfiction picture book 
features beautiful nature photography and an engaging narrative that will appeal to 
animal-loving kids.

9781454933441 
Hardback 
$16.95 
10.000 in H | 10.000 in 
32 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 30 

Baby Lions Join the Pride 
Come along as two lion cubs explore the world—and learn all about these 
amazing creatures in this nonfiction picture book from the American 
Museum of Natural History!

Deep in the African grassland two lions are born, a brother and a sister. See how 
these babies, small four-pound cubs born with their eyes shut, turn into full-grown 
adults with families of their own. The siblings wrestle, play, and learn to hunt; later, 
the brother will join a new pride, while the sister stays with her mother and aunts. 
Developed with the American Museum of Natural History, this nonfiction picture book 
features beautiful nature photography and an engaging narrative that kids will love!
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9781454927402 
Hardback 
$16.95 
10.000 in H | 10.000 in 
32 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 30 

Baby Panda Chews Bamboo 
Richmond, Ben 
In the mountains of China a baby panda is born. Find out how the tiny cub 
grows! 

With stunning photography, this nonfiction picture book from the American Museum of 
Natural History follows a baby panda from birth through adulthood. Though he starts 
out blind and helpless, cradled against mom in the den, the adorable cub soon 
changes. His fur fills in, and he learns to swim and climb—and tastes bamboo for the 
first time! Fun to read and look at, Baby Panda Chews Bamboo will enchant young 
animal lovers.

.

9781454927013 
Hardback 
$16.95 
10.000 in H | 10.000 in 
32 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 30 

Baby Penguin's First Waddles 
Richmond, Ben 
“An attractive penguin book for children in the primary grades.” —Booklist
What happens after a baby penguin emerges from her egg? Follow her 
journey and find out!

Meet a penguin chick and see how she grows. Developed in tandem with the 
American Museum of Natural History, and featuring stunning photography in the 
penguin’s Antarctic home, this nonfiction picture book captures the first few months of 
a baby penguin’s life and her transformation into adulthood. With fun and engaging 
text, Baby Penguin’s First Waddles is sure to delight animal-loving kids.

.

9781454922377 
Hardback 
$14.95 
10.000 in H | 10.000 in 
32 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 24 

Wolf Pups Join the Pack 
“An appealing title that will delight young animal lovers.” —School Library 
Journal
Join the pack and learn how wolf pups grow! Developed in conjunction with the 
American Museum of Natural History, this fascinating storybook captures a year in the 
life of a wolf pup. Read and learn how wolf pups explore, hunt, and grow into young 
wolves. Featuring beautiful nature photography, Wolf Pups Joiin The Pack introduces 
young readers to these impressive and social creatures. It’s enough to make any child 
howl with joy!

9781454914914 
Hardback 
$14.95 
10.875 in H | 8.500 in 
40 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 24 

I Am NOT a Dinosaur! 
Way back in time, astonishing creatures lived on our planet. But they weren’t all 
dinosaurs! In this fun, fascinating book, you’ll meet some of these amazing prehistoric 
creatures, from a very big fish with 7-inch teeth to a flying reptile. Based on 
specimens in the collections of the American Museum of Natural History, I Am NOT a 
Dinosaur! uses riddle-like rhymes and bright illustrations to reveal 16 creatures. With 
an introduction from Chairman of Paleontology at the Museum, Dr. Mark Norell, the 
book also features short notes, fossil photos, and an illustrated timeline to explain 
everything, simply and clearly, to even the youngest dinosaur hunter.
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9781454923510 
Hardback 
$16.95 
10.000 in H | 10.000 in 
32 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 30 

Mission to Mars 
Beyond Planet Earth 
Carson, Mary Kay 
“An easy-to-follow and alluring narrative . . . instructive and captivating.”—
School Library Journal

What would it be like to travel to Mars? Find out, in this incredible book, 
written in coordination with the world-famous American Museum of 
Natural History.

Perhaps no planet has stirred our imagination more than Mars. And this book, based 
on the American Museum of Natural History's exhibit “Beyond Planet Earth: The 
Future of Space Exploration,” provides an extraordinary introduction to the Red 
Planet. Through breathtaking images from NASA, and information sent to Earth from 
satellites, budding astronomers and astronauts can explore Mars’s climate and 
features—and find out what it would take for a human to travel there.

9781454923275 
Hardback 
$16.95 
10.000 in H | 10.000 in 
32 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 30 

Life in Space 
Beyond Planet Earth 
Richmond, Ben 
What would it be like to live among the stars? Find out, in this amazing 
book created with the American Museum of Natural History!
Based on the American Museum of Natural History's exhibit "Beyond Planet Earth: The 
Future of Space Exploration," Life in Space examines what it takes to live on the 
International Space Station. Illustrated with stunning NASA images, this imaginative 
book offers an incredible introduction to human efforts to survive beyond our own 
planet. Budding astronomers will dream of taking this journey to the stars!

9781454921998 
Hardback 
$8.95 
7.125 in H | 4.625 in W 
160 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 48 

Secrets of the American Museum of Natural History 
Weird and Wonderful Facts about America’s Natural History 
Museum 
Weintraub, Aileen 
Take a behind-the scenes look at the world-famous American Museum of 
Natural History!

It has millions of visitors, some of the most renowned exhibits ever created, and one 
of the world’s largest collection of dinosaur fossils—and now kids can enjoy a special 
glimpse “backstage” of the amazing American Museum of Natural History. This 
stunning book showcases fascinating, little-known details and secrets known only to 
insiders! With incredible information, illustrations, and photos, it truly brings the 
Museum to life.

9781454930754 
Board book 
$8.95 
7.000 in H | 7.000 in W 
18 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 48 

1-2-3 Predators Bite! 
Watch out—these creatures BITE! This innovative novelty board book from 
the American Museum of Natural History combines counting with 
fascinating predators.
An appetizing follow-up to the popular 1-2-3 Dinosaurs Bite.

Munch, crunch: look who’s coming to bite this book! Created in conjunction with the 
American Museum of Natural History, 1-2-3 Predators Bite! invites kids to count along 
as a rattlesnake takes ONE die-cut bite, a toothy tiger takes TWO, and an eagle 
swoops down for THREE. Simple facts about each predator appear in the back matter, 
and a final spread reinforces counting skills with one last 1-10 list of different hidden 
elements in the illustrations!
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9781402777226 
Board book 
$6.95 
7.000 in H | 7.000 in W 
18 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 48 

1-2-3 Dinosaurs Bite 
Gobble, gobble, munch, and crunch: watch the pages disappear! Five hungry 
dinosaurs--from mighty little Microraptor to colorful Carnotaurus--sink their teeth into 
this tasty novelty book, created with the American Museum of Natural History and 
Caldecott-honor winner Steve Jenkins. Kids can count along as the dinosaurs take bite
-sized chunks out of each page. The number of bites matches the counting number on 
each spread! Fun facts about the dinosaurs--and what they liked to eat--appear at 
the end, along with a listing of dinosaur details from 1-10.

9781402777233 
Board book 
$6.95 
7.000 in H | 7.000 in W 
16 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 40 

Spot the Animals 
What's hiding there? This charming novelty book, created with the experts at the 
American Museum of Natural History, is an irresistible first-concept book, combining 
colors and animals. Peek-a-boo holes in the flaps reveal a bit of a brightly hued 
creature hiding underneath, making a fun guessing game for preschoolers. Readers 
can lift the flaps to discover six animals cleverly camouflaged in their natural habitats, 
from rainforests to coral reefs. Illustrated by Caldecott Honor award-winner Steve 
Jenkins, Spot the Animals is sure to be a favorite.

9781454920793 
Board book 
$7.95 
6.000 in H | 8.000 in W 
18 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 32 
November 2016 

Camouflage 
Can you spot what’s hiding in the wild? From the smallest animals to the largest, 
underwater and on land, creatures all over the world can blend with their environment 
to stay “invisible.” Lift the flaps to meet six of these incredible creatures, including a 
caterpillar, zebra, and octopus, all showcased in stunning photographs. The simple 
text and engaging facts are vetted by the unmatched experts at the Museum of 
Natural History.

9781454914068 
Board book 
$7.95 
6.000 in H | 8.000 in W 
24 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 36 

Caterpillar to Butterfly 
A caterpillar hatches. It eats and eats . . . and grows into a butterfly that flits and 
floats across the sky. Follow the life cycle of one of nature’s most beautiful creatures 
in simple text and stunning photos. This unique book features graduated flaps that 
display each stage of metamorphosis at a glance; turn each flap to reveal engaging 
facts that kids will love.
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9781454914181 
Board book 
$7.95 
6.000 in H | 8.000 in W 
26 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 36 

Our Solar System 
The youngest astronomers can go forth and journey into outer space in this fun, basic 
introduction to the solar system. The unique format presents our sun and each planet 
in order with graduated flaps—turn each flap to reveal fascinating facts on each 
celestial body, and even the Milky Way!

9781454921288 
Board book 
$7.95 
6.000 in H | 8.000 in W 
26 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 40 

Sharks 
Created in collaboration with the American Museum of Natural History, this 
beautiful board book lets you dive in and take a bite out of SHARKS!

More than 400 shark species swim in the Earth’s oceans: some live in shallow waters, 
others far below, and some are fast while others are slow. Sharks introduces nine 
different sharks to your budding marine biologist—from the five-foot-long blue to the 
school bus-sized whale shark. Thanks to the book’s graduated tabbed format, kids 
can really see and compare the various size and shapes of these special animals.

9781454922872 
Board book 
$7.95 
6.000 in H | 8.000 in W 
24 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 40 

Tadpole to Frog 
How does a tadpole become a frog? Flip the tabs and find out!
With this innovative concept book, kids can see and understand a tadpole’s 
transformation as it grows into a frog. Created in conjunction with the world-famous 
American Museum of Natural History, Tadpole to Frog features graduated tabs that 
show the entire transformation in isolated, easy-to-follow parts. With simple text, the 
stunning nature photography is what truly shines in this book.

9781454929215 
Paperback / softback 
$6.95 
8.250 in H | 5.375 in W 
96 pages 
b-w illus throughout 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 123 

I Was an Outer-Space Chicken (Alien Math Book 1) 
LaRochelle, David 
Math meets sci-fi in this clever chapter book about two numbers-loving 
friends and their alien adventures. The first in a new series!

“This playful math series is overall a valuable addition to the chapter-book 
shelf.” —Kirkus

Best friends Lamar and Lexie love math—and, in this first book in the Alien Math 
series, their skills come in handy when they’re abducted by an extraterrestrial named 
Fooz. Fooz, unfamiliar with Earth life, mistakes the children for chickens . . . until 
Lamar and Lexie prove they’re human by solving a tricky math problem. Fooz agrees 
to take them home, but on a side trip to a nearby planet to refuel, the two are 
captured by lumfurs, creatures that resemble Bigfoot. In order to escape and return to 
Fooz’s ship and subsequently Earth, Lamar and Lexie must solve problems that require 
finding patterns, making estimates, and deciphering codes. Can the children pass the 
test and get home again?
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9781454929222 
Paperback / softback 
$6.95 
8.250 in H | 5.375 in W 
96 pages 
b-w illus. throughout 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 123 
October 2019 

Planet of the Penguins (Alien Math Book 2) 
LaRochelle, David 
Math meets sci-fi in this clever chapter book—the second in a new series—
about two numbers-loving friends and their alien adventures.

Lamar and Lexie head off on another math-related adventure to help their new space 
alien friend, Fooz! It seems Fooz's planet has been overrun with penguins—and the 
inhabitants are terrified of these adorable creatures. In fact, they’re so frightened they 
turn to stone whenever they see even the tiniest baby penguin. To rescue Fooz and 
his fellow aliens, Lexie and Lamar must solve a series of equations, including reading 
map coordinates, determining area, interpreting Roman numerals, and understanding 
percentages. Can they do it all and save the day?

Ages 9 to 

9781402749605 
Paperback / softback 
$6.95 
8.250 in H | 5.375 in W 
96 pages 
b-w illus. throughout 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 92 

The Case of the Gasping Garbage 
Torrey, Michele 
Doyle and Fossey are on a mission—a monster mission! It seems there’s a giant 
bloodsucking monster gasping and gurgling in their friend Gabby’s garbage can. Can 
they figure out what’s up before the creature gobbles Gabby for lunch? This and four 
more cool cases will have kids checking out the clues—and learning great science too, 
including facts about the life cycle of a frog and chromatography.

9781402749667 
Paperback / softback 
$6.95 
8.250 in H | 5.375 in W 
96 pages 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 92 

The Case of the Terrible T. rex 
Torrey, Michele 
Doyle and Fossey, science detectives, are on the case again-and this time they're 
investigating werewolves on Waxberry Hill, a perilous picnic, a fiesta fiasco, and a 
dino-disaster…involving a T. rex! Kids will learn all about pressure on the Earth's core, 
how pollution affects ecology, and more. Plus, budding scientists can try actual 
experiments!

9781402749650 
Paperback / softback 
$6.95 
8.250 in H | 5.375 in W 
96 pages 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 92 

The Case of the Crooked Carnival 
Torrey, Michele 
Science super-sleuths Drake Doyle and Nell Fossey are back—this time in a never-
before-published addition to the popular series! They’ve got an exciting collection of 
cases, too: Are ghosts and ghouls keeping Edgar Glum awake? Have aliens invaded 
Mossy Swamp? What’s the crooked game everyone’s losing at the carnival? And why 
is the town bridge going bananas? Kids will have fun following the clues—and learning 
about such real scientific principles as amplification, ecosystems, magnetic fields, and 
more. Plus, budding Doyles and Fosseys will find actual experiments to try!
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9781402749636 
Paperback / softback 
$6.95 
8.250 in H | 5.375 in W 
96 pages 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 92 

The Case of the Graveyard Ghost 
Torrey, Michele 
Who you gonna call to ghostbust a graveyard spook? Doyle and Fossey, that’s who! 
They’re on the job and ready to free a snobby girl from a tight situation, uncover the 
culprit who’s ruining some prize roses, nab a dangerous smuggler of rare animals, and 
of course…reveal the truth about that pesky ghost!

9781402749643 
Paperback / softback 
$6.95 
8.250 in H | 5.375 in W 
96 pages 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 92 

The Case of the Barfy Birthday 
Torrey, Michele 
Did Zoe really poison her twin sister Chloe? What’s the best way to rescue a super-
sized pig trapped in a deep, deep hole? And how can you stop a chilly ghost from 
wrecking a tree-house sleepover? Fifth-grade supersleuths (and science whizzes) 
Doyle and Fossey are about to find out—and young readers will love learning the 
solutions!

9781402749629 
Paperback / softback 
$6.95 
8.250 in H | 5.375 in W 
96 pages 
b-w illus. throughout 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 92 

The Case of the Mossy Lake Monster 
Torrey, Michele 
Is there a creepy creature lurking in Mossy Lake? Is an evil plot stirring? Is something 
shocking happening to Caitlin’s cat Zappy—and can he be de-zapped? Would-be 
scientists and detectives will want to slip into their lab coats, dust off their test tubes, 
and get on the case with Drake Doyle and Nell Fossey. Hint: to find the answers, kids 
will have to use such scientific principles as buoyancy and static electricity.

9781454906674 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in 
32 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

How Does a Caterpillar Become a Butterfly? 
And Other Questions About Butterflies 
Stewart, Melissa 
How does a caterpillar turn into a beautiful butterfly—and how much must it eat 
before it changes? What is a chrysalis? How does a new butterfly break out of its 
cocoon? Is it true that butterflies can taste with their feet? Budding scientists will 
delight in following this favorite creature's lifecycle and discovering the role it plays in 
nature.
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9781454906711 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in 
32 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

How Does a Seed Sprout? 
And Other Questions About Plants 
Stewart, Melissa 
What is a seed—and will all of them eventually become plants? What happens to 
plants in winter? Why do leaves come in so many sizes and shapes? Do insects help 
plants, or harm them? A virtual garden of information grows here for young readers to 
enjoy.

9781454906728 
Hardback 
$12.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in 
40 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 24 

How Does the Ear Hear? 
And Other Questions About The Five Senses 
Stewart, Melissa 
What are the five senses? How do they help keep us safe? Why are two ears better 
than one? Why do some people need glasses? Why does food taste worse when we 
have a cold? And WHY can't we tickle ourselves? Find out in this SENSE-sational book!

9781454906735 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in 
32 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

How Does the Ear Hear? 
And Other Questions About The Five Senses 
Stewart, Melissa 
What are the five senses? How do they help keep us safe? Why are two ears better 
than one? Why do some people need glasses? Why does food taste worse when we 
have a cold? And WHY can't we tickle ourselves? Find out in this SENSE-sational book!

9781454916017 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in 
32 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

How Hot Is Lava? 
And Other Questions About Volcanoes 
Smith, Kelly 
What exactly is a volcano? Can it really destroy an entire city? And how hot is lava? 
Kids will learn all about this force of nature, from where to find the ring of fire to 
whether volcanoes exist on other planets.
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9781454916000 
Hardback 
$12.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in 
40 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 24 

How Hot Is Lava? 
And Other Questions About Volcanoes 
Smith, Kelly 
What exactly is a volcano? Can it really destroy an entire city? And how hot is lava? 
Kids will learn all about this force of nature, from where to find the ring of fire to 
whether volcanoes exist on other planets.

9781454906803 
Hardback 
$12.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in 
40 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 24 

How Is My Brain Like a Supercomputer? 
And Other Questions About The Human Body 
Stewart, Melissa 
Why do I have a belly button? What happens to the food I eat? Why am I different 
from everyone else on Earth? All children want to understand how their body works, 
and this lively illustrated book explains it all, from what DNA is to how their heart 
pumps blood.

9781454906810 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in 
32 pages 
all in color 

Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

How Is My Brain Like a Supercomputer? 
And Other Questions About The Human Body 
Stewart, Melissa 
Why do I have a belly button? What happens to the food I eat? Why am I different 
from everyone else on Earth? All children want to understand how their body works, 
and this lively illustrated book explains it all, from what DNA is to how their heart 
pumps blood.

9781454906698 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in 
32 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

How Many Planets Circle the Sun? 
And Other Questions About Our Solar System 
Carson, Mary Kay 
Why is there life on earth? How did Saturn get its rings? Which planet is biggest, which 
one's hottest—and which has a cloud named Scooter? Take a trip into outer space to 
learn about the asteroid belt, Martian volcanoes, dwarf planets, and other fascinating 
facts about our universe.
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9781454906841 
Hardback 
$12.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in 
40 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 24 

How Strong Is an Ant? 
And Other Questions About Bugs and Insects 
Carson, Mary Kay 
Are there more insects than people on Earth? Are all bugs insects? And can all insects 
fly? From the number of legs a ladybug has to the truth about whether termites eat 
wood and why crickets chirp, this cool book helps children discover some of the 
world's most amazing creatures. 

9781454906858 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in 
32 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

How Strong Is an Ant? 
And Other Questions About Bugs and Insects 
Carson, Mary Kay 
Are there more insects than people on Earth? Are all bugs insects? And can all insects 
fly? From the number of legs a ladybug has to the truth about whether termites eat 
wood and why crickets chirp, this cool book helps children discover some of the 
world's most amazing creatures. 

9781454906827 
Hardback 
$12.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in 
40 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 24 

What Makes a Tornado Twist? 
And Other Questions About Weather 
Carson, Mary Kay 
Is each snowflake unique? What comes first: thunder or lightning? What causes the 
seasons? Charming illustrations, clever charts, and fun text help kids learn whatever 
they want to know about wild weather. No matter their question, the fascinating 
answers are right here!

9781454906834 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in 
32 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

What Makes a Tornado Twist? 
And Other Questions About Weather 
Carson, Mary Kay 
Is each snowflake unique? What comes first: thunder or lightning? What causes the 
seasons? Charming illustrations, clever charts, and fun text help kids learn whatever 
they want to know about wild weather. No matter their question, the fascinating 
answers are right here!
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9781454916246 
Hardback 
$12.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in 
40 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 24 

Where Do Garbage Trucks Go? 
And Other Questions About Trash and Recycling 
Richmond, Ben 
What is a landfill? What makes some garbage dangerous? Why it is good to recycle—
and can we recycle water? Kids see the garbage truck all the time—but this 
entertaining and educational book will tell them what it does and where it goes, along 
with other facts about the trash we create and how it affects the environment.

9781454916253 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in 
32 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

Where Do Garbage Trucks Go? 
And Other Questions About Trash and Recycling 
Richmond, Ben 
What is a landfill? What makes some garbage dangerous? Why it is good to recycle—
and can we recycle water? Kids see the garbage truck all the time—but this 
entertaining and educational book will tell them what it does and where it goes, along 
with other facts about the trash we create and how it affects the environment.

9781454906780 
Hardback 
$12.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in 
40 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 24 

Why Did T. rex Have Short Arms? 
And Other Questions About Dinosaurs 
Stewart, Melissa 
When did the first dinosaurs appear on Earth? What happened to them 65 million 
years ago? How do we know about dinosaurs—and are there any still alive today? 
Dinosaurs are absolutely irresistible—and children will love learning about these 
fascinating creatures and looking at the cool illustrations! 

9781454906797 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in 
32 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

Why Did T. rex Have Short Arms? 
And Other Questions About Dinosaurs 
Stewart, Melissa 
When did the first dinosaurs appear on Earth? What happened to them 65 million 
years ago? How do we know about dinosaurs—and are there any still alive today? 
Dinosaurs are absolutely irresistible—and children will love learning about these 
fascinating creatures and looking at the cool illustrations!
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9781454906759 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in 
32 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

Why Does Earth Spin? 
And Other Questions About Our Planet 
Carson, Mary Kay 
Where is planet Earth—and how big is it? Does the ground move under our feet? What 
would we find if we dug down all the way to the Earth's core? And why is the sky 
blue? Children will discover the answers to these and other must-know questions 
about our amazing planet.

9781454906742 
Hardback 
$12.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in 
40 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 24 

Why Does Earth Spin? 
And Other Questions About Our Planet 
Carson, Mary Kay 
Where is planet Earth—and how big is it? Does the ground move under our feet? What 
would we find if we dug down all the way to the Earth's core? And why is the sky 
blue? Children will discover the answers to these and other must-know questions 
about our amazing planet.

9781454906773 
Paperback / softback 
$5.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in 
32 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 60 

Why Is the Sea Salty? 
And Other Questions About Oceans 
Richmond, Ben 
What kinds of animals live in the sea? What causes tides and waves? And exactly how 
deep is the ocean, anyway? From the water cycle and ocean zones to fun facts about 
how some lost rubber duckies ended up helping ocean scientists, this Good Question! 
book teaches kids about the life aquatic.

9781454906766 
Hardback 
$12.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in 
40 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 24 

Why Is the Sea Salty? 
And Other Questions About Oceans 
Richmond, Ben 
What kinds of animals live in the sea? What causes tides and waves? And exactly how 
deep is the ocean, anyway? From the water cycle and ocean zones to fun facts about 
how some lost rubber duckies ended up helping ocean scientists, this Good Question! 
book teaches kids about the life aquatic.
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9781402777813 
Paperback / softback 
$9.95 
10.000 in H | 9.000 in 
48 pages 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 36 

Inside Tornadoes 
Carson, Mary Kay 
Tornadoes are the most violent storms on the planet-as these dramatic photographs 
and gatefolds vividly reveal. Young readers will get the inside scoop on tornadoes in 
this electrifying volume, filled with powerful before-and-after images of storm sites. 
They'll discover what makes a tornado, where they strike, and what scientists 
discover as they risk their lives driving equipment as close as possible to these storms. 
With first-person accounts of historic storms, fascinating facts on climate change and 
its potential effect on tornadoes, and hands-on activities, this book will fascinate 
curious readers.

9781402789489 
Paperback / softback 
$9.95 
10.000 in H | 9.000 in 
48 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 36 

Inside Weather 
Carson, Mary Kay 
What makes weather happen? Why do the winds blow? Where are the coldest, 
hottest, and rainiest places on earth? With eye-catching photos, Inside Weather cracks 
the meteorological code, teaching kids about the sophisticated equipment scientists 
use to gather information and make predictions. It explains the difference between 
“weather” and “climate,” presents weird weather phenomena, charts climate zones 
across the globe, and much more.

9781402781643 
Paperback / softback 
$9.95 
10.000 in H | 9.000 in 
48 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 36 

Inside Volcanoes 
Stewart, Melissa 
What causes scorching hot lava to spike through Earth's crust and make a volcano 
blow its top? Do volcanoes exist in space? What do brave volcanologists learn by 
climbing right into a volcano's mouth? In the wake of the eruptions by Iceland's 
Eyjafjallajökull, everyone wants to know! Ten spectacular gatefolds, plus incredible 
photos, graphs, maps, diagrams, and first-person stories, take intrepid young 
explorers right to the source to find out.

9781402777660 
Hardback 
$14.95 
11.500 in H | 9.000 in 
40 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 20 

Creep and Flutter 
The Secret World of Insects and Spiders 
Arnosky, Jim 
In his fourth stunning nonfiction picture book for Sterling Children's Books, acclaimed 
naturalist and illustrator Jim Arnosky brings out the beauty--and the “wow!” and the 
“yuck!” factors--of hundreds of insects and spiders. Eight spectacular gatefolds show 
moths and mosquitoes, butterflies and beetles, spiders and silverfish life-size, up-
close, and personal!
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9781454919100 
Paperback / softback 
$6.95 
11.500 in H | 9.000 in 
32 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 48 

Creep and Flutter 
The Secret World of Insects and Spiders 
Arnosky, Jim 
Acclaimed naturalist and illustrator Jim Arnosky brings out the beauty—and the “wow!” 
and the “yuck!” factors—of hundreds of insects and spiders. Eight spectacular 
gatefolds show moths and mosquitoes, butterflies and beetles, spiders and silverfish 
life-size, up close, and personal!

9781402786235 
Hardback 
$14.95 
11.500 in H | 9.000 in 
40 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 20 

Shimmer & Splash 
The Sparkling World of Sea Life 
Arnosky, Jim 
What can you see in the deep blue sea? Dolphins, stingrays, men o' war, and more! 
In Shimmer & Splash, acclaimed author and artist Jim Arnosky—whose award-winning 
nature books delight children, parents, and teachers alike—captures the endless 
variety of spectacular marine species. From the beautiful (starfish, coral reefs) to the 
scary (sharks, barracudas) to the yucky (jellyfish), these undersea inhabitants will 
amaze kids…especially in the seven fantastic gatefolds!

9781402786242 
Hardback 
$14.95 
11.500 in H | 9.000 in 
32 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 20 

Tooth & Claw 
The Wild World of Big Predators 
Arnosky, Jim 
Lions and tigers and bears . . . and WOLVES—oh, my! Acclaimed nature writer and 
illustrator Jim Arnosky introduces awe-inspiring wild predators: carnivores that survive 
by tooth and claw. Follow the huge paw prints of big cats like the African lion and the 
speedy cheetah; of massive bears like the fierce grizzly; and the gray wolf—
forerunner of your own pet dog. One spectacular double gatefold plus two single 
foldouts present the animals up close and lifelike!

9781454914716 
Paperback / softback 
$6.95 
11.500 in H | 9.000 in 
32 pages 
all in color 
Territory: WENG 
Carton Quantity: 48 

Slither and Crawl 
Eye to Eye with Reptiles 
Arnosky, Jim 

Reptiles … close up!

Snake fangs, alligator claws, and turtle shells—all life-size! Go belly down on the 
ground, eye to reptilian eye, with acclaimed naturalist Jim Arnosky. Through large 
gatefolds and marvelously detailed, realistic art, he takes kids (safely!) up close and 
personal with these slithery, crawly creatures. Arnosky explains how to identify 
venomous snakes and their harmless cousins, where to find a 200-pound lizard, how 
to avoid becoming an alligator's lunch, and much more. It's the perfect gift for a 
budding naturalist, animal lover, or artist.

.
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9781402739859 
Hardback 
$14.95 
11.500 in H | 9.000 in 
32 pages 
all in color 
Territory: WENG 
Carton Quantity: 20 

Wild Tracks! 
A Guide to Nature's Footprints 
Arnosky, Jim 
When children learn to recognize and read animal tracks they’re actually mastering an 
ancient language of shapes and patterns—and gaining knowledge of the natural 
world. Acclaimed artist and naturalist Jim Arnosky has created a breathtaking and 
informative reference on the subject, filled with intricately drawn prints from creatures 
both wild and domestic, as well as large-scale paintings of the animals in their 
environment. Some of the art, labeled in Arnosky’s own handwriting, even looks as if 
it came straight out of his personal notebooks. And best of all, many of the tracks are 
true to size, so kids can compare the trace left by a big-footed polar bear (whose 
paws act as snowshoes in its icy home) with that of a small bird. Adding to the eye-
catching illustrations are four awesome gatefolds that display paintings of a bobcat, 
wolf, deer, and a variety of hoofed animals right next to their prints. Every spread has 
plenty of details on how to interpret the footprint, and the featured menagerie 
includes bighorn sheep and goats, chipmunks and rabbits, grizzlies and brown bears, 
horses and burros, domestic cats and dogs, and even slithering reptiles! This is the 
perfect gift for a budding naturalist, animal lover, or artist.

9781454923800 
Hardback 
$12.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in 
32 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 32 

Clownfish Aren't So Funny 
Fascinating Facts about Some of the Ocean’s Most 
Misunderstood Creatures 
Weiss, Matt 
Dive in and enjoy these surprising stories about the ocean's smallest 
creatures!
Clownflsh aren’t funny, cuttlefish aren’t cuddly, and mantis shrimp aren’t so shrimpy 
(they’re TOUGH dudes)! While sharks, whales, and dolphins get plenty of attention, 
the real drama of the ocean takes place in the nooks and crannies of coral reefs. And 
some of the coolest critters there are no bigger than a golf ball, stay hidden from plain 
sight, and are real killers. Featuring absolutely stunning close-up photography, 
Clownfish Aren’t So Funny sends an important message about conservation and 
environmental responsibility even as it tells the compelling stories of the ocean’s 
smaller, but still deadly, inhabitants.

9781454921370 
Hardback 
$12.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in 
32 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 32 

Don't Bug the Insects 
Fascinating Facts about Nature's Most Misunderstood Creatures 
Richmond, Ben 
Go buggy over insects!
At any given time there are 10 quintillion insects on the Earth; that means 200 million 
bugs for every person out there. And while they sometimes annoy us—or worse, like 
the deadly mosquito, which can kill us—insects are essential to life as we know it. 
Written from the point of view of the bugs themselves, this fascinating book provides 
a lesson in ecology and conservation as it introduces kids to 12 insects—including ants, 
spiders, bees, ladybugs, and beetles—plus one surprise guest. Featuring incredible 
text by Ben Richmond, accompanied by breathtaking photos, Don’t Bug the Insects 
explains just why these tiny creatures are so important, how they help humans and 
the planet, and why we need to treat them well.

9781454930891 
Hardback 
$12.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in 
32 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 32 

Life at the Zoo 
George, Michael 
“Inviting, fascinating . . . animal-loving kids will be enthralled.” —Booklist 
(Starred review)

Have you wondered what life at the zoo is really like? With breathtaking 
original images from a National Geographic photographer, this book gives a 
unique behind-the-scenes view.

This is the perfect book for every budding zoologist and animal-loving kid! Featuring 
illuminating photography and writing from Michael George, Life at the Zoo provides a 
precious glimpse inside the beloved institution. Children can meet the creatures who 
live there—and the people who care for them, too. They’ll have so much fun, they 
won’t even realize how much they’re learning!
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9781454917489 
Hardback 
$12.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in 
32 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 32 

Please Be Nice to Sharks 
Fascinating Facts about the Ocean’s Most Misunderstood 
Creatures 
Weiss, Matt 
Meet 14 cool sharks (and one manta ray) and see why it's important to BE NICE TO 
SHARKS! Though they’re often portrayed as vicious man-eaters, sharks actually kill 
fewer than 10 people per year. Yet those myths cause real harm: many species are 
being hunted to extinction, with as many as 100-200 million sharks being killed each 
year. This humorous book humanizes the incredible shark through breathtaking, 
original, underwater photography along with incredible facts about these amazing 
creatures in the wild—sending kids a crucial message about conservation in an 
irresistible format.

9781454929673 
Hardback 
$12.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in 
32 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 32 

Weird Animals 
Carson, Mary Kay 
Slime-oozing slugs, red-lipped fish, spine-covered bugs, and tubed-nosed 
bats. There animals are weird—and AWESOME! But have you ever wondered 
why they look so strange? Find out!

Axolotl, sea pig, mirror spider. These are some crazy-looking critters! But no matter 
how bizarre or wacky, there’s a reason why animals look the way they do. These 
characteristics—including their colors, teeth, and behavior—help them survive. With 
the help of some amazing photos, Mary Kay Carson reveals that, no matter how odd, 
things like slime and freaky noses are more than just surface features—they’re 
lifesaving.

9781454929925 
Hardback 
$9.95 
8.500 in H | 8.500 in W 
32 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 40 

Do Sharks Glow in the Dark? 
. . . and Other Shark-tastic Questions 
Carson, Mary Kay 
What’s the biggest shark? Do they have bones? Do sharks eat people—and 
do people eat sharks? This engaging entry in the Animal Facts series 
answers the basic questions about shark life that children like to ask!

What do you want to know about shark life? With a fun Q&A format and eye-catching 
photographs, Do Sharks Glow in the Dark? tells you everything! Are sharks fish? Are 
there any that live in lakes? Did dinosaurs ever battle sharks? Do sharks glow in the 
dark? And do sharks have skin or scales? This is one book kids will return to again and 
again. 

9781454929918 
Hardback 
$9.95 
8.500 in H | 8.500 in W 
32 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 40 

Do Tigers Stay Up Late? 
. . . and Other Tiger-ific Questions 
Carson, Mary Kay 
Do Tigers Stay Up Late? …and Other Tiger-ific Questionsanswers basic 
questions about these big cats, including how they sleep, what they eat, 
and, yes . . . why they have so many stripes!

Does a tiger purr? Could it win a marathon? And would it make a good pet? Using a 
helpful Q&A format, Do Tigers Stay Up Late? tells children all they ever wanted to 
know about these magnificent creatures, from what they weigh to whether they 
swim. Filled with stunning photographs and cool information, this book is sure to 
become a favorite of every young animal lover.
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9781454929703 
Hardback 
$16.95 
10.875 in H | 8.500 in 
40 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 30 

If You Had Your Birthday Party on the Moon 
Lapin, Joyce 
If you had your birthday party on the moon, what would it be like? Blast off 
to an extraterrestrial celebration and find out! This cool picture book 
combines fun and facts to help kids learn all about outer space. 

Have your birthday party on the moon and everyone will come! After all, who 
wouldn’t want to ride in a rocket and celebrate for a day that lasts as long as a month 
on Earth? Then, young partygoers could romp in a low-gravity playground; watch 
candles and balloons behave weirdly in the Moon’s atmosphere; and see why the 
“moon angels” they make in the thick carpet of lunar dust will last for thousands of 
years. With each discovery, kids learn the science behind the surprise, explained in 
terms they’ll understand. Complete with sidebars and a glossary, this entertaining 
adventure is perfect for sharing at home and at school.

9781454926351 
Hardback 
$16.95 
9.000 in H | 10.000 in 
32 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 20 

Inky's Great Escape 
The Incredible (and Mostly True) Story of an Octopus Escape 
Lyall, Casey 
Inky’s Incredible Idea for an Ingenious Escape.
Based on a true story, this tale follows a daring, Houdini-esque octopus as 
he performs his greatest escape act yet.

In April 2016, The New York Times published an article about an octopus named Inky 
who escaped from the National Aquarium of New Zealand through a drainpipe and 
into the sea. In this charming fictionalized account, Inky, worn out from his exciting 
life in the ocean, has retired to the aquarium. There he quietly plays cards, makes 
faces at the visitors, and regales his tankmate Blotchy with tales of his past 
adventures. Then Blotchy dares Inky to make one more great escape: out of their 
tank. Will Inky succeed?

9781402786655 
Hardback 
$14.95 
8.000 in H | 10.000 in 
32 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 30 

Olivia's Birds 
Saving the Gulf 
Bouler, Olivia 
One 11 year-old girl can make a difference-as budding ornithologist and artist Olivia 
Bouler has proven, single-handedly raising over $175,000 for the Gulf Coast oil spill 
recovery. Devastated by the disaster and eager to do her part, Olivia wrote a letter to 
Audubon, “11 years old and willing to help” offering her own bird paintings to raise 
contributions for Gulf recovery efforts. The idea took flight, and Olivia proceeded to 
send out over 500 paintings, many of which are captured in this lavish picture book 
that recaps her valiant campaign to save birds affected by the spill.

Written in her own words, this unique introduction to backyard and endangered birds 
features Olivia's hand-drawn illustrations, bird facts, and full-color photos celebrating 
Olivia's campaign. 

9781454920991 
Hardback 
$16.95 
10.000 in H | 10.000 in 
40 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 24 

Rufus Blasts Off! 
Griswell, Kim T. 
“Perfect for fans of Where the Wild Things Are, as it too features a voyage 
by a kid who doesn’t play by the rules. A great storytime choice for young 
book lovers and adventurers.” —School Library Journal

“My name is Rufus Leroy Williams III. And I am ready to blast off."
"NO PIGS IN SPACE."

Rufus the Pig has already sailed the seven seas on a pirate ship. Now he dreams of 
the Moon, the stars, and Mars! So he bids his mateys goodbye and reports for duty at 
the space center. But Commander Luna tells him: “No pigs in space!” Why? Because 
pigs pester the pilot, do loop-the-loops in the cabin, and always want to push buttons. 
Then Luna learns that she needs someone to read a book live from the Red Planet—
or the mission is scrubbed. Will Rufus finally blast off? This third tale about the 
adventurous pig is sci-fi fantastic!
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9781454920717 
Hardback 
$16.95 
8.500 in H | 10.875 in 
40 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 30 

Up in the Leaves 
The True Story of the Central Park Treehouses 
Boss, Shira 
“Bob lived in the big city. The city was very crowded.”
A true story about Bob Redman, a New York City boy who built a series of 
intricate treehouses hidden in Central Park.
This charming picture book tells the true story of Bob Redman, a child growing up in 
New York City. Tired of the noise, the people, and the rushing around, Bob took 
shelter in the natural beauty of Central Park—where he covertly built a series of 
amazing treehouses, starting with a simple platform and growing more and more 
elaborate over time. He played cat-and-mouse with the park workers, who kept 
tearing down his houses, until he was finally caught. But his story ends with a happy 
surprise . . .

9781454928584 
Hardback 
$16.95 
10.000 in H | 10.000 in 
40 pages 
all in color 
Territory: WENG 
Carton Quantity: 24 

Allie All Along 
Reul, Sarah Lynne 
“What appears to be a simple story upon first glance actually offers 
uncomplicated yet practical remedies for helping a child deal with a strong 
emotion.” —Booklist (Starred review)

Allie All Along deserves a spot on the shelf with Where the Wild Things Are, 
When Sophie Gets Angry--Really, Really Angry... and My Mouth Is a 
Volcano.” —Shelf Awareness

“Allie’s crayon broke.
I blinked.
She was suddenly . . .
furious, fuming, frustrated . . .”

Have you ever felt mad enough to stomp, smash, and crash? Allie has! Meet 
one angry little girl and see how she calms down, bit by bit—with the help 
of her understanding big brother.

9781454917298 
Hardback 
$19.95 
9.000 in H | 10.400 in 
20 pages 
10 4-color illustrations 
Territory: 
US/Can/Philippines 
Carton Quantity: 10 

The Color Monster 
A Pop-Up Book of Feelings 
Llenas, Anna 
"This sensitive book . . . encourages young ones to open up and discuss 
how they feel, even when their thoughts are confusing." —Parents

We teach toddlers to identify colors, numbers, shapes, and letters—but what about 
their feelings? By illustrating such common emotions as happiness, sadness, anger, 
fear, and calm, this sensitive book gently encourages young children to open up with 
parents, teachers, and daycare providers. And kids will LOVE the bright illustrations 
and amazing 3-D pop-ups on every page!

9781454913948 
Hardback 
$14.95 
10.875 in H | 8.500 in 
40 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 30 

Even Superheroes Have Bad Days 
Becker, Shelly 
"Full of action and vibrancy. . . .A good way to soothe bad days away.” —
School Library Journal

When Superheroes don’t get their way,
when they’re sad, when they’re mad, when they’ve had a bad day . . .
. . . they COULD super-tantrum, they COULD but they DON'T,
because REAL Superheroes just WOULDN'T—they WON'T!

All kids have trouble getting a grip on their emotions, sometimes—even young 
superheroes! But what do they do when they’re having a bad day? Colorful action-
packed illustrations and a dynamite rhyming text reveal the many ways superheroes 
(and ordinary children, too) can resist the super-temptation to cause a scene when 
they’re sad, mad, frustrated, lonely, or afraid. From burning off steam on a bike or a 
hike, to helping others, this energetic picture book has plenty of fun ideas to help kids 
cope when they’re feeling overwhelmed.
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9781454927037 
Hardback 
$16.95 
10.875 in H | 8.500 in 
40 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 20 

Even Superheroes Make Mistakes 
Becker, Shelly 
“A highly appealing read. . . . Children will readily gravitate to this book.” 
—School Library Journal

What do young superheroes do when they’ve blundered and bungled? They 
don’t get mad; they get SMART! This fun follow-up to Even Superheroes 
Have Bad Days teaches kids another humorous lesson in overcoming 
adversity.

Even superheroes sometimes slip up and err. And when that happens, do they say, 
“It’s not FAIR?” or give up in despair? NO! “Ashamed Superheroes who goofed up 
somehow . . . First STOP . . . then CONSIDER what’s best to do now.” Whether 
they’ve nabbed the wrong guy by mistake or bashed into a planet while zooming 
through space, all superheroes ‘fess up their mess-up, get on with their day, and keep 
on saving the world in the most super way!

9781454710660 
Paperback / softback 
$12.95 
9.000 in H | 7.000 in W 
80 pages 
Carton Quantity: 58 

The Slime Workshop 
20 DIY Projects to Make Awesome Slimes—All Borax Free! 
Zhang, Selina 
Whip up 20 borax-free slimes with different textures, cool colors, and 
special effects from slime enthusiast Selina Zhang (@anathemaslime)!

Follow the step-by-step instructions to make slimes to squish, stretch, poke, and play 
with, including Glow-in-the-Dark Slime, Fluffy Slime, Fishbowl Slime, Unicorn Slime, 
and more. Along with fun variations, this irresistible full-color guide outlines the 
essential equipment and ingredients, the science of slime, tips on how to safely make 
and play with slime, and advice for preserving your creations and troubleshooting 
common problems.

9781454922353 
Paperback / softback 
$16.95 
10.875 in H | 8.500 in 
128 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 24 

Curious Jane 
Calling all creative, curious, confident girls everywhere!
If you’re a girl who loves to get hands-on and tinker, here’s your chance to create to 
your heart’s content. Full of imaginative stuff to do and make, Curious Jane offers 
plenty of spectacular projects and DIY fun. From fantastic crafts to inspirational ideas 
for budding designers and inventors, this smart, colorful, and idea-packed book has 
the perfect project for every cool, creative young girl!

9781454931348 
Paperback / softback 
$16.95 
10.875 in H | 8.500 in 
128 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 20 

More Curious Jane 
Calling all creative girls who like to tinker, experiment, and make things! 
Here are loads of fun, imaginative activities you’ll love.

Girls who enjoy crafts, DIY projects, and more will find plenty here to keep them busy 
for hours! This follow-up to Curious Jane gives them even more hands-on activities 
and entertainment, with new things to make and create, and ideas that encourage 
them to design and invent. It's a smart, colorful, and unique book that's perfect for 
every bright, cool young girl!
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9781454925668 
Paperback / softback 
$19.95 
9.250 in H | 7.375 in W 
280 pages 
all in 2-color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 28 

Build Your First Web App 
Learn to Build Web Applications from Scratch 
Levinson, Deborah 
Not a techie? Don’t worry! This friendly and approachable guide shows 
even complete beginners how to build their first web application.
Modern web application design and development can feel overwhelming: How do you 
design a useful tool that can run on a desktop, tablet, and phone? Which 
programming framework should you use? How can a non-programmer pick up these 
skills? Build Your First Web App answers these questions by teaching two popular 
practical frameworks, Bootstrap and Angular.js, as well as the principles behind 
programming: the basics of user experience design, planning and structuring your 
software, and making your application visually attractive and easier to use. The book 
walks you through every step of creating you first app, and gives you assignments in 
each chapter. If you already know some HTML and CSS, but want to go further and 
create something functional rather than static, this book is for you!

9781454922346 
Paperback / softback 
$24.95 
9.250 in H | 7.375 in W 
320 pages 
all in 2-color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 20 

The Gamer's Guide to Coding 
Design, Code, Build, Play 
McComb, Gordon 
Learn one of today’s most important skills—coding—while creating your 
own games!
With this illustrated, interactive guide to coding, readers will discover how to create, 
test, and play fun 2D computer games. No prior programming knowledge is required 
to become proficient: just follow the easy step-by-step examples to program and 
share games on an Apple or Windows PC, Android device, or Apple iOS tablet. With 
code instruction in JavaScript—a user-friendly programming language used in millions 
of websites—this book is the perfect springboard for mastering any coding skill, from 
website creation to business processes, computer engineering, and professional-level 
game development.

9781402743290 
Paperback / softback 
$9.95 
10.000 in H | 8.500 in 
144 pages 
all in color 
Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 34 

The Ultimate Guide to Your Microscope 
Levine, Shar 
Get our your microscope and take a close-up look at a tiny world! This book 
by two award-winning science authors shows you how. 

Looking at little things—things too small to see with the naked eye—can be big fun. 
It’s certainly smart science, and award-winning authors Shar Levine and Leslie 
Johnstone are here to show kids the basics of creating their own professional-quality 
slides and using their own microscopes. A whole world will open up to budding 
scientists as they learn to identify the microscope’s different pieces, practice focusing, 
and prepare different kinds of samples for viewing. Illustrated throughout with 
photomicrographs (pictures taken through a microscope), and complete with a 
reproducible form for documenting specimens, this fascinating, in-depth guide explains 
how to put bugs, water, food, plants and pollen, and even parts of the body (like 
fingernails) under the scope for a close-up glimpse. Of course, there are 
troubleshooting answers to common questions and safety instructions for parents and 
teachers, too.
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